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Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, April, 1978
By LOWCLL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
' The 12th Street rezoning issue is now
in the hands of Murray city councilmen.
Citing Major economic, physical and
social changes along the busy Murray
street, Murray Planning Commission
members Wednesday night voted to
reetiffinielia 'rezoning 12th Street- (rain'
assorted residential Classifications to a
limited business class,
The rezoning recommendation will
likely be talked about at the- next
Monday City Council meeting ,Thur-
sdar That .meeting is expected to be
televised in the studios of Channel 11 on
the Murray Stte University campus.
Planning co 'oners adopted the
_u_nackuousiy, Nedneiithty night. 
although one member, Howard Koenen,
a businessman on the street, abstained.
Koenen also sits on Murray City-
_ Council.-Another Member Was abserit.
Planning commission member H. It:-
Waldrop made the original motion to..
councilthen. The longstime commission
member told cOmmissioners the ispie
has lasted through three Mill-ray
mayoral terms. think we owe it to the
people of 12th Street... I'd say 90 percent
want it rezoned."
Other commission members con-
. -iributed reasons-for sending the, issike„..to
Murray City Council, with Murray City
Attorney William "Bill" Philips writing-
- the bulk of the lengthy motion:
The Mntieri indicates  _."tbere_
-been major changes of an economic,
LAthysical and social nature within .the
involved which have substantially
altered the basic character of such
area, some specific reitiene for which
are as follows: -
:77. -The traffic pattern has shifted over
the-years to 12th Street as a main
thoroughfare, which is inconsistent
with residential area, making it less
attra as a residential area and
more c patible with a business zones,-
-Commercial growth hasresulted_in
large ndestrienseensers on both the north
and south terminals_of the area in
question;
Legally existing businesses have
come into the area within the last 6
years which detract from the
residential character of the neigh-
borhood and make the area more
suitable to a business zone;






WASHINGTON ( AP) - The outlook
for grocery shoppers improved Slightly
as wholesale prices rose at a slower
rate' last month than they had earlier
this year, the Labor Department said
today.
' 'Wholesale prices rose 0.0 percent in
March, which could lead to an annual
inflation rate of just over 7 percint if
IAleh prices taiereaae-et the March rate
for the rest of the year.
,There-was-a-L1-pereent -increase '
In Our 99th Year
over the years has put the area in
question inore_at the geographical
center of the population and conducive
to a B-4 zone.
"In light of the ,findings and foregoing
reasons, the _Planning commission
--recommends to the City Council that
the area in question should be rezoned
from its present residential zone 
iqa-ii-Silicalions to
wholesale , prices in--February, the
biggest rise in more than three years.
• Wholesale feed prices rose 0.8 per-
:7-cent in March after jumps of 1.1 percent
in January and 2.9 percent in February,
the Labor Department said. The price
of other consumer goods rose 0.5 per.-
cent last month. -
Economists watch the monthly__
wholesale price report closely because -
price increases are usually passed ito
-consumers. Consumer prices inensind,
1.4 percent during the first twomonths
•of this year; -
FBLA AWARD WINNERS - Three participaritt frorh the Murray Area Vocational enter were among those who
won awards in competition at the Future Business Leaders of America (FBLA) first Region Leadership Conference at
Murray State University on Tuesday, April 4. They are: (left to right) Laura Jarrett, fourth place and high score on the
written test, business communications; Irina Swift, ontgqing Region I reporter; and Debra Tucker, second place, an-
nual activities report. More than 700 high school students from 23 FBLA chapters in West Kentucky participated in
31 individual and chapter events in the seventh annual conference. First, second, and third place winners are eligible
to compete in the state conference in Louisville April 20-22.
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer -
FRANKFORT,., Ky. ( AP -
gi slati v e Research otrintission
ay faces the unwelcome issue of
Equal Rights Amendment at its
first scheduled meeting since the 1978
lekislative session ended last month.
Ontheagenda so far is a request by
steteSen. Gus Sheehan. D-Covington,
to void what he calls "the arbitrary act
of U. Coe. Thelma -Stovall, acting as
governor, in attempting to veto the
action of the Legislature on House 4eint
'Magian
-- Thais the-resolutiesi-abiels able: a
mighty. -tug of war , throughout- the
session, was 119Pd to rescind the
General Assembly's. ratification, of.
ERA in 1972.
Sheehan, one of the anti-ERA faction,
said in a letter to Vic Hellard, chairman
of the I,RC, that Mrs. Stovall's veto Is
, prohibited by both the state and federal
consft,tutions.
He said the 16-member bipartisan
legislative tomrnission "should take
action to nullify the lieutenant gover-
nor's action.. It is one of the greatest
faux as (tactless blunders) of the
century."
Ass-ERA forces, of course, believe
the veto is legal although Gov. Julidh
.Carroll, whose absence from, the, state
. enabled Mrs. Stovall to veto the
resolution, has said that despite his
favortism toward ERA, the veto' is
- invalid.
. The latest, but by no means the last,
word came 10 stays -ago, from the at-
Ofterif's office, which in an
opinion with no forte of law advised a
legislator the. veto wart-ivithin Mrs.
' Stovall's authority._
Amid all this, conflicting opinion,
what can the LRC do?
Nothing at all except possibly to file a
test suit somewhere, according to one
knciisiedgeable source on the corn
mission.
But House Speaker William Kenton.
D-I xingtoo, perhaps the only out-,
spoken ERA proponent on the LRC.
said he has neveis' known the com-
mission to take such action.
"It • would be an .intereittng in-
yolvementlor the Legislature to take
on the executive_branch," commented
Kenton, a lawyer....
'Mrs'. %wall was acting In an
• exetative capacity artheTtisne of het
treto.
, 'Whatever the I.RC does won't make
any difference on any basis at all,"
Kenton said in an interview.
The speaker said he simply cannot
see the JAC in any role other than
ministerial because it ,is the research
15e Per Copy
Plaiting conunissionerrteg McKeel
cited alteration in the basic traffic
Patterns In Murr.ay in the last 20 years.
Another planning commissioner talked
about- deterioration of some housing
along the.street.
"Due to the increase of density izi
West Murray makes 12th Street a more
suitable shopping ' area than down-,
ttown," one commissioner said.
The Labor Department said
wholesale prices for pork, processed
pooltry, refined sugar and fresh fruit
turned downward in March alter going
up in the previous month; And the rate
of increase in prices for beef and veal,
eggs and dairy products was less in
.Marchthan it was in-February.
Prises turned up in March after
_Fetriihey declines for vegetable oil-
Aroutetis'llotrbased mixes and milled-;
ride. taridy prices increased. Coffee- •
prices went down.
‘rfesi for long-lasting 
. 
goods, such as
autos, firniture and jewelery, went up
0.6 percent in March. Higher prices
were recorded for cosmetics, alcoholic-
--
Martha Boles of Madisonville
became the SeCond woman in Murray
State University 'history to be elected
student body president when she was
chosen by her fellow students in
balloting Tuesday to head the Student
Government Association (SGA). '
She defeated Brad Lutz - of
Barrington, 111., 431 to 406 for the
Presidency. She will be sworn in for the
one-year term on Friday. Her election
ineans_that she will also serve for the
--utitt year as the student representative
to the board of regents. -
The 21-year-old Miss Boles-, daughter
of Mr: and Mrs. Jack Boles, has served
-during the past year as SGA secretary.
A junifir vocational home economics
major, she has been involved in SGA ,
activities since her freshman year.
Her only female predecessor as SGA
president in the' 42-year history of that
office was Cathy Cole of Murray, who
served during the 1975-76 school year.
Steve Bourne °C.-Murray is the
outgoing president of the SGA and
retiring student representative to the.
board of regents.
In other elections for the SGA
executive council, Chris Clifton Of
Detroit and Karen Norton of Parie,"---,
Ttnn . ,ran unopposed for vice-president-
slid secretary respectively. , •
legislature," Kenton said.
aid information arm of the Assembly.
"I arn not aware of us acting as the
iggislature in the absence of the
A casual check of the LRC mem-
bership shows that most are anti-ERA,
at least in their recorded votes during
the past session.
Kenton shares the chairmanship
every six months. with Senate President
pWO tern Joe Ekrther, 1)-Vine Grave,.
Atoae turn it the first. six -months
-)f This year PrAther voted to rescind
r, P.A.
• In the final days of the session, which
the ERA furor reached its height, both
aides indicated the would go to court if
the other won. The anti-ERA forces now
are faced with 'pny attempted
(halinfaie, but none haa been made yet
Volume 99 No. 81
The city officials offered no reasons ordinanee, businesses locating next to
why the street should remain with its residential lots have to erect screens.)
residential classifications. Over 100 persons attended a lenghty
Commission chairman W. A. March 21 public hearing on the 12th
Franklin, who----_siad ,he once voted Stseet rezoning - issue, That hearing
against the measure, told corn- marked the third on substantially .the
missioners, "I think it's clear that we same area within the last few months.
do need it (the commercial zone)...I Merrar Attorney James Overby
hope the screening will make_ the See COMMISSION
rezoning leas tiairibiL" -(ITfide-i• 20, Colurini-
beverage§ and luggage. Prices of
gasoline, home heating oil and tires
wentdown...... '
.The Labor Depaiiment calculates
these prices- by surveying manufac-
turers and hiding out what they have
charged retailers, processors and
others for goods that are ready for the
consumer. .it is called the producer
price index for finished goods, and it
--nows--stands--46-1110,---Thitans that
producers are charging $18i) fee
products that cost $100 in the be
period of 1967
In a preview of the March wholesale
price report, the Agriculture Depart-
-went said prices received by farmers
_
- Jim Long of Desloge, MO.,W4F1 the
treasurer's post in a race with Jim
Ciontea of Elgin,
Only 15 of the 51 positions to be filled
were contested during the election.
Seventeen of the 26 seats on the Student
Senate were filled and all but one of the
72 seats on the Student Activities Board
were decided.
Members of the Student Senate are
elected by colleges; with representation •
in proportion to the enrollment of each
college. Colleges, their number of
Senators, and those elected on the
balloting Tuesday are:
Creative Expression 3) - Terri
Miller, Owensboro; James Thomas,
Paducah; and Gordon Graham,
Human Development and Leaning 18)
- Dana McDermitt, Paducah; Gret-
chen Sharka and Noreta Cassity, both
of Murray; and Pat Dorris, Evansville,
Ind.
Environmental Science (4) - Bar-
bara Mozingo, Marion, Ill.; Mack
Bushart, Gilbertsville; and David
Spain, Madisonville.
Business and Public Affairs (5) -
Karen Echols, Paducah; Lisa Fleming,
Sia ughtert;-'  -Jeff Hendricks,
Madisonville; Scott Mitchell, Mt.,
Vernon, Ind.; and Sharon Norton,
Paris, Tenn.
rose 4 percent in the month ending
March 15 after going up 3 percent the
month before. The biggest increases
were for cattle, hogs, soybeans and
oranges.
Wholesale and farm price increases
are usually passed on 11) consukiiers.
Economists say some of the food in.
creases show up at supermarkets al-
most-immediately. -
Last month, the Agriculture
• Dupartment raised its 4 to 6 percent
estimate of consumer food price in-
creases for this year to 6 to 8 percent.
The government has switched. its
emphasis from the unemployment
problem to inflation. - .
Humanistic _Studies (3) Barry.
Bryant, East Paint, Ga.
Industry and TelYnology(3) Liam
Deering, Evansville, Ind. •
Irt instances where the colleges, did
not have enough candidates to elect the
number of senators allowed,' the
vacancies will be advertised and filled
through • applications and interviews.
The Student Activities Board will be
made up of eight on-campus
representatives and 14 off-campus
representatives. One off-campus
representative is yet to be selected.
On-campus representatives elected
are: Jan Baggett, Murray; Tab Brock-
man, Louisville; Stan Elliott, Fancy
Faiih; Pam Graham, Belleville, Ill.;
Jeni Schmitt, Evansville, Ind.; Cindy
Sentell, Camden, Tenn.; Debbie
Simmons, Arlington; and Debbie
Wyatt, Mayfield.
Off-campus representatives_ elected
are: David Black, _Hickman.; Eddie
Cash, Mayfieid; Terry Clark, Murray;
Chris Chapman, Sturgis; Michael
Cramer, Melber ; Tony Downs,
Hopkinsville; Kent Hayden, Fancy
Farm; Mike Jump, Magnolia; Brian
Kunze, Owensborg; Brent Laird,
Memphis', Tenn.; Larry Sykes, Garden
-City, Mich: ; Susan Thorpe, Benton; and
Thomas Vines, Desloge,- Mo.
One Section-28 Pages
The recently ended Kentucky Legislature approved 544
bills of which all but six that were vetoed will become law.
As a public service, The Murray Ledger & Times is tbday
publishing a summary of the recent legislation. Readers
are urged to read the summary and now to save the two
pages for future reference. The summary appears on
pages 14 and 15. .
• 8 -7!--
•
Generally cloudy today with
showers' and thunderstorms
likely. Highs hi the16W 1,6-tfittl 705
Shosefrs Sind thlIffilerstorms
ending tonight with slowly
decreasing cloudiness, becoming
mostly tunny on Friday. Lows
tonight in the low to mid 5Cis.
Highs Friday in the low 70s.
today's indk-
Classifieds 18,17, 18,19
„ .Comics  16
C 'rossword  • 16





Let's Stay Well 5




SpOrts..  , • .7,8,9
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_ Dr. Edwin Strohecker, dean , '75r. Strohicker _ said The chapter regent, Mrs.
of. the Murray State Untver - -Franklin' established-I-the Jahn J. .1,.1yeailY," ill"du‘d
any Library, was • guest' Colonial American'' Postal Dr. Strohecker and thanked
aPeldtee, • at the March meeting 'SYsteili, talked France into hun for taking tithe to speak
-of the -Giaptaia Wendell•Oury - Lighting for us in the from his by schedule at the
- Chapter of the Daughters of Revolution. organizaed John University as • well as the Dan Hendrickson, Murray which was *served by the_ theAinericau.Revolution Add PauLloact:_ /AUL eseapades ' nutty- other duties., with _ the, - State grailUate antftecreation
Miller, South Ninth Street. .. frigland into the kind of peace A m e r i ca n 11 i b r a r y
urotip Camp, explained the 
Braruiiiii 'Siirliftt-s-- -Greoup •• at the home of Mrs. Robert a, against Ordain., add talked State Library Association, specialist of Brandon Springs
"Benjamin Franklin" was treaty the United States Association, Intellectual
TyA ,Educational and 
wasersthema"lea-of.rbufdishfa-10:•
Camp,
gave a most interesting and ' Postmaster General, Am-- Governors Advisory Council. area at the spring meeting of 
meat-the subject of the speaker who wanted. He was America's Freedom Commission, and
Recreational program of the Dr. Smith announced that ,
life and IfFeetillgishat&tit_pubbstier, an71 his-knowledge- _. ' MrS• LivnitY., OPened the--meeting with the eledgemithe Teachers Association Mon- 
meeting 
Retired Teachers
einformative iwi.lit intb his . bassadur to France, a printer, on Libraries. -
the Calloway County Retired tChaellowneaxyt
saying he seemed like twenty - of -science 'nude-- tum • "the • day, April 3. 
Association would be a break-
The morning 
fast session at the ColonialEinstein_of his day." flag, followed by the -.DAR
and House Smorgasbord Monday"We all remember and have -Ritual and read a letter from noon luncheon wers:helodriat
ana...aitd_lbe_tnany stiltiv E. S. DiVii.c", chaplain, ied in 
morning, June 5. ,
Acting, secretary • LtrEita
read his Poor Richard's • the President- General. Mrs. Brandon Springs Camp, with
inventions we are using' today prayer and Mrs. John A. Itume-le CauMt7. -.rented Jenniriii rePO'Red 'that- th'efe
teachers in att nee.'
eyeglasses, the first efficient report. 
are 126 retired teachers who-7- ' ' electricity. _,A _bifocal Nance gave the financial
Qr. Matt Sparkman was re- are Members of the Calloway
elected president of the Association. Prof. Anderson, home heating stem, the Refreshments were served association at the business
were Thyra Crawford, 
gave the 'invocation._Franklin stovi,,,. ionstrated by Mrs. Miller, assisted-by session. Other Officers electedlime as a fertilizer for a first Mrs. 'a'lord Forrest, to
experiment ITC-Set-entitle Mesdames Robert Bury, 'treasurer; Mavis McCarnish,farming, foundecethe firit_ore__IJames Byrn, E. S. bluguidr._
secretary; and Jack Gardner,insurance company in Price Doyle, Max- Hurt, John
CROUCH BOYvice president. Vernon An--Philadel P Livesay, Corinne McNutt,
-Eitel Niorlhead, Ray .i?un. -*maw vres--an-fer-riatr'nfrtiTe—:§W.LEmtHWrr-Stevebbilc
nominating--eornmittee.
e cultivation of silk worms , of Murray Route One are thein America. introduced day, John A. Nance, Wells Mr. Hendrickson, who is the parents of a baby boy; Justinrhubard. TIrre was never - Purdom, Sr., Padl 'Sturm, Ed 'son of Dr. ' and Mrs. Stan Shea, weighing eight poundsanother who carried out so Davis, Dr. Mildred Hatcher. Hendrickson, was assisted in one ounce, measuring._ 20'4- •many experiments. so sue_ Dr. Halene Visher, and Miss .
emayay, . Ho_ i& , bogt_  Kim Davis,. alon4, with guest. 'lie 'progftirn --- Beth An- inches, horn on Friday, Ma-i•-e'h- ,ttrews; -recreatton-Notwrst, -11-,-arr.17a.m. at theNiiiray-i-• + • e.ii remembered as a member of Dr. Strohecker. . She is doing educational intern Calloway County Hospital._ _Dr. Edwin Strohecker . -the Continental Congress who , . work at Brandon Springs aS'a They have another son,-Guest Speaker drafted the Articles of Con- 
.
• 
student from the University of Stephen Heath, age four. Thegre,g-i4 mar. since he C011- feration and a signer of the -Homemakers. Club __Georgia. . . . fattici -IS" employed . at th-etrittuted so much to the Declaration oft. In- . . Brandon Springs group Murray Division of 'the
-..tibealkr..A0id educational.. . said 
country politically, scien- dependence," the Speaker ofpex . to- Li_
....• wr !lours Carnp is located in the Land TappanCompany and also self
- Betvteen The Lakes at Gatlin ettiPTOYed 'as a farmer:
-'--- - Point -0n hake-13,aelft_notiar ' Gratx1partits_are -Mr. and
-
meeting, At renter from ForrIkin NatiOnal Mrs. Theron Crouch of Far-
- '_"' Military' Park. It is about mington Route One; Mrs. Rita
.•. . ''. three- miles.southeaSt of the Adams of Murray, and Hugh
Mrd... Irene -_-Mitchuson Buffalo Range. and Great Adams-of Murray. Grea
. Wipoliosei-Tsiirettoodor grandparents are Mrs. Mamie presented the lesson on Western Furnace. ,
"Fabric Tips" at the March ,, The camp, designed ex- Adams and Mrs. Lillie Baz.-.,
meeting of the ljexter elusively for groups," was zell, both of Farmington Route
-Homemakers-CM held at-the --opened in Mareh-1974--Its- Ontr,-Nfit:-Viiiiclle Edwardi of
Dexter Community Center. 'facilities for eating, sleeping. Kirksey, and the late Mr. and
•••• !Wean
2, 
- —She also gave a report of the, recreation and training are Mrs. R. D. Crouch.---0,'-:',••• 10 (1: 
Calloway Hi:irritant-kers:. available only by reservation.
Mr. Hendrickson presented  Council meeting. GRANT BOY -,
The president, Mrs. Lyda --some 30 slides for the 
Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Grant,
Jr., Overb with thy, presided ie Callow 4-34f Danville; Ill., announceay Retired' Teachers •
devotion given by Mrs. Brooks and explained the oper the birth of a baby boy, Joe Wational-- _
- Grant III, weighing six poundsCollie followed by prayer by setup. - . •
-Mrs. . Luna Ernstberger.-- $cout groups, church twelve ounces, born op Sun-
Reports were given by Mrs, 'Organizations, senior citizens, 0114, March 26, at St. Elizabeth
-college and schoolgroups and Hospttat, Danville.June Pritchett. ...
—Plans were made for the handicapped persons of all 
They have two daughters,
.... Kelly, age ten, and Erin, age  : annual tasting Iiikehipn to be ages are among_ tne_ _ .......,_•....• _ __ .... twenty•twci months. ' The-,-, held on April 27. -- ------- organizations--tbat make-
Mrs. June-Pritchett gave a
short lesson on "Do-Ahead
Meals" as she served chess
pie and coffee to -, the two
guests, Mrs. Jean Cloar and
Mrs. Pauline Edwards, along
with other members, not.-
previously mentioned, Mrs.
Elizabeth Puckett, Mrs. May
Denny, : Mrs. Grace O'Bryan,
ahd Miss Maude WoodtilL - the handicapped, y°11eYball' 
The next 
m etingORIENTALCHICKEN
will be handball; artillery. demon-
.-held Thursday, April 13, at straUOns. swimming, boating, Chicken is one of the most
9:30 km. the _Dexter Corn- canoeing, safety drills, ai...* popular foods in the Oriental
i•  mentioned in Chinese
, 4 _ i painting, dyeing, the paw-paw scrolls dating 'back to 1400 B.
patch, puppet shows, hiking, C. Toclaiy„ in addition to
camp crafts, and all forms of Chicken -' Chow Mein,
all-year fun. , Americans are beginning to
Following the slide appreciate the limplei.' tin-.
presentation,. Dr. Sparkman . complicated method -of
and Dr. E. B. Hovrton gave cooking with a quick, stir-fry
brief- reports on the recent technique That enhances the
enactment of legislation natural flavor of chicken and.,
Lewishusg, W. Va., and Mr _pertaining to retired teachers vegetables. The National
ip -Kentucky. Dr. Ruby E Broiler Council notes that
Smith, chairperson of the today's young broiler-fryers
program c o m milt ee , are ideal for this method of
prasented the speaker and preparation. They don't need
made arrangements for the lengthy' cooking to tenderize
meeting. the meat or bring out its


















-Ws Also Halo "GrACCossorlissi, .













Each Feature Shown Ome
4."
For the 5th Consecutive year the Academy
Award 'Best Picture' is on the screen in
Murray at Academy Award time'
1973 - The Sting
1974 - Godfather II








Or o1- C Orareservations at the camp. One music at' Danville High--example of ttie groups in at: •
School. The, 'mother, thetendance was the_Jerry-Lewis---c,-wicei- - cx-r
eMoore, is onMuscular Dy 





teaeher at -nville SchooLs.Among the slides showil -
Grandparents are Mr. andthe meeting Monday were
Mrs. -Joe W. Grant, Sr., ofthose depicting skit night:-
Louisville -grid Mr. and Mrs:stunt night, choir practice,






munit y Center. ' chery, tree identification, cuisine,
/ivz6tena./4
MAJOR GUESTS
The Rev. James H. Sell,
Mrs. Sell, and children,
Andrew and Katie, of
and Mrs. Robert L. Major of
Indianapolis, Ind., were the
recent guests of Mrs. Sell's
and Mr. Major's parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William S. Major,
617 North 20th Street, Murray.
-Rev. Sell is rector of St. James
Episcopal Church at
,Lewisburg. Mr. Major is
director of market research
for AMAX Coal Company,
lndianpolis. Ind., and W.A..
Major is studying toward her
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the green door -
Dixieland C ens er Ghednid Street
NEW ARRIVALS
Pure Swiss Buttermilicloap
fr- Pure Swiss Goats Milk Soap
Wheat Germ, Oil ScraP
fr- Sunflower Oil Soap
Rosemary Soap •
All the above soapsire made in Switzerland
*PLUS*
• --Veca 7
'Tnsout soaplolviloap made in Israel.
- 3
- 3...Beech lowelc'Galero"--
0.3x5 Belgium frpg4 -
fr-72," Round fringed tablecloths








































'Nike fun Store To Shop"
M.1.16•S 
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RICITAIIDS6N BOY ---
' Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie" Dale
Richardson, Fox Meadows,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby boy, • Matthew Dale,
weighing eight pounds seven
ounces, measuring 20 inches, -
born on Monday, March Lat .




• They have one dailebter,
Mandy, age six. The father is
a trainee •with ti otl,Con-
servation Service. ,
Grandparents aie.)11r. and
Mrs. Paul V. Davidson, Sr., of
-BrandenbuFg and Mi. and
Mrs. Harry M. Richardson of





Was held by-the Murray High
School Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America -on--
ThursdaY March.* At 6:30,
p.m. at the hospitality ioom of
the University Branch of the
Bank of Mgray...t.:bed. style
dinner was Served: 77-1F
Special /1111_3iC was
presented by Mary Huie who
sang several selections while
wace°b.o.rnppanyl yeci7a 7-trurnifpeont sot:guitar; 'and Marilyn Howard
aCeampanied •by 5lltaron
Blodgett, pianist. ..
Delaine and Qeloras Bow
chul presented a -,Tribute To
Mom," using an article -,by






Renee Grogan who gave the
welcome to the mothers; and
Mrs. Marilyn McCuiston who
gave the response.




a 's Fi½ Rat  -
'n' Full of Color? -
ilOrSt wound lam good. horn f Whet\
Veu fe taking OW wiPTe.
st.41* atter stride et-hkr crnte• %elite I
com or AAd *hen Cdfd,.$_ dle
• W‘WW400- A'aib.danalc bittk, 011tUU .
.a,dtiV144.0.11 nto ae:t Shoes the
a*po also tazikte camel or




Jane Ann Turner, second Vice-
' presidthe chapter, and
- Danarroiteicl, secretary of
^the chapter. conferred
- degrees on members who had
' earned than whn included the
State —iinreti-Bailey, Mitzi
Cathay, Dana Mansfield,
Angie Noel, Belinda Suiter,
and Becky West.
Chapter — Susan Crass,
Stacy Fulton, Mary Lindsey,
Michelle McGeehee, Mary
Morris, and Sharon Whaley.
Junior — Claudia Billington,
T-arnmy Campbell, Shari
Craftorr, Stacy Curd, Brenda
Horning, LaDonna Jones,
Susan Kurz, Cindy Mon-
▪ tgornery, Laurie ..Morgan,
Morrow, Jo Beth
Oakley, Lynne Outland, Becky
S_huffetts, Christine .fipann,
__Kathy Walston, Dwo* Coles,
Mary Lagser, Tina Ratterree,
Alibi" Parham, -Edwina
Walston, and Molly Valentine.
Honorary members present
introduced by Miss` Shipley
were Eli Alexander, Betty
-.Scott, Charlotte Barker, _Mr.
;
BUY NOW AND SAVE!.
ring
OATS
REGUR 48.00 TO 78.00
All Spring coats excluding the rainwear department at a
super savings to you at Bright's! Save today!
aiid-NR7r7riiTy, arid
and Mrs. -Gene Gene Bailey. 1711-8;39,--'
The banquet was closed with
the 'members repeating the
FHA Creed.
PIZZA HASH sT---
•If you get htmgry for the _
• . taste of pizza, try pizza hash
for a change: Cut one (151/2
oz.) can of corned beef hash
shallow one and one-half
Apart)._ rectangwilic baking
dish. Combine one (8 oz.) can
plzin- sauce, one (4 oz.) can
mushrooms, drained, and bne:
fourth teaspoon' Italian
seasoning and spoon over the
—hash. Sprbilawith one cup (4
oz.) shredded Mozzarella
•__gbiaga.„Bake in a 375 deg. F.





Our finest flat latex
wall Chin, paint
SALL
cI1t'jrn a ga .
irq
reg $12 99
If4TERIOR FLAT LATEX 
PA
tjt?ne Coat Easy APP:::°
n
"Y1 Appearance rasiorl
ancis Scrubbing °` tw.
tr 
smi,Ipcadilidrallitallth the trse of these  qs
v(.14! purchase plif IAA be refunded
Save i2 a gat
Texture Paint tibtsintaimiNct.
Reedy Mixed " wri461"1"1.9
SA?"
reg $8 99
- t tell The ShiAmin W41,a•roi Compan,
me, 
-t°nVAI °L Li'e '140
444 ,)
Save 1 a gal.
Mello-Tone Washable
Latex Well Paint
en a choice of 680 der,
SALE
41 got • -
4..P?
Ana awls tape 10
A paint.
A store.
if whole lot more.
fret ilacoritia, service. Use Mester Choroe, SewkAmerivorel, Vise, or ow eatridat moil tense.
- Scylla other specials in oar stores. 1600 stores Arab,* oaf NW Se.
•
Southold() Manor Shopping Center
753-3321 - Murray
Real wood on the
bottom, genuine
leather on the top
Try some claky, casual
fun shoes for the good
. times ahead KING, in
mahogany leather 21.00
a
A f3eatitiful group' -
Spring
Dress Sale
- • REGiJI.,!kR 28.00  TO.78.00, 
A large group of flattering Spring dresses in junior,
missy and half .sizes. Beautiful color assortment! - •
 SHOWFRIDAY.cr-
TFIeT7jgest fgshion hit c'rf the season • the big shirt 'no
-----torcirvoriety Tyle-1, tOrthenew-season-Grop tteri es-,4:ke " -
,cotton and cotton blends with new collor_ond sleeve interest
..)Ith smocking an3 Other fashion details Ge5oie horn solids and
plaids.in;Isizes 5 to 13 and SML et 13.00 to 24,00
•
00.111alit
VE.1014A, in chestnut or
leather 23.N
-
Make the Spring fosbion—scettein • 
•
' denim' look your besi,k7tWiolViohr s 044 
rienim •
ollection 'he bock PoCk et detailed 
10n with side tubs the •'
elastic-back style wilt ;id* h dwore trim an4cargo po
ckets and the tear, with tortoni,*
color chevron trireivri hock pack elc Nays, It blu kisalt, al whit denim,
 5.-15 gel
.e




2Mit nose Meeting of thit MPha
Depertznent of the Murray
Woman's Club was Dr. Alice
Koenecke, chairman of the
studying the nutrition
program there for the•
disadvantaged people.., She
talked interestingly of many




and other handcrafts. The
most exciting section of the
Brown, also 4t the Heine were bowed in silent tribute to
Ec000hlgs Department, who Mrs. Jean Bordeaux, 'a
said
he_ins- delighted to hi. member who died recently.
troduce her friend and An Easter story was told by
assodiatIr _ , . • Mrs. Laura Jennings with a
Mrs. Koenee/a—ihowed • werd 0f PreYer' 
-before-
 the
beautiful slides die had made meal was served.
on a trip to Gliatetnata Mss. -Peggy Billington;
Woman's Club president, was
a guest of, the Alphas and
spoke briefly following the
luncheon. .
Names were tabled, and Dr.
Mildred Hatcher, ..who- --
presided, expressed pleasure
that we were able to have such
a pleasant meeting after a
long series of cancellations
u?ardsancf To •17
Vows Solemnize
couptry due to the Inclement weather, she said, was the
-141 atfrof the Mayan civilization. *Ie.__ thaltil4d these whelelPed--
_--ilitSFIPeople lived around 1500 'nu' the serving of par-
Dr. Alice Keeweeke B. c.. and left amazing az_ ticiPants in..: the Special
----Ceieeeeeldelelee'irecturargiblic& OlYalliefk
-1Elometernranics Deoac rtment by man o 
frogn The chairman was ap-
at Mufti)? State University. the uhttldysti:tg PeeP preciative of the beautiful
r. Koenecke was in- Before the -boas table arrangements of spring .





rahbits made by Mrs. Joe Nell •
Rayburn, one of the hostesien: •
The other hostesses were. Mrs.
Dtueuid, Mrs. ,-
Livesay, and Mrs.-- Laura
•
_ -reeepw, :
GUEST gPEAKER -at the
meeting of the Rho Chapter
of Alpha Delta Kapp/
Sorority held Monday, Mar.
1Uth.aLPiiiai
 -was Framer
County Circuit Court Clerk.
who explained ' the new
CENTRAL St-40PPING CENTER
MURRAY, KY
9 9 DAIL Y I 6 SUNDA Y
• • - .
MR. AND MRS. SAMUEL-E. TODD are now residing at re
Abeir botne ell Murray Route One after their wedding on Thur-
play, Maruff 23, at ten a.m. at the Goshen United Methodist
Church with the Rev. Julian Warren officiating at the double
ring ceremony. - .
For her wedding the bride, the former Mary Dawn Edwards,
daughter of Mr, and Mrs. J. B. Edwards of Murray Route One,
wore a pale blue floor length dress of quiana fabric and carried
a white orchid on a prayer book. She iaa gradvate of Messick
High ,Schoci....Iderophis10.„.__ancl-attnidaci Mussay-Sraitt-
u 
The groom, son OE Mrs...Deurey Todd the late Mr. Todd of
Murray Route Eight, had a carnatioh boutoruUere He is a
District Court System. Each graduate of Calloway County' High choof arid-attended
mCiFilber, Pfer 
Murray. State University.
brought gifts for a Miss Sandra-Duncan was .•the bride's only attendant and
home. Hostesses were Betty Steve Pember was the bestmanfor Mr. Todd.
Riley Crystal Parks and Following the ceremony o reception was bed at -die, , 
Geralcste Myers fellowship hail ofthe Goshen Church. The couple-left later for air.
wedding trip to Nastivi*Tn. _








Baby'? Boy Niles-( Cathy ), Rt.
6, Calvert City. •
Dismissal; .
NW Regina A. Phillips,
1015 Paris Rd. Apt„,..:. 5.
• Mayfield, -Mrs. Bonicha A.
,littliaras and )3abyloy, Rt.
Hazel, Mrs. Cynthia L Carter
and Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Benton,
Mrs. Margaret H. Phelan and
Baby Girl, 403 So. 8th.,
Murray, Arthur W. Kinel, 503
NJ: 1st., Murray, Mrs.
-Dorothy Burkgen, 314 Irvan,
Murray, Kevin J. Doherty,
4677 Hart Hall, MSU, Donald
. B. Hunter; Rt. 5, Murray,
..James.J. Yaple, Rt. 1,.Dexter,
Mrs. Dorothy S. Actions,: 8031_
sunny Ln., Murray, Mrs.
Theresa - R. Burke, 2201
- Gatesborough, Murray, Mrs.
Ginny L.. Patton, Rt.- l. 




Box 5122-Hart Hall, 74§11... -




Mrs. May F. Wesson,  Cr. B.






P. Paschall, Rt. 4, Murray,
?Jeffrey R. iWalker, 308-1
Central Ave., Mansfield, Ohio,
Clarence E. Hixson, Rt. 1,
Farmington, James: W.
Thurmond, 1206 Olive,
'Murray, *Rog D. Kay Melton,
909 stoi-y-; Murray, Philip
Piazza, Cr. Box 196, New.
Concord, Blalock,
311 No. 10tli.,- Murray.
•
Osaka is the secqnd largest _
city_ in. Japan.
PAGES nil
- -Rush Tier-R-escue  ()-f
11. a wet glass leaves an
ugly white ring on a fine-
• • table -top  __cabinet. rush _
- The-rescue With -soiiP and wa-
ter and rub the ring till it
• disimpears, reonnameruis an
• interior design specialist
. with -the ilniversityof
. Tennessee Extension Serv-
ice. After- cleaning, rinse,






I I , Otis Talk About Vacations
The Cultural Tour
111 irartairds Travel-Amoy
 Sem ems Alain St. Tillpluir MIMS P
Or Any Other Destination






's0021$1134 COURT SQUARE '—
SPRING BREAK - SPRING BREAK - • SPRING SSW • - SPRING BREAK - SPRING
E a;•tionct Cunt/kJ 13464atatory Rood, • Nikt.o/Poiont Rear
Polyester shirts .-





T-teps Reg 1209 699 belts & buckles.
ttops• Reg.J.90 • no
T-tops Re9..1600 . Shirts Reg 1599— "





of polyester & cotfon
in a rainbow of colors.
149..1799-to 999 •/ 
jOcketdresses & 2 & 3






CENTR AL SHOPPING CENTER - MURRAY, KY. •
OF KDAILY 114 P M. • SUN. 12:304:30. •
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Senior citizens
Bus Trip To Opryia-14.
Scheduled For May 27
4••• - -
The Murray-Calloway provide transportation for 12
Senior Citizens (people 60 and senior citizens to Hardin.
over) are invited to take a trip The trip will cost $20.00..-
with the. Hardin Senior which will include the ticket
Citizens to Opryland U.S.A. into Opryland. Persons should
--Nashville, Tenn., on Saturday, send the $20.00 to the Murray-
May 27. Calloway Co. Senior Citizens
The group will leave from office, 203 So. 5th St., Murray,
Hardin's City Hall Saturday, -Ky., with your name, address,
May 27, at 7:00 a.m. The . phone number, and if you will
Senior Citizens van can need transportation to Hardin,
a spokesinansaid.
The money should be in by
, Friday May 5, but can be sent
in at-an earlier date to assure
reservation, saiff officials.
.,
We can raid Ways









Vie.= income tax igyecial-
ists. We ask the right ques-
-dims. We dig 40r.,_ .very ,
• fe,,nst ‘1,--d.cets,ri and
„credit. We want to leave
- no done untuineel to
sure yolijkay the small-
est legitimate tax. That..
- Reason N. -1--whsr--asa-






9 eon to 6 pm Weekdays
9 arri to5 pm Sat
p.
moneys'. KY. and Paris, Buchanan Of Murray, has been announced.
muthently
Ledger &
Publisher Walter L. Apperign
Editor it. Gene Mccutchebn.
The *Murray Ledger & runes is
published every afternoon except Sun-
days. July 4. au-uithias Day. New -
—Year's Day and Thanksgiving by












,41iower for Mr. and Mrs..
-latch Reed who lost their.
home and coatents by fire will
lye . held at the University
Stanch of the Bank of Murray;
North lath Street. at seven p.
Calloway-Marshall County
Chapter of Artierican Diabetes
../jaraociatian will meet at seven
p.m. at the First Presbyterian
Church; lith and Main
&nett-. 7'
Annual spring concert by
the Murray State Symphony
OFehestra, directed by Prof.'
Neale -Mason, will be at 8:151
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. No
charge and public is invited.
Murray Woinen of the
Moose will meet at eigld
at-the lodge hall. • •
Alpha _Delta 'Chapter of.
.-Efeta Sigma Phi will meet at
Eilis Center at 7:30-p. m•
'Friday, April 7
Golden -Age Club will meet
at twelve noon at IlteLsiocild
hall of First United Methodist
Church with special auction of
While elephAnt gifts theld
S PTION RATES: In assailb 12,30 mob The approaching .marriage wt--Mariarma daughkear-of  
d'Recitar Charlotte -Bar-
oerv y car I'S, per ,
Calloway County and to Benton, Flar- •
pa) ablw sin 'advance By mail in Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Mitchell of Pauls Valley, Okla., to U..
nett, Eminence, trumpet, will( ?aloha I E M Ca f Mdi-it, Mayfield, sedaka and Far- N. e . c ge, son o e cCage be at seven p.m.-at the Farrell -  - 
and Puryear,-Tn , $17.50 per year. By Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine Captain Wendell Oury -
'April
Murray State Women's -
Invitational Track Meet will
be at - . Stadium star-
- ting at 10 nr:
Baseball game between .1"dlorrai
State and Austin Pedy be
at Reagan field at one p.m.
Calloway County High
Schotit'nctioirs will sponsor a
bake salt-. in front of Graham
-and Jickian on north side of
court square, and a yard sale
• orc frOnt lawn - of htkh school
from nine a.m. to three p.m. -
In case of rain, the sales will
_he _in thChigh school gym.
CalloWay,„---County
Council w-ill host a Family
Awards Dinnerat 6:30-p.m. at.
the Fii-st -United Methodist
Church Tor -all leaders, 441
members, and their fainiks,
Call the Extension office, 75,3-
1452, for reservations:
• e
A breakfast benefit for Fred
Morton-who lost his library _
' and other materials in the fire_
at the „United Campus





to ten a.m. The public is urged
-to participate.
ether destinettafts, W.16 per - 21n 2-3-rd wedding is Planned at the home ef the groona---"Atts Tesk4, t,"'-̀ :-.Cria-Kei• of the-DatightersYear elect's parents in Murray.
Member of Associated Press, Ke- University. the American Revolution will -
honor, _the high school good
citizens' award winners at the
.—tunohaan—at---tbe- Iturr.




Joint recital -vs, Joyce
Fiebelman, oboe, Fort•Pierce,
Fla.,- 'and Heather McClure,
soprano, Henderson, will be at
two and anotherby Lisa
Hoagland, piano, Frankfort,
and i_i_ebecctr-Ogt -rlarirret,
-Mt. Vernon, Ind.; pill be at
3:30 p.m.. both-at the Old
Recital Hall, Price Doyle Fine
By FJL Blasingame, Mr Arts Center„ Murray state.
Grand rents f brid lect Mr. d Mrs W Btucky Press --------  n pa o e e-e are an _ . . .
Newspaper Publishers Association. Fisher of Stratton! 'Okla and Mrs Elpha Mitch ll f K era, • e o ona ,The Associated Press Ls exclusively Okla. The groom-elect's grandparents are Mr. and Mrs: Win-
al/asagiaretitralP•dren frel'AltisorrOTITEMIiiicT-ffe-rrelCk71nd Mrs. W.T. 1WoCtige. •
Thaw& ss another AP news. Ms. Hill is a graduate of East Central University, Ada,TELEPHQNE NUMBE PS
aseinessomee .753-1916 Okla., with a bachelor ot_science degree in Medical Records
-40-amessed Advertising 
7534916 'Administration. She is a member of Chi OmegarDisplay 1 Advertising  753-191/
I i I
Cl'
753-141‘ Oklahoma and American 'Medical Records Association; andlarims and Sport... Dtpt ... . 753-1918•  currently employed at Norman Municipal Hospital, Norman,
„ Okla., as assistant director of medical records.
eitaissi variety/ U. (jg.) McCage received his Master of Arts degree in
speech and iournalism at Murray State University where he
a '
a
was a member of Lambda Chi social fraternity and Sigma
.tChi journalism fraternity. iteliknow- serving with the-
United States Navy stationed at the Pentagon, Washington, D.
C:, In the Special Events, Official Information Department.
move to higher yields
  ' with MitAell soybeans. The bean that consistently
---outyieldsali others-in officral state tests. ,
_ Mitchell is aGroup 4 Variety that Ring Around
helped develop, And when you puy a bag oatitchell
beans frorn your Ring Around dealer, yo‘get seed
that have met the striefg7f quality standarrds in the
,- -seed industry, w well as top y ield potent - —
Also, look for Ring AroUnds other charripions





Shopping for senior citizens
Ogi-vin Wet 4:30 a-enet-
one p.m. Call 753-0929 by nine
a.m. for morning shopping




brunch -a _fashion show for
members will be held at 9:30
a.m. at the Eagle Gallery of
She Floe Arts Center, Murray
State University, Members
note time: ------ -
I
—• W en Is Fever
Dangerous?"_
U: Mrs. at O. writes to
ask, "When should a
mother begin to -worry
about fever in her, child
and start Seeking help to
control it?" .
A: You are correct that
fever is a frequent cause of
concern, even alarm, in
'illness, especially among
children.. They tend to run
a higher fever aird show'
more sudden chaJigeS..in At.
level than do _adults.
One reason that the aver-
..age mother becomes- con-
cerned is that she can
measure a child's- tem-
perature accuratelrWith a--






















' Now Only I
.. Now Only 
$50 0
-





means a more severe 'at- giddily show
tack, than a lower fever. more. -
Lever is generally re- A rare illness, which-
garded as one of the pro- may tccur in a child, is a
tective mechanisms sudden severe rise in fever
•against an attack on the during general anesthesia.
body, such- as in an.infec- It is dile to an inherited
tion. The rise in tempera- condition that affects .the
ture increases- the pulse
rate (about nine beats per
minute per degree-
_ Falgenheit in an ackilt and
- faster- ehtidparticu-
- tarty a young -one),---- This
faster pulse brings a more
adequate blood, supply to
. help combat an infection.
If a child ha 1- had a
-c-onvulsiveSelzure with an
earlier  fever; - caution
should be extrted to help to
keep the temperature from
getting high. 'This can be
done with aspirin and by
'leaving the body uncov-
ered and applying cool
sponges. Forcing fluids is
aNabeneficial. If a seizure
recurs, it 'is advisable to
coibatamin the care of a physi-
When a., child Is-gsposed
 to external heat and
exercise, heat stroke may
occur. The victim is not -
sweating. Help is needed:
promptly to remove the
ctkild from heat. Stop
ex rcise, and use physical




Wranglers. Riding Club will




- - hen./ viseiod the _
_Jillip%0(.1FoltrtlEOLLSE
this morniti-ir. I learned they are closing veal all antiques
with 20% discount off regular prices. This sale will
begin Etiday..April 7,-.:and continue through Saturday.
Apri22. While ,you are there; be sure to register for an
Antique Coffee Mill to, be, given ' away, by random
draWing on April .?2 at Sp. m. You Weed-not be present
'to Oa, _but you will be -welcome. And just in time for
Mtither's Day. the shop is offering 25% allizat all mike-
64's prows. marble quotes, and easles. One of these prin.
• ii- -Peace" by James W. Hicks, will also. be 'Wen away
s onApril 22nd.
1 -In addition while, you are in the shop, tuke time to
look at their new jewelry items, summer shirts, and
Jeans. I found other sale items such as;
• Unfinished desk at 20% off regular price;-
1'nfinished fiat-gpols at $8.85; Unfinished-bookcases (2X.
20% off regular priCe; Crystatl glasses 20% off regular
pace.
/ 4are fun —453 well as save ',limey - When I visit the
shnp. For example, this morning' the Blackford House-
employees and tgorilito a spirited-discussion over which'
horse, is likely to win the Kentucky Derby on May 6th.
Sinew Derby Days and mint Arms are synottrymoin we
twaPped, argued apd co.i.bineeUrecipes ta come up ivith
- • -
Chill -Mint julep -corgi in-iel4gerator. Mix in a large
,glass Brandy snifter: --
-•-paih-ditgoitura bitters .
2 teaspoons chiri sugar syrup_
-8 to 10 mint leaves - -
:Casefully-intsddle mint leaves and stir all ingredients
to blend, Then add 1 full jigger of the - --
Kentucky  recipe:_- I 
R-emove frosted cups pant refrigerator, fill with lee,
-und with the above-mature. then add another- jigger of
the Kentucky recipe, and one large spNf offtesh green
mint, dusterl_with pondered' sugar. (optional) and ydu
are ready to watch the 104th "running of the roses." If
your 'Norse pi-biros-7W =might—wan
-another one - so mix double!• - I wish for each of ly-on happy and wise shopping
ipiees during these lovely spring days!
•
  -Gabrielle--
P. S. How lucky die' yan? Pick the WIN PLACE and
-StrOittitorses for-the- -1978-Kentucky, I:10*y, bring or
mail-to-the Blackford House, -with entry (if mailed) post-
marked, on or before May 5, and win a set (8) of mint





1 804 Coldwater Road, Murray
-; • 4 It 1 • /




• If a feverish" child is
somewhat play-
ing.. reading, or -watching
television -4- he or She is
tolerating well a.moderate'
,fever. However. if _a, child
is listless and• showing lit-
tle interest in the surround-
ings, early_ help may be
more necessary.
In children, as oin adults,-7
it is wise to have a diagnq-.
sin. Symptoms may indi- •
cate the source of trouble"-
in the respiratory tract. ,-
such as a red, sore_tbroat,.
an earache, or- a cough,
with rapid breathing.
I.00te stools -May meaysi
that the bowel it he site of j
the _inte_ction. and_r_eplack-i_
ment of fluids is required.
Antibiotics .or.-  sulfa
.drugs act against bacteria.'
‘'iral infections 'are often
' — -
If a fever persist A' for a
couple of days or is mount-'
mg, particularly if -the.
ticause is obscure, profes-


















































Over a million dollars--of life insurance protection.
That's a lot of protection through one representative.
Over this past year our million dollar man has "
provided this protection to Woodmen. members. ..
' PerhapS tie tiki asalif- you -in developing an insur,ance
' program to suit your needs. •
— Our congratulglions as we honor this million dollar
• Man with meliberStup in our exclusive "Woodmen,
ff resident's .C_Obinet", „ ' ,
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD 
i114.E INSURANCE SOCIETY -
"The FAMILY Frotittnety"
HOME OfEICE 0MkHA, NEIlltASKA,
PAGE 6 THE MU RAT, ky. LEDGER & TIMES, TIttoriary, April 6, 1978
Backed Up By Over '
$60,000 Worth Of
Parts In Stock!
Thelawn 8 Garden Busineis Is NOT A Sideline With Us!
ii




























































PAGE 7 TIM MURRAY, Ity„ tIDGIR a MIS, Mareday, AO 11111
ONE PLAY - Onifte tep, Altrigs lays down sheet with runners on first and third. In the mid-
dle, Steve Sencibough of the glireels,slides into home ond scores on the bunt, though it looks as if
in Cosa here been out providing the Austin Peer, catcher hod the boll; then on the bottom, Den-
ny Teel slides into third boss as conch Bill Solomon watches the action.
• (Neff Pistol hy Mika Bruadea)
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - A
newly formed sports group
has pledged a record $3
million in earnest money and
Landed a tentative agreement
to hold the Leon Spinks-
Muhammad All heavyweight
championship rematch in the
Superdome in New- Orleans
Sept. 15".
Both Spinks and-Ali must
approve the agreement-in-
principal before it becomes
final, Bob Arum, president of
Top Rank Inc., said Wed-
nesday. The New York-based
promotions firm holds ex-
clusive rights to the rematch.
"We are meeting with their
representatives tomorrow,
Erna we don't anticipate any
problems," Arum said at a.
hastily called news conference
Wednesday.
Although no precise figures
were announced, Arum said
the new Sports group put up "a
very substantial deptisit,
which we are taking back to
New York with us." He said
the total StIM pledged was a
record for live gate rights to 'a
'boxing match.
One of the parties in the
negotiations said the actual
deposit was 10 percent of $3
million.
"The current record is $2.5
million put up by the
Phillipine goverrunentittrthr-Super Bowl weekend talk like
Ali-(Joel Frazier 'Thrilla in
Manllla," Arum said. "This
exceeds that amount. We will
talk about the numbers when
heavyweight champion' gpinks
and former champion All are
in New Orleans for our-official
. press conference." - -
Arum- said he expects the
preliminary fights to consist
of two more championship
bouts in lighter weight
classes, a bout featuring at
least one leading contender in
an unspecified weight class
and one or two bouts for local
favorites.
Putting up ,the guarantee
;vas a 2-week-old group called
Louisiana Sports Inc.-a union
of area business:Win,- quasi-
public figures and city of-
ficials.
Butch Lewis, vice president
of Top Rank, said it is now up
to the local group to iron out
such details as the availability
of hotel rooms, a waiver of the
city's 2 percent amusement
tax and percentages . from
concessions._
The fight is ourifed
this city does everything it did.
for the National Football
League in getting the Super
Bowl here, said Jake Di-
Maggio, treasurer of ISI.
"If this city can put the







Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Scott Durham has a goi
nose. He also has a good arn
And when the nose Is
Working, the arm is working.
'-When Scott smells victory,
he's really tough," Murray
State.haseball coach Johnny
Reagan said after Durham
fired. the 'Broth to ri*-3 will in
the nightcap of a irrinbill
sweep at Austin Peity Wed-
nesday.
The dominant Smell at
.Gbvernor' Park was smoke.
it was from Durham whn
set Austin Peay gn fire.
Durham was in and out,
working the corners ruKlinore
importantly, ht kept the ball
down.
• -Even the one mistake- he
made was on a low pitch. In•
the third inning, Durham gave
-opm-assatairtworout single-to
-Billy Merkel then Chris
Vinyard golfed out a knee-high
- pitch-top-a two-run homer to
give theGovsa 2-1 lead.
But the %reds came back as
the MSU balkbonmedall
In- the first game, the 'reds
scored nine runs in the first
four Innings and held on for a
win.
Durham showed his 'Irne
colors in the last of the sixth.
- -After a leadoff single, by
"Wendell Stamps, Durham fell
liehind 3-1 on the next hitter.
• "A walk would have pushed
tiddlywinks," he Said.
Lewis aid that after
reaching agreement-in-
principal. Wednesday, Top
Rank cancelled plans to take
bids from other cities wanting
to land the fight. Arum
mentioned_Illesday that he
planned to visit-St.„ Louis,
Montreal and Mexico City
during the week,,„ Also
Tuesday, Spinks'Ittterney
said in New York- that Las'
Vegas and Detroit were being
considered as possible sites.
-DiMaggio said that although
the Superdorne will seat close
to 100,000 for an event like a
prize fight, seating for the
rematch will be restricted to
about 85,000. "We want to
Ake sure that everybody has
a good seat," he said. •-
in to Durhari ;is on a 3-2 pitch,
- Durban? hit the corner with a
knee-high fastball for a called
third strike. He then retired
the side in order and then in
the seventh, mowed the 'Goes
down one, two and three.
Durham, now .3-1 on -the
sepson, fanned six men but
MOrl. importantly, .ggye up
solo homerun to rightfield
with one out in itKe- second
before Austin Peay took the
lead on the two-run blast by
- Vinyard:.
it remained a 41 Governor
lead until the top of the fifth
when with one 'out, • Greg
Tooley singled and Steve
_ Senrihaugh followed with .a
pop-flf double down the line in
rightfield. _.,,Tooley, not
knowing if the ball Would drop
or not, wound up on third. ,
Catcher Danny Teel, having
a perfect day at the plate with
three hits, tied the genie-with--
a single into left.
Al Luigs then came to the
plate. In the first game, Luigs:
tried to. but and wound up
-popping into a doubleplay. He
-,:redeemed himself by laying
down. a perfect bunt which
rolled .halfway _between  the 
• Cit L ler an m 
Sencibaugh scored with-A--
head-first dive into the plate,
Teel had a long slide into third
and of course, Luigs wound up
on first with_ the bunt single,- --
giving Murray a 3-2 lead. -
The only bad break came
when Doran Perdue murdered.
a pitch and sent the ball
careening into right. Unfor-
_ tunately, the ball bounced
over the fence for .a ground-
rule double, scoring Teel. Had
- the bill not bounced over the
- Scott Dutham short fence, Perdue would
the run into scoring position. • just one .yralk -and' liatt---31a-ve 
probably driven in two
But Scott didn't givOnto the beautiful control of 'his-
runs and might well have
Tr -
hitter and he really toughened sharply-breaking curve. 
e.ched third base. .,
AttstrimPeay cut it to 44 with
up," Reagan said. Rob Courtney started the .
2-The hitter-wound up giving _.'Breds out right with &long, a sing
le  run in 
their half otthe
fifth *----rmlard tofted---a-
eventually scpred on a wild
pitch.
In the sTcond inning, Bill
Wagoner led off with a solid
double into leftcenter and
after being wild-pitched to
third, scored when Sen-
cibaugh lofted a sacrifice fly
to center. - .
The score w_ent to 4-0 es-the
'Breds put two more urin the
third when with one out, Tony
Threat/ singled and scored on
a double by Courtney dawn the
leftfield line. Tom Fehn
f011owed with an RBI double,
also4awri-tba leftfieill line. •
Peay's first run was on a
solo. homer in the third as
Brian Cross cranked one out to
make it 4-1 but in the top of the
fourth, ksu put up five more
runs to put the game away.
with-n e five-run inning started
one  ..out _as_Ted_Poe_
doubled down
then Luigs followed With A
dOuble down the line in rlghL
Moir _Perdue grounded tail
swami' for the second out_
TOWThr-eati smacked- 1%i
run homer to leftcenter. Three
consecutive walks jammed
the bases - and Tooley
delivered a two-run single.
Austin Peay's second
homer, a solo shot in the fifth,
overall and 2-2- in the western
division of the OVC.
There's only one problem
for the 'Breds. Western
Kentucky also. won two on the
road Wednesday, winning 12-1
aod 6-5 at Middle Tennessee: .
That leaves Western in first
mark while MSU is
alone in second and Middle
along With Peiy is 1-3.
Saturday, Western will host__
Middle for a twinbill an+a$SI.±,
will again be in the position of .-
having to win their home i•
doubleheader with Austin ;
Peay to keeppace.
Mark Wezet and Andy Rice-17-
will hurl for the 'Breds and thet
opening game will begin at I
p.m. The seats are free, the'
entertainment Is ' great so--r-7-T




 4 0 0 —
Theildllier " 2 2 -Z
C04110614h 3 2 1
.- -Pelisilt.,.. ....... . , 3 1 1 -,...
-- Wagonevlb -- 3 1 2 -,
za,'o I:L-10par_ 3 0 1 - _.
Poer 3 1 1 .





Maneril 3 • 1 • 21
Baker-as. 3 0
Merkel-3b   4 I 1
Bradahaw•cf 4 2 2
came by Nick Maneri. 
Vutyard-rf 40.1  ,
_. SLMO10-313 , . 4 0 1
The 'Govs made It a Vt.  ,  4 1 1
interesting as they scored two W;."4-1° 
2 0 0
31 5 8
in the last of the seventh but Murray state in ow o 94-2 .)
were never really in the game. Austin PeaT . 001---
110 2 84-0




"And for the most part, we—
bh very-- itrifing We._ ,
sacrifice fly to score Don had a real good game out of
Bradshaw, who had singled.-. Durham- and from .Vangilder
and went to third on another,* • until be began to tire a little.
single. , "Defensively, we made the
But from the sixth inning on,
4
Dust* buckled do . and 
big plays in the infield when 
we needed 'them and we had
wasuntouchable. _. 
. 
OPENING GA l 
some good plays in the out-
- field, in particular a head-
The first gal-fie- : found - .first, diving catebilfmnter by
righthandet Clay .,Vangilder___ Threatt. •-.
going the route and thouipi, „Any time you 
can go on the,
Session number five of spring football pi article at MurraY -
State University consisted•of a rather light day with not 'much
hitting.
"We're very pleased with the results," said head coach-
Mike Gottfried after the Wednesday session.
"Basically, we're still working in groups and concentrating r
on individual work. I feel we are at the point right now where
-everything is starting to come together.
"We're going to try some position changes in our practice.
We're going to Move Tony Boone from defensive end back to
linebacker and we're going to take a look at-David Reagan as,
a defensive end," Gottfried said.
Reagantad been playing as a linebacker.
"We're also going to move Cecil Wolberton from an of-
fensive tackle position to center. Lindsey Hudspeth and Dan-
ny Johnson are still doing most of our work at tailback.
"Tyrus Brown (fullback) has an injured hand and Wasn't
.able to practice but he'll be able to go Friday.
"Our defense reglly looked good. Vire:vcomplished
what we were talking about Monday. . . gettmell people to
the football. The crispness and intensity has picked up 'and
the outstanding weather is really helping us too," Gottfried
added.
Insharge of the Racer offensive line is assistant coach-
Dino Paparella.
"The kids have a lot of desire and are putting in good ef-
forts at learning." Paparellosaid of the offensive line.
"Mitch Nelson, a 6-1, 205-pound guard, is coming along well
and Dan Hutchison, ourgeft guard. Islooking good. But we're
a bunch of mighty mites. We average only 205 pounds.
"But with a little concentration and the right techniques,
we can get a little quicker. The attitude's been great but we
still have a ways to go," Paparella added. '
The foothill] staff also announced one of the coaching staffs
for the Blue-Gold game. Names of the cOlices for the other
-team will be released sometime next Week. .
- -The-Racers will be off today and will be on the field Friday
and Saturtlay:•The Saturday session will begtn-wt404*__im
A NAND FOR TONY e Everyone converges en Tony Three" to-lreagratatato the MSU
sophomore on his howierve width came in the fkst game. On Ylw IA% Um Fehr wiles on the
right is Andy Rice Ilie 'keels won both games to up their vneric to 1110.
Clay Vanglider -
touched' for two homeruns, he
was never really in . any
serious trouble.
Three of the Austin Peay
runs were earned as
Vangilder scattered eight hits
while fanning five and walking
four.
Murray's first run was a gift
as Al Luigs walked and
road and win twei_you have to
-be pleased,". acKsci_ Reagan,









 3 1 3
3049
Aisne Pee,
. eb r h
•,•••-• 4 0 - 1 
4 0 0
rf
 .. 4 1 1 
- 4 7.3 1 2
Vin3'ayd=r1 .• 2- 1 1 .
Zekill-3b.......,... , 3 5 II
5iamps-2b4 - -- 3 ' • 1 .
Cross-c '  3 0 2
Wolcott-lb 't - 0 ' 0
Lamb-lb. -  1 a 0
Totals 29 3 8
'Murray Stair - OTO MO 11 444
Austin Peay
1F ffIRTIFE.041.14. OF THESEFOOT,
YOU DON'T, IT'S RAKE SEASON
The Snapper -Hr Rider vacuums upclippings, leaves and
twigs fast. With the optional Bag -N-Wagon that holds a big
30 bushels, you may be.able.todo your entire
/ lawn without stopping to empty.
ityour lawn isn't riritrug mowetsize. itAtill
can be a big lob. A Snapperizer attachment
for the V-Serles Mower cuts it down to
0 size. The grass catcher Can hold
twice asanuCh because t he
Snapperizer pulverizes-leaves.'
Mill
Segmregmen now I wifory
(Jiffy Pot Never Less Than $100.00)
Have you had your
card punched












. By 101 TOM ERWIN
MSU Sports Pvillicity
The coach schkirray'oonly eghlefeated, untied team; oz
of his star players, Ind a member of the first Racer footha.
team have beers'namedlo coach the Blue team in the Murra
State spring game, May 4.
Roy Stewart, long-time MSU coach and athletic director,..
will be the head coach. •41"' Sledd, J. D. -Stumpy" Rayburn •
and Bill Barker will be his assistants. Sledd played for
Murray's first team in 1925 and on the 192irand I9T7 edltiona-
of the Racers, and Rayburn was a member of Stevrartii un-
defeated 1933 team.
(Rach Stewart compiled a 60-34-11 record during his 12._
years as head coach at Murray. His 1933 team and his 1937
team, which was 8-1-1, were champions of the Southern ,
tercotlegiate Athletic Association, which, at the time, in- -
eluded About every_ college-division team in the South. •
Coach Stewart's teams scored 1910 points to their op-
ponents' 965. Among the more notable scores during hi..
tenure were: Murray -105, Louisville 9; Murray 70, Middle
Tennessee 7; Murray, Miami :Fla.) 0.
Coach Stewart's 1934 team, :6-3-0y, beat Stetson Univer-
sity, then one of the South's powerhouses, 19-7 in the firsl
HONORARY COACHES - fair kosiwary coaches, who MN wholly do the cingitiog in the MU
Blue-Gold Gain* May 4, hove been loft to right ore 1. 0. Itmehern,liol Stewart, BM
Barker, T. Slodd and hood football coach Mike Gottfried. The bosiffey essibes for the otter





• Murray High Opened its golf
season Wedriesay at the
palling Ii1ls country -ititf tn
Paducah with a 144-148 loss to
Lone Oak. •
As a team, Lone Oak shot
even-par golf with Kenny
Perry shotting a 35 along with
Ronnie Overton. Mark Page
had an even-par 36 and John
Paul Felker had a 38.
For the Tigers, Greg Cohoon
claimed niedalisthoriors with
atwo-under par 34.. 4,
- Howard, --Boone, Lynn --
Sullivan and Trent Jones all
shot 38's to round out the
scoring. David Ryan also
played and shot a 47.
Lone Oak finished second in
the state last season and lost
only one golfer off that- tearri
so even though the Tigers lost--
home stadium before the new facility, named for -coach:. WHIM EM e-Tw---ins--3•Z the match, they were quitepleased withthe performance
, Murray High will be an,
game ever played in Carlisle Cinches Stadium-, the Racer
Stewart, Was coMpletedie )973.
held that positionentil 1941, when he gave up the head)* to 
Sajorleague eason BegunsCoach Stewart came timmcniky State in 1921 as assistantfootball coach. He was named head ceach the next-yoir toof.•-••
devote more time to_ his duties as athletic directOellowever; ' 
zo head, CQaCit entered By KEN RAPPORT Inhnson efasoned_ "For this two earned runs while walltirig
the service after the 1941 season, Coach Stewart again took   AP Sports Writer- - early in the year it waste_ vory.--Atro and striking out two.
over the head jobuntil Moore returned in 1546. ' They cried, "Play -Ball", good game, a heck of a ' Enrique' Rotrio„ who .led
Coach Stewart, who has been named the outstanding-- Glenn Abbott woneo2-11;11,116i1--tallgarne." . - Seattle's relievers with 16 •
TENNIS •. athlete ever at Union University, from Which he graduatedirr'fired a hard, high pitch --to Craig Reynolds hit the first saves in '1977, came on for.
77t71 , was named to the- Mimway-State,Athletie-liagmE•Faimala---ioeye-pageeo------andahe4eag...liemmi,simaat•the asamaneatwor io_tbe...sessattutouiug--(942. He retired as athletic director in 1972. major league baseball season run blast off Dave Goltz that and setdown the Twins on two
The three Murray teams on which Sledd played won 18 was under way. . • provided Abbott with an early hits the rest of the way 'to the
games, lost 3, arid tied 3. He was captain of the 1927 team and The Minnesota Twins' 3-0 cushion and the Mariners cheers of 45,235 at Seattle's
scored 54 points during his three-season career. He played leadoff hitter took the first_two_ with their eventual winning Kingdome.
quarterback and halfback. He had one touchdown as the bans, both up around his ear, • • - Reynolds' belted a line drive
spring break next week then
the golfers will resume with a
match at Paducah's Paxton -
Park April- 17 against- Tilgh- -
man and Cape Contiral.
RAMIS FOR.THE IMPACT - Ted Poo Imes himself for
Is 11 the plate as Billy Merkel lost s. The boll hit•litalgadlitholiktendhoinced away. -(Staff Pilate' in hike Sremisai
There's no beige" time7lhan right now to put a 44-hp
2040 Tractor to work for yam. Becaase if you act now,
'll reap big savings on one of the finest utility tree-
- tors around. Joist take a look at what you get: 8-speed'
transmission, planetary final dillies, hydraulic disk
brakes, -live' 540-rpm PTO, and more. Better




OTT the_rla ads  „,s_  
- Kim 'Warwick of Australia
upset fifth-seeded Sandy
Mayer-6-3, 6-3 in second-round
play of the $175,000 Woeitcso
teenis tournament.
Racer quarterback in 1925, 18 as a halfback on 1926, and 30 as then bounced weakiy to - or a Punch-and-Judy off Golti in the second inning In other second-round
Shield, Sledd was "a heady quarterback and a potent Racer :_ntllg.
World base. to get 'thingshitter like Me, that's really - that just cleared 
theright field matches, Raul Ramirez of
• , something," Said Reynolds, -fence, scoring , Eft* Stinson Mexico '' downed Vijay
a halfback in 1925. According to the MSU yearbook, The ..
weapon with his end sweeps. Sledd was director of the MSU . Abbott continued to get the who hit just four homers last ' ahead of him. Golti, Azeritrej of Indio 6-2; 6-2;
A native of Providence, Rayburn retired in 1977 after 41 
..,drop on the Twins Iind ' the year. 'It was a -hit-and-run Minneseta's_20-game winner Jimmy Connors stopped Kjell -
Seattle Mariners got j Polar -I was just trying to meet. in 1977, later worked out of a Johannson of Sweden 6-3, 6-1
Bookstore for 17 years until his retirement. r
years. in education, the last 10 of which were ̀S`P`eliI711-4- Q•ii iyie"-i;ei '''''' American - the hall_ The pitch was bases-loaded jam in the Inning and Vitas , Gerulaitis beat
He played football and basketball at Murray ia7der coort 
-League with a -3-2 Victory . something tili and, forme, I hit after Bruce Bochte and Dan Chile's Jaime Fillol 6-0, 6-1.student teacher coordinator at Murray`State.
_ .-.----: Wednesday night.- , • - - it good:" ------Meyer singled and -Lee 
Stewart and the late Carlisle Cuntin. He was a.170.pound_. -of -wartvd Ao..-go.justl.iix —..213.-114winers_anTvingStantonwalkool. -
.... guard on theundefeated 1933 team Coach Stewart•coached.
Before coming to Murray in 1967, levees superintendent of `
-7•inningq oci  Abbott, whieh is  continue their series tonight, . Minnesota closed to within 
schools at Providencefor 17 years. , 
just about what he did in the along with three °thee con- 3-2 in the seventh on Mike
Barter is 0!ItRacers, all_ftmereatest fan; _ _ . . first Opening-MS' assignment tests in baseball. In American Cubbage's single off -Rode)
He's seen every horne--football game since' he caitie—te 
.of his life in the major leagues. League day gargeS, Toronto • that scored Dan F ofd from
Murray in 1947 and he's seen most of the away games. 
._ I'm really glad about this, played at Detroit and . first base with e'rie out.
Barker, who played his college football at West Georgia 
,tJ Usually I'm a slow starter:ri Baltimore was at Milwaukee.
where he was a linebacker and a halfback from1930-34, is the 
Actually, Abbott started fast The Cincinnati Reds met the The Iwins threatened in the
before running out of gas after. i ouston Asircis , in the ninth when Glenn Adams led
superintendant of the Murray Electric System. - —61-3 innings. Then Manager. L aditional National League' off with a double. Bombo- , Rivera, who came in to pinch;. Darrell Johnston took him out Opener.- .




ortfre garne. - • Abbott, whOled the Mariner. nil' for Adams, moiled to third
'Abbott had _thrown-10g ANtehtaff with a WS on Butch WYlarit Mat. 
pitches and that was enough," tseord last season, allowed clod.
BY BARRY WILNER ' masterful coaching and the'
AP Sports Writer hustling of such unknowns as
The Atlanta Hawks are in John Drew, Steve Hawes and
the National Basketball Eddie Johnson. Drew and
Association, playoffs and Hawes scored 21 and20 points, --
Coach Huge ., Brown credits r-eriPictitielY,` in the- ̀ Vietetry---
Calvin Coolidge for it.. over Buffalo and. Johnson
-This has been a miracle," added 12 pints and eight
said. Brown after the Hawks assists. 
defeated Buffalo 87-74 Wed- Outspoken Bawlur owner
nesday night to eliminate New Ted Turner made1he trip to
Orleans and secure' Atlanta!"---ftuffalo and saw his-team Win
first playoff birth in five its fifth straight by holding the
seasons. Braves-to 12 points in both the
The Hawks accomplished second and third quarters.
the task thanks to Brown's "The 74 points..was the second





the Hoestom Rockets 113-100.-
76ers 126, Pistons 115
Philadelphia snapped a
foargame losing skein • and
extended Detroit'S' winless-
streak to four. The 76ers broke
out to a 42-20 first-period lead
and cruised, the rest of the
way. ,
"The first quarter got us
game," said Julius Erving,
who led Philadelphia's scoring
with 72 points, 14- in the
opening lessien., -If we ran
play four quarters of offense







Bulleni 125, Lagers it
A 14-4 streak thirlwriy
through the fourth quarter.
Sparked the Bullets past I,oe
Angeles. Wes ()meld .scored a
personal season-high 23 points'.
and Elvin Hayes added 23 for
Washington. - -
Nugget.: Nets 121
Denver held off !h. '.•ts
despite 38 points by rookie
Bernard King and 20 assts
by Kevin Porter. Dan Issel,
hop potnts for the Nuticts.
-
saw= „Imitate, ._— .t.400 .‘
Seattle clinched a, glay
spot and brought" Lei
Wilkens' record as coaehli;
17 since he took over early in
the season from Bob Hopi: ato.
Gus Williams had 22 points















































I IS Se. I?* 753-0035
tre• Poi*, ST taw Sow -
We nqw have the lasgest inventory in 15 years. Snow




Cadillacs, Oldsmobiles & Pontiacs
Going At Bargain Prices!
Any Reasonable Offer
Will Be Accepted
.$414 I Wells Purdom, Jim Kuykondall & Mike Outland,
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• Nicklaus Says He Has 50-50.
-
• CilanCe-tf. Winning- M aSteri--:. •
Crerishsen- Lou Graham and --.
David Graham. Also on hand ,
. -
AUGUSTA, Ga. (AP) -a- By_
his own calculations, Jack
Nicklaus figures to have a 50-
0 chence of winning the 42nd
a _Walters go! tnurhalitent,_ _
But young Jerry Pate, still-
thankfUl that lie ignored a
doctor who wanted to extract
a e-rib and outdueled a hyp-
notist . over a steak last year,
••was' among 77 challengers
anxious, to test Nicklaus'
prediction as the tournament
*- opened today at the Augusta
atonal Golf Club.
•_• Jacking' la not one to make
---ealh4taternintai -even though
• he has -won this event a record
five times and is the, favorite
virtually every time he plays
in one of the four major
tournaments.
On the eve of this event,
though, he offered this careful
assessment: "In the last 15
Masters" excluding-16y. fait
oneaui and irly.thfie .4-•
' an amateur, I've felt probal*--
Hi times that I've come fin here
ptaying as well as I can. I won -
- half df those times,
No my gams -is better
_best start ever, having won
twice and finished second
twice-in his last four starts. He
is rested yet tuned, having
bypassed the teal awe tour
events .apd played several
practice rounds at Augusta.
He Is driving the ball 10-15
yards farther, having
returned this year to -a driver
with a smaller angle on the
club face.
And, perhaps mOst im-
portant, he is hungry. -
"He points toward the major
tournaments (.he others are
the _PGA and the tL& and
_British OPens).,,He was beaten
by •Torn Watson twice last
year, here and at the British
Open. It has been two years
since he won the hult of his 14
"Big-Four" events.
WatsoP is back to defend his
title, although he has missed
the cut in two of his last three
starts. Hubert Green, the U.S.
Open _champion, seems to be
at the top'Of his game. So does
Severiano Ballesteros, the 20-
year-old Spaniard who has
derninated. European toura.
is for jae_ past two
well prepared aican be." years and won his first U.&
There's more-Heis off to title last week at Greensboro,his
N.C.
- - . ----Othe, top -contenders in 4he
irtsfivist seiret, invitptinnat _field aver
the par-72, 7,040-yard course
Garden Center are PGA champion Lanny -
bur Wadkins, four-time Masters
TOMATO PLANTS runnerup Tem Weiskopf, Hale
MS411 Irwin, Ray Floyd, Ben
are Arnold Palmer, a four-
.ivens Gets 17 PointsG
T '171
(H  Player-Has Survived Pressures, To *jN BRAY LEIWER P.17;7):.„ 
-Become-Highiy-Respected P-Orton
. By WILLGRDISLEY (senaration of the races)" in . The gesture had tremendous
APSpeedal Correspondent sports,'i he said resolutely. impact an the aanntry.
' . AUGUSTA, Ga. !AP4,-, The "Every sportsman I know of "The golf tour in South -
e ugly specter of apartheid no in my country is just as ,Africa today is more in-
. ...as Gary Player plies his trade knoW", 7 -he siiia: - 'We have 15' --
tearated than on any tour Ilonger lurks behind every tree against Airs I am. -
the Masters. S U3 'Rens Past Cuba' ., *TneaSutsY little guy from 'P°- 
on the American pro golf tour. • "I see. n'llPurPme in mix, ing -or 20 blacks competing."
Player also hired a black,
and I-_,ee Trevino who has won- -- - A • n t. ri u
every Big Four event except - titles with sports."
A player who also figures to By TOM SALADINO - in double figures with 17 has met the test head-on and 
Player haa tried to express
be in the chase is Pate, the 24- . . AP Sports Writer 
his principles through action 
Rabbit Dyer, to carry hisJohannesburg, South Africa,
points. . . , survived .it,,_ establishing 
clubs on the U.S. tour and flew
year-old Floridan who shot to ATLANTA i AP) -- Ken- "Hi- a different kind of- himself as one of the most A few years ago, before'. the -theRo
instead of words. 
•y,alrythabomyanitn 197caiddloyr.thwe ,
the top of the pat+ by winning tucky Coach Joe B. Ball wore Pressu",- said Hall. "We feel respected overseas athletes to racial barrier was broken in British Open — the first 
black
United States. We haven't had , "Good guy" is • the . _ap- thElede, l4r atistersoUtshetapindinvitr blaLec: 
hiscadtdoyry. i .in the tournament'sit as representatives of the invade our shores.
adequate time to prepare for -Pella-Loa Pinned -on him-by player on the American tour, Gary
the games but We made up for moderates and Militants to be his house guest and play- -Mayer "is 'disinclined :fa -.
itialth nestle and spiric.L.-- - alike. -------- :a-- - _on the SmithAfrican tour. •'CritickaidaTileasettatra- . ______ ...,
He shoujid -have added- It has been 8 tough, uphill
the Southern Open late last night after his Kentucky- talent ----;--
year and has been playing dominated U.S. national team - Th Americans were 
fight all the way; There has
awsome, racing to a 16-3 lead 
been torment, pain and
in less than five minutes and 
diSappointment. Player
halftime as they led 56-21. All- 
critics. 
i managedr iP- t i He , wItoil,k0thaseetlepr hisabec   stiffo inseverestu  rp 
upper
had the game sewed up at
- -.-
will
Kentucky, saw action and all i -1
am. 
- --
ex mple of international good
12-players, including five from 
ill
scored.except Jay Shidler of 
ine earTy- -days  -were
•K ' - •-' 
horrendous, . ;, - _ .
Kentucky.. - 
,
Nine years ago at the-PGA
"These guys would really be '_ Championship in DayMn,
awesome if we had played Ohio, denionstraters.
together for a while,"  said  protesting South Africa's
Hall. "Thy really giaEackal, segregation ran ontk
time winner here; Johnny'
Miller, still in a deep slump, _
the 1976 U.S Open, then was a smile for a change but still
Plagued by arm injuries last admitted to that same old
year. He is healthy again, aryl feeling--pressure.
wants another major title. The coach of the NCAA
"I like to always feel like- baskethail champion Wildcats
" I'm dile," said Pate, who won was in high spirits Wednesday
well this year. , , Overpowered outmanned Cuba
"When you 'Win a major 109-64 in the nightcap of the
tournament-, it can make first annual WO-rid-Invitational
it hard to come out every week Tournament,
to make a liaing. The majors In:: the opener of the three-
are more important. They're day round robin tournament,
worth more to you. I'd love to Yugoslavia continued its
vrin the Masters," he said. domination of • The , Soviet
Union, defeating the Russians
97-79 before an Omni crowd of
6,612.
Hall, who Admitted  to the 
pressure --of ' winning the
national collegiate title this
year an rarefy -smiled en




AUGUSTA, Ga. — Veteran
Lou_ Graham_ azon_ the_ par
three.,...aanrpameqt among
_players in the 42nd blasters
Golf Tournament.
Graham won the event in a
playoff after tying---l977
 qt P r 
Watsori at 5-under-par 22.
There was a threeaway tie
after Watson among Jerry
Pate, Dave Hill and Danny
Edwards, all at 23.
He was- aTIOi=cied ChiTuxury
since his squad coinpletly
dominated the smaller Cubans
from the outset. Kentucky's
'Jack Givens led sevenacorers
together quickly, however. We the green while he wa
expected the players to adapt attempting to putt. Telephone
---quickly but they surpassed all books were thrown at him. A
any-expectations." —ball was rolled-between-ads
wf legs, •
Walking from the ninth
green .to the 10th tee, Player
had a paper cup of ice cubes
_flung in his face.
Taken aback,. Player pit
stared at the aafender. "Sir,"
he said in a qui.' t tone, "why
did you do that? I have never
done anything to you.'1'
The demonstrator,
ashamed, slid . back into the
crowd. At the eltsters here
and at the Tournament of
Champions in Rancho- La
Costa, Calif., the 41-year-old
Player had to be guarded
armed security men.
It didn't make lor-awosa..
fortable golf. But Gary neva'
wavered.
Today, teeing off in his 21st
Masters and seeking his third
title, Player, was reluctant to
talk about his vicissitudes or
to mount a political platform.
Morgan,.Trevathan &- Gunn,' Inc.
INSURANCEL'10NOS—REAt ESTOBLI08 E. 1211 Si., BENTON











Arkansas added 15 points
while Kentucky's Rick Robey
and Kyle Macy, Darrell
-at-With of Louisville and
David--Greenvioad of UCLA
' had 12 apiece. James Bailey of
Rutgers had II.- Alejandro
Urgelles led Cuba- with 16
points.
"We recognize, _ however,
that Yugoslavia and Russia
-will be on a different plateau,"
. said Hall as the series moves
to Chapel Hill, N.C., Friday
night and Lexington,. Ky., on
1--Staiday.
"The first game was super.
Yugoslavia shot the lights
out," Hall said of their 60
percent shooting from the
field. „.
-"It' will take a great
defensive_ effort by us to stop
Yugoslavia," said Hall of his
opponent Friday. --1 - am opposed to apartheid
' Dick pop. 1.• family Skis
World's most popular comb,' poir Attroctisne hardwood pattern
with tsolid, edge-glued ..ered for good slalom performance
Center-line improved binder
Media TOT
Litt* yet mighty tough -s'mP tO operote
Body and covers ore made at 1,9h4aspact ABS: '
Case-hardened cent•rsholt; 6,9 04411120teetine
gears; polished stainless steel ipmallallialad WINS
20 Pickup points. 31100 Pori-wens iiwitches pn
IX off 0! .0.10vek.•M• swirl/
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Including Salad, Potato& Bread
*21
itib.Eye Steak
* 15Including Salad, Potato & Bread 2 
liitipp•r" Watorpreof; Floating
Waterproof, sealed construction; floats in ver-
Scot position; slim design slips easily into pods.?




Lunch - Watch For
Complete with batteries
U. L. Reg. $2.59
• Mark41
This is one fisherman eeentually use b.couse
it works os a marker should It's scientifically
designed with ballost-welgtits to keep the Mork-
It from being moved by wind, ways, OF current. Gu
The high-viz bright veil-re:iv high impact styrene 
-ido'
dumb-bell is wound with 90 feet of rot-proof





• 100 Extension Cord
• DeSigned For
Rugged Outdoor Use .
! FREE! — Extra
- _Extent-at* Cord Inside
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• 20-4netreut  
• 3 h.p. BRIGGS &
STRATTON Engine
• 7-Inch Wheels
•& While Quantities Last
1.4*EL gN320
----Ar'22-Inch Cut
- • BRIGGS & STRATTON Engine
• &inch Wheels
• While Quantittell 1351
Manolactinei'; of
I auin ignipmen1
72" Long x 22" Wide









• Operates On CO
Crianne114
• No License Required









• Operates On CB
Channel 14 - No
License Requiied
• Owe- tee On 0-Volt
Battery._
•"_Handy Carry Strap
• • Designed For FUN1 -
Hunting, Flihlitg, End
more






" By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR' ABBY: Do you thin'k a refrigerator is a good
place to keep money stored? My husband :keeps all our
savints in our refrigerator, and when I think of all the
- 'interest We're niiising -mit on:it's very • epseiting to me.
Don't tell me to try to convince him to open a savings
- - aricoimt,-brace_inie-ho-11-only-say-lis-wenteliento
he can get it in a hurry.
Any suggestionsoyou have will be greatly appreciated.
'WORRIED
DEAR-WORRIED: A refrigerator is a' poor place to
store one's savings-whether it's hot money or cold cash.
•Abide from the interest you're losing, you riiik -being
robbed. Tell that lunkhead you're married to to do himself
a favor and put it lea-apart-of it into a saying, account!
DEAR ABB-Ilk:When I got home from work last evening,
my wife said le-ate, "Rory four 16-year--old soni sass-ed
me back so I am giving him the cold, silent treatment, and I
-sweat you to -do the .same.'.' •
Abby, I told her that was not going to go along with
that kind of stuff-that if the boy sassed her back, it was
The wife got mad and now she's giving ME the -Silent
treatnienttoo. Was I wrong, or was she? • -
ATLANT.A QUERY
 4
. DEAR ATLANTA: She was_wrons• for, demainlinkithat
you punlafithe boy : Per XS-r-: Prescription. And you were.
- wrong, too7ffir letting her down. Although Rory wasn't
guiltY of sassing YOU, his rudeness to his mother calls for
some kind of punishment. And since his mother appears
-unable - to -discipline the . boy-, it becomes .YOUR
responsibility.
,A few, well-chosen "hot" words boon you could have
accomplished more than the cold, silent treatment. Unless.
_ yen-want a father-soit team versus mother. Gy to deVelop
-e• better communication with your wife.
DEAR ABBY: I have ütobserved a group Of
"unselfish" church women preparing for - a church
rummage sale, the proceeds of which will go to charity. -
Almost every good item donated by someone from this
group was snapped up by another member of the group. Of
course, they pay for. these items, but a typical conversation -
was, "Say, wheiroarked this lamp five dollars? The shade is.
-soiled!" — •
Then someone would reply, "I did., I paid NA for it,
new-but mark it Whatever you vlant and-take- -
Then the other wornin would mark- it a-dolfar and
promptly cart it off to her car.
-- • Understand, Abby, these volunteers are .not_charity:
cases themselves. They are well-to-do society women. Do
you think it is fair of them to skim the cream off the top• •-\ that way? Hundreds of dollars could have been added to
the proceeds if it werenlfor this kind of thing. I tveltome
your remarks and you may sign- me... ' •
- - APYALLEAINOM4tHA_ .
DEAR APPALLED: The volunteers should have been
money out of the cash register. Why didn't you speiik up.
Silence implies approval.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "YbUNG PHILOSOPHER" IN
MINNEAPOLIS: Wisdom does not automatically come
with old age. Nothing does-except wrinkles. It's true,
wine improves erith age. But only if the grapes were good
in the first place.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For • personal ,unpublished reply, writer Abby:
Box 69700, Los Angeles:Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
self-addressed envelope.
50c OFF.
On Any 20 Exposure.COLOR
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We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities
WE GLADIY ACCEPT FOOD STAMPS
NOWelijuS
g - - ALE _
Powdered Light or Dark -Brown Hydip
_SUGAR , 39 .̀- HAMBURGER
BUNS









Hyde Pork or Vora la- .
w/beons 154 oz
  Open Pit- ... -
Produce uy Of The Week





















The theme of the posters
will be "For A Close En-
counter. — Try. Foster
Parenting" which is the
.Mlegan for .the Jackson .Pur-
rchn- Foster Parents. This
slogan will be featured on
bumper stickers and on flyers
in local stiim-rmarkets:
Foster care is a service
which provides a substitute
living situation for a planned
period of time for children
who must be separated from
tliftir own-families.
Childientenisseany-medisr-stagoarces in. their
ertL.ay.ink., cut outi. further infonnatiOn.
William W. Hannah,.
executive • secretary of Them.
.Department of Evangelism
and'. Membership, of The
Division of' Homeland
Ministries since September 4,




existing ones. He served a
racially. integrated
congregation in Cleveland,
Ohio, for twelve years prier to
which is to be pit** thew=
by Mt: inches-and no *mitre
thanTli by 14 inches, Com-
..pleted poster entries will,he
collected from the schOols on
April 21 for judging.
There will be three judges
Approximately 1,000 voting
A.representatives are expected
wto attend the biennial
Assembly of the Christian
Churl% ( Disciples of Christ 1 in
Kentucky to be held at thcs
Ramada Ion-Bluegrass
convention . Center in
Louisville, April 20-22, 1978..
The RoeStti id the Assembly
will witness to their Christian
faith 'as they respond to the
Aherne, "Varieties of Gifts —




limited to intiti= the Foster
Parent Regional Area Poster'
Contest, sponsored by the
DepartMent For Human
Resources. The competition is
to all '71.1LaagjO4 graders
in-ethe--eauniies---as.,icarn-the--comitty area. -Each--
trillion , Graiss, . • Fliekm a n , county-900er .winner will then
Ballard, McCracken; -eatlisle, be .in Competition,. wfth
C.alloway, and MarshilL - other seven county._ '
All cotifity-00-sterS on
display in your local county
after May 1. The winning .
regional posters will be on
display at the Paducah Mall
from May 14.
The winning county prize .
will be: 1st place' - $5.00. 2nd
PlAce.44.001 3rd place - $3.00.
• The winning -Jackson
Purchase area prize will be a -
United States Savings bond,
aid place .- $10.00, 3rd place -
$5.00.
Persons may call their local
Department -for -Mimeo
. responsibilities. The topic of
-ins evening address on April
21 will be,. "What Is The New
Word- frogi God Coneernuig
- Evangelism?"
Valerie M. Ford i,s alive in
regional 4 and general
manifestations of the
Christian Church !Disciples of
Christi. She is a member of .
the general board_ and ad-'
muustrative committee of. the
Christian Church, as well as
The board of the Division of
--Oververes-Mtnistries.- She will
address' the April 20 afternoon
session of the assembly
speaking on ,the topic,
"Whisperings of Oneness; or,
I Should Have Listened to My
MARCH CIT121fIS of the Month for Calloway County
High School named by the Student Council were Tam-
'Thy Feltner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. James Feltner,
and Kenneth. Paschall,. WO of Mr. and Mrs. Carves
Paschall Both are seniors at Calloway High.
Our Nervous System—Key To Health
Did yes kW, OM the main job our nervous system has'
to kip. I. bodies healthy and functioning properly?
8masiesi4 imorever, it isn't allowed to do Its }oh properly,
sad thee we become susceptible to disease. Irritation to a
nerve from misplaced spinal vertebrea or muscle spasm can
cause the orplakut aystem associated with that nerve to
become weak and snaceptible to invasion nacteria or v'
which it 'would normally be capable of fighting off if it
y. This is when we get "sick" but actually we have
been "sick" and will continue to be until the nerve irritation
Is taken awartir reduced. That is the job of the Chriropractic
Physl 'Clan. He finds the sotirce of the nervous irrita_tion-and
removes it, thereby allowint.thebodies' normal healing
capacity to function propeily again. Listed below are rust





Daddy." Sbawill abio speak
luncheon meetings on April 21
Wayne H. Bell, presided of
Lexington Theolosical
Seminary since 1974, c!eie to
this responsibility from the
. pastorate al.-Vine Street
Christian Church in Nashville,
Tenn. He has else served the
Seventh StreerNChristian





David N. Blaondelml, iniiirsfte.rvicoef
-First 
related to--thir-ilieme-of- th"°"2"2"1- Church--
assembly. Leiington; aW-WaKer L
Steve meiabarg and Jon, Apperson, second vice-
president and a lay member of
.
Walters, a team Of musicians, -
will celebrate their Christian First Christian- . Church
faith as they lead in worship Murrw•
mu witness in the informal
sessions of the assembly.
Mrs. Donald- B. Sine, a lay
member of the Middletown
Chratian'"thurch, Mid-
dietoWn, will preside over the
business sessions of the
assembly. She has served as
the 1976-78 president of the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) in Kentucky. Other
officers ot the assembly are WINNERS AT THE Carter Elementary School Science fair, coordinated by jean 
Hurt,
were, left to right, kneering, Jared White, Kenny kainsworth, Chris Burpoe; first row,
Stephen Thaw, Mark Mger, Rodney Skinnet,..Sherida Outland, Natasha Tubbs, Michelle
isniniter_Trerneseakitalerie Gilbert, Hairy Cojes; second row, jay Watson, Jeff
SOiann, Brent Priddy, Val Conner, Alesha Harris, Shannon ChristopherlYenise Ratr-
dolph, Milo Spurlock, Christine Thibodeaux, Richard Jones, Jerry Eldridge; third row,
Terry Skim, Wayne Gargu.s, Bill Futrell, David Daughaday, Shane,Pollard, Stepheoltat
tons Crissy Woke, Debbie Roos, and IGm Twigg. The awards were presented the Carter
students at the meeting of the Carter School Parent-Teacher Ofgaisization. 
/111_ IP  IL; %Pt NJ II "1- IL) it. 1E 
Homecrest's -high-back swivel
rocker rivals the old easy chair
for comfort. The floating action
chair base rocks or swivetS
with ease..cushions are gener-
ously filled With foam and
covered vkith brightly colored
summer vinyls. Comes w•th
or withdut matching otto-
man. Stop in for a free
Sitting..
Parties are more fun
out on the patio.
The Homecrest Ice Cream Parlor Set Is ideal for
enjoying snacks and treats out on your patio. It
consists of one hi-lo adjustable mesh-top table
and two ciatist _chairs. Features welded-steel con-
struction anckemovable seat cushions. Table ad-
justs fromylr' to, 28" in height. And its price
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Inside Report 11 land t.% ast41 li.ohcrt \ mak
e Bush
WASHINGTON The quiet evolution
of George Bush as the choice of
. Republican party professionals to
Pi•esident. Carter-. 4880- - •
stitengthened by qualified backing from
the party's archetypal pro: Melvin ft..
Laird.
Laird bad a long conservation about
-- presidential politics with Bush
recently, dining with him in • Boca
Raton, Fla., and then accompanying '
- him back to Washington. Shortly.
thereafter; Lidr&paieed-Ite-word to .
political associates that Bush may well '
be the best bet for 1980.
T at ,is not 'quite an outright en-
dorsement, While counseling his old -
friend Gerald Ford not to run again,
_I Aire! 'feels committed to back any
-possible Ford candidacy. Even in the .
likely event Ford does not run, -laird
says he is uncommitted-between Bush
and Sen. Howard Baker. NeVertheless;
'turd Seems 1i'be entering' -Busirs '-
corner, describing him to-us as „the -
kind of candidate we could win with."
 whu has never -won arfelectien
above hue congressionol level nor any
election at all since his last House race-
-in 1968, in building surprising support.
He is favored among his old colleagues
in the House and, thanks partly to his
term as Republican national chairman,
has backing from such old pros as
Nebraska's Dick . Herman and
Wisconsin's Ody Fish.
His major problem is his shaky Texas
base, where he lost-Senate races in 1964
and 1970 and where John B. Connally is
also a likely presidential contender.
Over dinner in Florida, Laird told Bush
It is absolutely imperative he come into
the convention with, the Texas
delegation backing him - no easy task.
A footnote: Ironically, laird opposed
Bush as President Ford's appointive -
Vice President in 1974, successfully
backing Nelson /4,ockefeller. He has
explained -to - Bust that he did so
because Rocitealler provided that Ford
needed at that time.
ANOTHER CIA CRISIS
Near the top of many crises afflicting
the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),
stemming mainly, from congressional
investigations and "tell-all" exposes, is
the threat that the CIA will lose scores
of outside -agents" • essential to its
work. .
That crisis is sure to be hastened by
the trial on ponSpiracy and periury
charges of two ITT officials. They
denied under oath to the Senate Foreign.
Relations- Committee- that rrr- con-
splred-Vth twzrK:against
Marxist government headed by,
Salvador Allende. . •
-Therdecbdon to indict the two officials..
was tsikeriliithe-Jii.selYePartment—
over private CIA waroings. Evidence
produced at the trial, the CIA' con-
tended, could coniprornise future CIA
recruitment for Undercover work of
foreign citizens --, and, occasionally, U.
S. citizens. •
Espionage and other forms of covert
activity by any intelligence
organization worthy of the name have
always depended on help from °in-
siders. By disclosing details of an ITT-
CIA link, the trial could undercut most
of all future arrangements between the
CIA and private citizens.
.




Worse yet, say some CIA officials, it
could expose past help for the CIA from
friendly foreign gevernments. That
would cut off another essential part of
the American intelligence system.
Whether this happens May depend on
the judge named to bear the trial. A
tough judge could Insist that'all secret
details of cooperation be made public.
PANAMA ROUND 11
Sen. Richard Stone of Florida, who
bateted the firstfanama- Canal treity,
could lead a bloc of Senators who- also
-backed the first,,treaty into support of a
lOy opposition amendment to the
second treaty.
-The-amendment has become the k.,
principal strategic weapon of treaty
epponents. It might also become* a
haven_ of refuge- for Senators ,like • 
Democrat Stone who have experienced =
voter discontent at home because .of al•invielon•el •
hands. That would erect a major,
possibly impenetrable, barrier against .
final ratification of the treaties.
It also gives some hesitant Senate
supporters of the first treaty a chance
to trim sail without actually voting -•
•against the second treaty. Helms's "hit- .
list" of prospects for the amendment . I enjoyed- United Stalia Senater_ traveling in a rented plane, whichincludes 29 supporters of' first Richard Lugar's visit to' Murray come into the Murray Internetienaltreaty. Stone is No. 1 on tge State campus last week. Airport*: as Business Dean David.Besides Stone, other "hit-list" . A former, two-term mayor of Eldredge called it, from Tell City, Jac- -_,Senator's are Republican Edward Indianapolis, Senator Lugar , whose arriFing-right on schedule.
Brooke of Massachusetts mid- name is pronounced like the famous After his remarks later ha-----the,Democrat Dennis DeConcini of • German handgun of World War II, is a auditorium of the nursing building, theArizona, both of w-hom have also run - very warm, friendly, easy-to-talk with three of them piled back into the plane
and took off on a• midnight ride to --,‘There's be classes tomorrow morning
their"yes"._entes on the first-treatijri..earrtges  : .-Pushed by Sen. Jesse Helms of No
- ...... -Casolina, the proviso would require the
House to approve transfer of the canal,
as  S. _mpeety, int° Panamanian
- RichardLugar IsJogging







,:gmall v. :ra,gica Sorvice
:-simmeise By M.  C. Garrott -
• 
—111
into political problems at home because' -Soong man. 
oftheir votes for the first treaty. • He wes on the campus at ths__J&I Indianapolis. - • - - --just as alwayet"---7-
_
morning without fail, Senator Lugar-
Senate seat. held it the time by
Democrat Vance Hartke, and he didn't •
miss a anis during the campaign. In
fact on election night in 1976 when it.
became apparent- that he had defeated
Hartke, he told his cheering supporters,
among them many of his students,
Amy Also Has A
Breifing Booklet
WASHINGTON _iAPJ. - Presidents, lute* wog yang, who was lee behind
diplomats and cabinet officers can't' hormagAips. 
cross the street without" firststudying
briefing books that tell them-what to ex- ,
pert on the other side. AmirtalWgets -
zbigniew Itreezinski, the president'si
the same treatment, serious minded foreign adviser, was
During her parents' recent Third ,
-- asked if he had suggested that the
World tour, the 10-year-old daughter of 
Carters and their party go night-
the president occasionally clubbing in Rio de Janeiro.
carrying a small folder labeled "Amy's:
was seen „It wasn't my instigation."' he
Briefing Book." replied, "it was my persuasion," ._
Mary Finch Hoyt, Mrs. Carter's Asked what has sparked his Interest
press secretary, reports that A irny's n after-dark revelry, Brzazinskl.
book consisted mostly of her separate
schedule of activities for each stop
along the route..
But it also included a special feature
absent from her parents' similar, if
bulkier, briefing docurnents.'
For Amy, a coloring book was in-
serted among the schedules.
Unfortunately, no crayons were
provided. So a restive Amy spent much
of her time during long flights aboard
Air Force One playing cards or a word
game called " Ha ngman7--
The cuter daughter also canvassed
fellow passengers in search of
paperback books to read. Alas, the
available literature was too grownup
for a precocious grade school student.
When Amy signed the guest book
Sunday at the First Baptist Church of
Lagos, Nigeria, she followed her
signature by inscribing a simple
drawing of a bewhiskered cat. Perhaps
she missed her own cat, Misty, Ma-.•
One of America's premier diplomats
reached the following assessment of
those he dealt with at one stop: 'The
Nigerians are almost as arrogant as
Hamilton Jordan"
The diplomat did not want his name
used because: 1 he is quite likely to
return to Lagos on off itial business, and
t 2) he most assuredly will have future
dealings with Jordan, the president's
ptincipal-.assistant.
The crack is repeated here as
evidence that Carter's official family is
not always bathed in Mutual love.
Toasting President Carlos Andres
Perez of oil-rich Venezuela at a state
dinner, Carter kept a straight tace
while thanking Perez for offers to
reduce oil prices by 5 percent a year
and to loan Uncle Sam enough money to
pay off the national debt. -
There was an awkward-iilence, -




FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) -- The
Kentucky Republicans' first biennial
state convention Saturday will be
dominated by a theme not. on the. of-
ficial agenda: the 1779 governor's race.
Several major Prospects for governor
are expected to be on hand --- former
Gov. Louie Nunn and Congressmen
Gene Snyder and Tim Lee Carter 7-
' " plus state Rep. Raymond Overstreet of
Liberty, the only announced candidate,
and a number of potential oontenders.
Officially, the convention is held to
eject 20 members of the-state central
committee, the govething body of the
Republican party.
Another 21 are chosen in seven
congressional district meetings held
within two days of the state tonvention.
The keynote speaker will be U.S. Sen.'
Orrin. Hatch of Utah, a 42-year old at-
torney elected in 1976 gith the support
of former caltfornla Got Ronald
-Hatch • ilautiCh opponent of the,
proposed Panama Canal treaties now.
at stake in the U.S. Senate
GOP State-Chairman Lee Nunn said
'the, convention will be the finish of a
reoe anizatien.drive aimed at filling
countV, district add state leadership
"We have strong issues to campaign
on and a growing numbet Of candidates
capable of being elected this year and
next," Nunn said in a statement. "All.
these factors will be evident at the state
convention.'
The off-year biennial convention is in
contrast to the former Republican
procedure of holding such a state
meeting once every four years, when
the highlight was selection of delegates
to the national presidential convention.
"We don't expect an overwhelming.
crowd," GOP Executive Director
ferry Van Hoose said Tuesday "But
this.will be a backdrop, for the changing
mood of the party - thefeeling that we
can win elections."
The Republicans have failed to win a
major statewide race since 1971 when
I nuie ,Nunn left office. But last
November., - Republican Mitchell
McConnell defeated two-term
Denerrat Todd Hollenbich In the
Jefferson County judge's race. . •
Bible Tholight -
"As newborn babes, 'desire the sin-
cere milk of the word, that ye may
vow thereby." I Peter 2:1 ,
The child of God should desire, the
RI le just as earnestly as the-beby de-
co his .mothees Milk. °How* Much






Special plaqiiell for "Respect For
Law" week presented by "the Murray
Optimist Club went to Sgt. Max Morris
of the Murray Police Department and
Mrs. Don Keller -of athe Murray
Woman's Club. Making the presen-
tations for the Optimists were Robert
Glin Jeffrey and Dale Lemons.
Deaths reported include George Bell,
age 91. ..
Capt. Billy J. T. Osborn is on duty
with the U. S. Combat Air Forceat Nta.
Trang AB, Vietnam.
Elected as officers of the Hazel
re-Ported: "Because it was ftin;"• —Woman'S Club 'for the coming year
were Mrs. J. W, Jones, Mrs. Hughes
Bennett, Mrs. Charles Knbtt, Mrs.
Gerald Ray, Mrs. 'Gerald Gallimore,
and Mrs: Harold Wilkinson.
Howard Crittenden, principal of
Calloway Coanty High School, was ,
speaker at the Mother-Daughter
Banquet held. by the Calloway High
FHA at the Holiday Inn. Honorary
membership was presented to Lorene
Falwell.
20 Years Ago
A group of Murray merchants ap-
peared before the Murray City Council
to propose a municipal parking lot for
the east side of town. They were John
Parker, Junior Lampkins, Galen
Thurman, Maurice Crass, Sonny Crass,
Windsor Tripp, Stub Wilson, Batter
Bilbrey, and J. D. Murphy.
Glin Jeffrey and Dub Russell will
serve as co-superintendents of the
Mw-ray City Park for the summer,
Helen Walker was honored with a
dinner at the Dairy Ann for her 26 year's
of service with the Southern Bell
Telephone ('ompany.
The Rev William T. Thomas is rector
of St John's Episcopal Church now
meeting at 1503 Main Street, Murray.
Pat Murdock was elected as beau of
„„itie Kirksey High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of America at the
meeting on April 2. Chapter mothers.
are Mrs. Sue Bazzell, Mrs. Marie
Tucker, Mrs. Harmon Ross, and Mrs.
Preb Adams.
30 Years'Ago
The bodies of f.1, Ordest H. Erwin
and Pvt. Randal Griffin are,heing
returned aboard a U. S. Art* tran-
sport to the United Sates for burial here
in Calloway County. Erwin was killed in
France on Dec. 23, 1944, and Griffin as a
paratrooper on June 23, 1941
Novel McReynolds has been named
to the Miirray Police Department by
the Murray City Council.
Deaths reported include Mrs Noma
Moffitt Anglen, Mrs. Leonard Wilson,
age ZS, and Amandus Cab, age 78.
IsfurriG *State Conga will .hold- its
" • 411(111111 atinust.eoschlrigsool Juzielt
end-12, according to Athletic Director
Roy Stewart. -Paul-Bryant of the
University; of -Kentucky will be in
charge of the- football clinic, and Ray
Meyer of DePaul University, will be in
charge of the basketball °link-
- 'It's A Weidertul 140" starring
-Jamul Stewart. ihd Donna Heed is
Mowing at the. Varisty Theatre.
iitatiiin of the Department of Political
Science and Public •Administration to
speak-trribi-liarrr Lee Waterfield
Distinguished Lecture Series. His topic
was, "Republicans in the U. S. Senate."
I wish more of our people had met and
heard him.
I. liked him from the moment he
walked up, hand outestretehed, and
introduced hirnself-He's only a couple
inches taller than I am, and -I jokingly
told him he the-first United States
senator whome thad ever .been able to
look straight in the eye. ."„I know what
you mean," he laughed. .
We were at a press conference, set up
for him at the Holiday Inn, and before -
he faced the glaring television lights
and started fielding a wide variety of
questions, he took the time to go
throughoilt the room introducing
himself to everyone present, pausing
occasionally to chat-frith one here and
there. -
: ++++++
His face lit up when he spied an old
acquaintance from near Indianapolis
off in one corner. It was Dennis Abell,
now with the Tribune-Courier in
Benton. They had known each. other for
many years. Dennis used to be the
editor of the Plainfield, Ind., paper and
was with the Indianapolis Star before
Lsoming to God's Country. They had
quite a time of it reminiscing.
The senator and his party were
moving fast although he didn't give you
that impression. With hirn were his
nress secretary, a tall, energetic and
.ersorial young man by the name of Lou




They had been in the air .and on the
road for 'bur .&iyliseekurein people
back home in Indian during the
Senate's Easter recess, 'going from 6:30
in the morning until midnight each day.
Before coming to Murray, they had
been in Lawrenceburg, Rising Sue,
Madison, St. Joseph, Jeffersonville,
Jasper, Bloomington and Seymour In
Indiana while visiting 19 of his counties.
He also had spo-keta0-iftnentary and
high school youngsters in Kalamazoo,
Mich., and Switzerland, Ohio. Murray
I was the fourth college at Which he had
spoken during the week.
 George Lilly and Pete Panzera ;411
be interested in this. The senator is a
jogger, just as is Senator William
Proxmier of Wisconsin who was on the
Murray campus a month ago. Every
morning he was campaigning for the
gets out at 6:30a. rn.and jogs tWo mans
or more.
Gerig;-,..a former public relations
director at Indiana Central University
and „where the senator taught for a
while, runs with him. After that, it's
seeing the-people.
++++++
A former Rhodes Scholar, the senator
is on the board of trustees at Indiana
Central and also at Denison Ohio),
College,' where he was co-president
They now have four sons and live in In Histowith his wife before they were married.
The senator Is a' businessman and
caneg from a family long intereetetinri - ' •
farming and in an Indianapolis com-
pany which makes parts for machines.
used in food processing industries.
+++++
You would have thought we were all
Hoosiers and he was in the midst of a
campaign from the way he patiently
and pleasantly -answered questions
during the 30-minute press conference,
a rather lengthy one as such things go,
and following his 90-minute appraisal of
Republican minority muscle in the
Senate later on the campus.
He only has been a senator-ter *bout
1axiths, butbe_aeems.to.tboroughly
enjoy the office. Too, he demonstrated
a keen awareness of what is going on in
the country and revealed in-depth
knowledge of a wide variety of lasso.. _
As time goes.by, We are going to bette_.  _  
more of this young senator. He had a NI
percent voting record in the Senate last--
year, the highest of any Indiana senator
since the 1930s.
And, we're -grateful to Dr: Farouk
Umar, Dr. Larry Kjosa and Dr.
Eldredge for making his Murray ttip
possible,
Today
. McLean, Va., just across the Francis .
Scott Key Bridge from the city of
Washington.
While at Indiana Central, the senator






REP: HENRY J.- HYDE 1111.4
..hast December 19,, an organization
'ailed Women's Lobby, Inc., circulated
letter seeking donations to defeat
eq.* congressmen in the November'
Heflin*. Since this organization enjoys
l
ixtacerpitexiseiliiption, its plolitical efforts are
particuar interest. Their solicitation
etter • follows." 1We include some
Women'slebby. Inc.
A eslutigton; D.C. December 19, 1977.,,
Dear WOMEN'S LOBBY DONOR: •
litiring the past six months the .
Congress has voted more than a dozen
!lines' on how to liutit Medkcaid abor-




• ht''P• Conte ( R. Mass.) Rep. Pursell ( R.
and Helay, ilyde himself.
,‘ctetar-y califane will not help, only
on_ :can give 'hope to poor women.
s1 0WCated Burris, President.
---:)01411"18344114)"rittheirifttertsewd is 4%67 Clanwrs re fleetheng lI tic,. I am in receipt of a copy of a
Luce 10'. the
l'iesldent of Women's Lobby, Inc..
hich eimresses her devotion to the









By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, April 6, the 96th
day of 1978. There are 269 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1917, President
-Woodrow Wilson signed a declaration of
war between . the United States and
Germany. .
On this. date: .
1777, Marquis 'de Lafayette's
French volunteers arrived in America 4...
to assist in the revolution against 1-7
Britain' s
In 1830, the first Mormon church was
organized by Joseph Smith at Fayette, • 4
Dear CaroL Your letter of December N.Y. . •
'9th asking the for,a contribution to the
Woi lien's I kbby campaign against a nt
rboration Congressional candidates
l:fa sy, finAo w' sEtiRr fAa fC:its mcy., i n -fbaf esakreti
of sponsors. I do not care to be 'den-
tif ied.w ith 4 campaign that hasalready
dote' SO ii inch to jeopardize the pasSage
Having read it I must ask you id drop.
wy flame from the Women:s Lobby list
will, a large part of the blame must fall
on those misguided femrninists who
'lave trieil • to . make the issue.: of
unrestricted arid federally funded
abortion the centerpiece of the Equal
Rights *niggle •
1 repeat, I wish to disassoti ale my self
troll' your campaign to purge
congressmen who do not egree with
liesgincied efforts to make induced
abortion a legal, normal and Moral
cource of action. for all women in 41
' • •t'uiUtOl M' -
From flawdii, the.riess-stite_to ratify  '





'ren's lobby, lee., _seems
unawiite that .the congressmen
i-epresent their eonetitnents, and vote
ai'(-oI-dlngly.
......111••••••••
In 1909, the American Explorer, If-
. Robeit Peary, reached the-North Pole.
In 1970, a four-story townhouse in 3,
New York's Greenwich Village was 4
-dernollshedby an explosion. Police said
young militants had been using the
building as a bomb factory.
- •In 1972, Egypt broke ties with Jordan -
because of King Husein's proposal for a • ; _
new Palestinian state. e
In 1976, secretary of St*te Henry -
Kissinger said he feared the North 4
Atlantic Treaty Organization would be ;
wrecked if Communist governments t
were elected in Western Europe.
Ten /ears- ago: • Troops were being
used to control rioting Blacks in
Washington, D. C.? Chicago arid other
,cities after the -assassination of Martin
Luther King Jr.
Five years ago: In Turkey, a former •
•navy commander, Senator Fabri
Kgruturk.- was elected -
'One year  ap: EitI,sn Preildigit
histitet-,. ,
felations*. between Israel and "die -
Arab states would follow the ...Jibing ot 
a final settlement ending the state. of .war in the- fsfiebeLst s
Today's birthday: Broadcaster
Inwell Thomas is 86 years old.
Thought for today: We are always . -
getting ready to live, but never living -• '-
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.
 BUDGET 
A Look At The Legistature_Passed Budget
Legislature
‘Even Lt. Gov Thelma 'Stovall par-
ticiPated in the use of the Governor's ,
veto powers. Gov. Stovall vetoed the
legislature's recissicc of the state's 1972 As Gov. ashen carrell send when he
ratifieutien of the Equal Rights e introduced his se.a boos gaimetaiffl
Amendment (ERA). Her acti•n °1‘ for the Comanonweelth, the main focus
ERA, as well as the recission eL of the 1978-80 budget is education. As
ranks high AM the list of controversial . passed by the iegistative, the budge
ed-rs
issues which faced the session, differs little from the governor's
,
law- Some d the laws took 'effect lin- nearly $150 Million will be -used to in- T
here are also significant increaSee -- used to inspect dams in the state and to ENERG,
me 
, 
diately, whde most will become
effective July 17. . 
crease . teacher's salaries. The in transportation sPendin 144il. ,This  repair and maintain state-owned or pget legislative apral will bot become_ " - remainder of the increases in education eludes a $17 million increase for the constructed dams. An additional $7.5 . Financial Hel
 "law. Using illsae iiewees (Ow J4lhan ehi.ded on-these4390 Pages hyli --speriding will be to help equalize 
road maintenance program, $10 million million will be-spent * aid local, cum-. _ .,
Carroll killed a „oomfid othenchre act, synopsis of the 1978 action in the the disparity between richer and poorer extra to assist counties in critical road minutiae - in Ater damage abatement . aniilifilitv Bills- _.
an advisory bonifd in aay.nare centers, Kentucky General -Assembly. The in-- .,_ school districts, to, iinprovements in repairs and $5 million in additional and $5 million will be used to build a
a bill on state policemen's disability formation in -these SUMinarieS "Iii; the teacher retirement system, for a 
my for road resurfacing. combined laboratory for the netwal . There wee a Pleh-ie the 14istatiacar.F.,. _one 
benefits, a nal on taehers who are obtained frorn the Kentuclivilapatic, . AR. statewide liindssoarten program, The budget of the, human. resources _ resources . ad human resogices - Session te._____rePOVS the 
sales ta.A___,,,__en '
merit of Public Information. ' , ow tree textbooks; for testing and department is also greater thin It was ....departments. _ ' • -'-----='illaleac -but the Metatwe
 that .
legislators receiving retirement credit
for their General Assembly service and The MiirraY Ledger ag Times i5 - remedial education of children. and for 111 the budget passed by the 197$ Spa-railing will be 
increased by $1.3 . cessfully emerged from both houses
-servicein the interest of ourivaders:7-----The budget forbig;bef -tica----tk-ri.iiiill About $29.6 fililliefl mere will be-spent-for the state, and by-almost $35 milliee • •
 Ti Provides direct aid to the ileetlY bY
Million to hire additional fire•inspectors - was SB Z79, an administration package.
one loosening campaign faience filing PiPlishin_g this report as a Public' other progrania. ' ' , 
legislature.
Littlep  From Corroll's
lementation of the state constitutional
amendment which made all courts in
the Commonwealth state courts,
revenues and expenditures which in the
past had been handled by localities
became state responsibilities. -
About $81.8million iii General -Fund
FRANKFORT - The Kentucky
General Assembly has closed the doors
on its 1978 session, having compiled a
track record of I•40_ approved bills, all
but six of which will go into the Ken-
tucky Revised Statutes ( KRS), the
state's lavrbooks. . • •
- Included in the approved bills was the
state's largest executive budget in
history, -amounting to $7.5 billion. A
-large slice of "triii will -go for use. *-
upgrading the salaries of Kentucky's
elementary-and secondary school
teachers, as veil • as improving and.
enlarging many parts of the state's
education programs.





In the Midst of the longest coal strike
in history, coal -got a lot of attention
from the 1978 General Assembly.
A law that would change the method
of levying the coal severance tax and
iiringleriumey$34 million al additional-- severance receipts would also go into
Money over the biemium Was phoned ' the energy road fund.
by the General Amembly_The maim - A law which would for all practical
would tax the - processed value of tU--- - 13111Poses remove the state tax oh un-
coal as well as the severed value ofthe Mined coal, was passed by the General
Coal, and would exempt transportation Assembly. Under the new arrangement
-costs when computing the added value the state tax on coal in the ground -
of processed coal. The severance tax would be 1-10 'percent per $100 of--
rate would remain at 4to.percent. • - assessed valuation.
earmark -64 Administrative changes were made
the legislation dealing with
ov;'-er sts'te-T  prTx;;;;Trisdie_-_ diet ributof funds to_counties through
the Economic Aid Fund and the Area -
systenitlivedd alloy/ fiscal court@ of Development Fund, both involving coal
Peal counties todetermine which roads
should receive the remaininig 40 per- --- -New strip mine regulations that bring
cent. . • Kentucky into line with the new Federal
If there is more money collected from Strip Mine Law included authority far-
the coal severance tax than the reVenne,„ the Department of Natural Resources
department has predicted it will collect • and Environmental Protection to make
over the bien,nitun beginning in fiscal necessary changes by regulation after
year 1978-79, 75 percent of this ettelis--. federal regulations are released in
ire2uld be used for the energy road fund . . •
and 25 percent for a special coal mp.dbi an effort to curb strip-mining
road fund _which would. go to counties without permits, a bill was passed
affected by coal gransPortation (coal- increasing penalties and making such
impact counties). actions subject to criminal penalty as
Beginning in fiscal year 198142, anT' well as civil penalties.
ELECTIONS, CONSTITUTIONAL. MATTERS
nullton for the department of natural
resources and environmental
protection. .
Looking ontratthe amount of general
fund dollars, the largest amount of this
category, 65 percent, will be used to pay
for education in the state. Human
resources will accountVaratpIllialat of
the General Fund -.central goVerturrent
8 percent, justice and- the judiciary 6
percent and remainder spread =long
the rest of state government. -
• • also gro-w by about a121.4 iniPien. The this biennium for medical assistance to improve the salaries of state ern- furni
shing financial help from the state
increased money vie 4 used fca. salary ' for those to poor to pay for medkei----ployees in•-cortain categories. ' - -- - -for atilitien bins- _ __ ._--' '
-- improvements for university em- care, and.about $4 million more will be - 
- The measurti•estiblishe-s within the
ph:11ms, for increased support for the spent for p.ublic assistance to needy To pay for these and other expen
ses -Department for Hunan Resources an
in the state budget. about, 47 percent of- _energy coat assistince program backed _ __
....„...L._ -...... aneogrnaicutailturcarel exitrilleerilLmion itervvie;rsieety, -for-el, IscillicreasldreVabyenvita.lbiteatnillieftith 'erviees, withilettrptivill bes2 themoney Will csathe fr
om the czeokok_by twa $5 million .appropriations from -
Kentucky Hospital, for the University million more to provide fester care for 
Fund, which is comprised of almost all the General Fund. One $5 million .-.
of Louisville Hospital and for other emotioanlly disturbed children, $1.1 
state taxes-other than fuel and motor bundle is for fiscal 1978-79; the other is
programs. -million 
more for the mentally retarded, vehicle taxes. Of the remainder, 12 for fiscal year 1979-80.
Another significant increase was in - and
 $1 million increase in spending to. . percent comes from the road- fund, 12
spending for the new court system, pay for 
foster care for children, $6.5., percent from agency fees, 1 percent
although much of this increase was, as . million more 
for care for premature from the bbrat fund and 28 percent from
" A-ppropriations and Revenue Chairman:- and -siek infants' and -$3:2 million nwe -1:ederal funds' '
amount equivalent to 1.75 percent of the EDUCATION ,
coal • severance tax r venues in tlie
impact roads and an amoun equivalent • .
to 1-24 of__the_.previous year's _awl- t




13y far, the mad controversial action
taken by the General Assembly in the
area on constitutional government was
the approval of House Joint Resolution
HJR1 7, which calls for a national
oriiivention to amend the U. S. Con-
stitution to outlaw abortion. Although
the legislators were told by Con-
stitutional scholars that such a con-
vention could overhaul the entire
document, and could go so far as delete
the Bill of Rights, the resolution was
approved 77-15 in the House and 26-12 in
the Senate. The resolution became law
without Gov CarroIrs signature.
A bill that reportedly would have
gutted the state Registry of Election
Finance was approved by General
Assembly, but was subsequently vetoed
by Gov. Carroll. HB 0420 would have
tateigniz.ed "excusable neglect" as a
defense for failing to file a campaign
finance report, and would have placed
• the duty for filing the report on the
campaign ,treaaurer rather than the
candidate.
Two bills on purging voter
• registration' hats were approved. HR 75
directs a purge of voter registration
lists in Jefferson County every two
INFURANCE
years beginning July 1978. HB 550
requires that waters receive actual
notice that that names have been
purged from the lists.
The General Assembly approved two
bills on political contributions. FIB 137
deletes a state law prohibiting the use
of political funds collected in one
campaign for use in another campaign
for the same office. HB 356 prohibits the
use of income tax checkoff political
-centributions in primary elections.
The legislature also approved HB 187,
which prohibits electioneering wtthin 50
feet of polling places.
SB 96 proposes to amend the state
Constitution to permit the consideration
of four rather than trim amendments on
the same election ballot. The bill would
also permit an amendment to amend as
' many articles for the Constitution as
necessary to accomplish the amend-
ment's objective.
A bill sponsored by House Speaker
William Kenton (D-Lexington)
proposes to amend the state Con-
stitution to change the election of date,
legislators from odd-numbered years to
even-numbered years to give new
legislators more time to prepare for
General 'Ageembig -sessions. .
Counties Can Now Qualify
akhoillth-thalslialttY of thearectsskin proposal, and a large proportion of the
and Wri"Ili,illi .0_01,1-1-- . - _ -increases in -spending over the biali:
tie Constitutional deadline for. Mum ( budget period from July 1. 1978
signing or vetoing bills was midnight to June 30, 1980) will go for education.
Thursday, March 30. Bills left tinsigned Of the $276 million inerease in - ea-
sed not vetoed automatically became penclaures for education and the arts
ohm • F
_
Rep.- Joe caaritk-..acpanvwe) said-. for health screening of children _In 
turn, the largest proportion of the
"apparent and tilt real." Due to reFeiving POlic assiStanc_e.  billion will be spent for education with
VI billion state budget, nearly $1.8
• •
nearly $1.2 billion more to be speot for
--- -higher education in the state. .
_ __. Another $1.772,221,500 will be spent
- - for human resources, with nearlY $1.4
In addition, $1 Million more than in
the last biennium will be used for a
program to help elderly persons remain
in their homes rather than going into an
'Institution, and $3.8 million more is
. budgeted to provide meals to the aged.
The budget of the natural resources
money is allotted for !twenties eflitate envirosunental pinteglikerilepart-
courts for the remainder of This Year • ment also was increaSed veld' about $2.2
and over the biennium. Another $21.9 million alloted to • bring Kentucky into
million of this money is set aaide for • compliance with federal strip mining
prosecutors for the new courts. regulations. Another $2.2 million will be
ere Contemplate
- Recipients must be 62 years, old or
older with a gross income equal lo or
less than 125 percent of the poverty
level et Ineanala-Bir an individual or
family of that size, designated by the U.
S. Community Services
Administration.
A citizen also may receive the
program's benefits if he is blind or .
permanently or totally disabled.
Payments made under this act will be
. ----Aaiun budgeted for trarePertehee- ' for four 
months during each 12-month
• Of the remainder of the money $390.7 period for which the funds are -...f._
U Cation-Matters 
• million will be used to run central_
__- government, $209.2 million for capital --Funds not used during the fiscal year
-available.
--77-tonstruction( "tin-41"Ipcn/lhon ' for the --WM be adttedifil*1279-80 fund: Upond -*tic* system, $161.1rmillion for the expenditure of these funds, the energy,
deVelopment cabinet, $143.3 million for cost assistance program will ter-
the publingrohoct, ion cabinet, and 175.9 mutate.
Matters of public education ad-
dressed by the 1978 General Assembly
ranged from simple revisions of
education statutes to periodic com-
petency testing in elementary an
secondary schools.
Hovrever, the issue which probidey
garnered the bulk of the publicBrat-
tention was HB 156. Extensive and
persistent lobbying  achieWl the
allotted for remedial education to
address deficiencies identified in the
periodic testing. - -
recommended by a governor's task. ate Goveriime-rit-Most of the education action watt- -St
force. Another measure with task force
STATE GoVERN1V1ENT
. _
prohibiting mandatory school-wide ramework Remainsfund raising activities such as candy,
light bulb and magazine sales.
adoption of HB 156 which requires' that legislature also took a major step
a poster-size copy of the Ten Com-
mandments be placed in every public
classroom.
Gov. Julian car roll' s . approved,
budget contained the largest ap-
propriation for education in the Mate's
history. included in that record
education allotment were substantial
salary increases for teachers.
Even though the education ap-
propriation was of record proportans,
it originally called for the end,ef bonos
unit funding. The resulting uproar over-
such abolition of the program caused
the Governor to submit a compromise
that Phased out the "bonus" funding
over a four-year period. The legislature
adopted the compromise.
Amoag the Governor's . other
premeds receiving legislative sanction
was school building authority, which
would centralize the issuance of local
school construction bonds to take ad-
vantage of the state's lower interest
rates and greater bonding capability.
Student sin public schools would be
tested in periodic diagnostic
. examinations through another ad-
ministrative measure adopted by the
-General Assembly. -- -
Sueb competency testing will begin
this fall in grades three, five, seven and
ten. More than $680,000 was ap-
propriated for the testing.
An additional $1.7 million. was
•
WOMEN
backing that was enacted was °Jae F
toward controlling the increased in-
cidence of violence in schools and
student misconduct.
The executive budgeti contained a
$350,000 appr_opria Lien far. the
devellegenent- elf a plain to control
student conduct by the.state education
department. .
Collective bargaining for teachers, a
legislative hot potato for more thao a
decade, met with some resistence but
ultimate adoption in The Senate.
However, teacher bargaining could
not gain House approyal, even in a
watered-down "meet and confer" form
that prohibited strikes and binding
arbitration.
Despite fears about its con-
stitutionality, a bill was passed which
sanctions public funding for textbooks
in private schools. The appropriation
for such textbooks funding was
drastically cut from $1.4 million to
$25,000 in anticipation of a legal battle
over its constitutional validity.
A statewide kindergarten program
will be developed, through new
legislation. Another enacted measure
relating to kindergartens would allow
parents to place six...yeatr-old,_children in
kindergarten if a need for such a delay
in beginning elementary schooling is
shown.
The General Assembly also adopted a




The 1978 General Assembly spent a
significant portion of its time on a
resolution which drew much public
attention but is thought to be a moot
lesue by many legal authorities.
--On March 16 the Houoe followed suite
In the Senate's earlier passage of House
Joint Resolution iHJR) 20 which
rescinded Kentucky's ttria ratification
of the proposed Equal Rights Amend-
merit (.ERA). The original HJR 20 was
sponsored by ftep. C. 14: "Hank"
Hancock (D-Frankfert) and dealt withr Eirsoi„ and audit nf pertiorwitoge
o - eratilicrodins u ran ce rof-liiiiiilpirtion in a military-serviceeredit program in the state retirement Louisville), also ensures that such low-interest leans to needy families and
firm, earrelPhsersigniethabace-reqtit 




law HB 72, which open the ivay kr- •
counties to • qual tfar-Tor federall- Rep:Herbert Deskini ( D-Pikeville).
subsidized flood insurance. The - 'wfio introduced the bill, said 11W'
measure permits the fiscal cOurts of measare would enable flood-prooe ,
any county to pass ondingnces counties to qualify for federal flood.
satisfying glator federal floM in- uunwence. .
I and subsIlfutief e rpeimion
11111Pilition. Hancock was infuriated and
ilaight to Withdraw his sole
of HJR 20 *ions with the resolution
itself The House voted to keep the bill
ably, however, and subsequently
"OW Speaker Ore Tern lieyd Clapp's
D-Wingo ( ruling that the recission
resolution was germane to the original
After three hours of infighting the
House passed HJR 20 by a vote of 81-28
On March 20 Lt. Gov. Thelma StoVall
acted in clovernor Carrell's absence
and vetoed the resolution, ERA op-
ponenta might seek a court ruling on the
legaility of U. Gov,. Stovall's veto.
The 1978 session 'approved a bill
which' will require hospitals offering
emergency services to have a physician
on call 24 hours a day to examine' vic-
tims of ifensir idesmies.:
:Rep: Verta' Rendt-Mr-
-- che& soivteier antrorevtdtlit TOY tffe"'
examination of a minor without
parental consent. The bill passed with a
Senate floor amendment specifying
that pregnancy counseling will not
include abortion counseling or referral
nnation.
Focusing on the consdbistion- of
various agencies with Mated func-
tions, the 1978 General Assembly left
the basitttunework of state govern-
ment iniah.
Elevated to cabinet level status was
the department of energy, preliently
contained in the Development Cabinet.
With representation in the governor's
cabinet, the energy agency will be
charged with increased responsibilities
in the research and development of the
state's energy reserves.
Kentucky's growing tourist trade will
benefit from the creation of a separate
state department of tourism within the
Development Cabinet.
The tourism department will be a
division in the state commerce
department -flit one year before
assuming departmental status July 1,
1979.
While voting themselves hefty raises
in their daily, monthly and travel
allowances, the legislators also in-
creased the salaries of the governor
and circuit court judges'. Salary raises
for other judges (Supreme Court, Court
of Appeals, district) were temporarily
shelved.
The General Assembly increased the
monthly expense allowance for
legislators from $550 to $750 a month
while not in session and from $50 to $75
a day while they are in session. The law
would be retroactive to Jan. 1 of this
year. Mileage would be increased from
15 to 16 cents a rniie, but only one round
trip per week to a member's home
would be paid under the new law,
Another action affecting the
legislature was passage of a measure
that will appropriate 10,000 square-feet
of office space in the Capitol Annex for
the legislators and am appropriation of
about $13.4 Million for the rest of this
year -end for the biennium to operate
the Legislative Research Commission.
Tborugh various executive orders,
the structure of state government has
undergone changes since the last
meeting of the General Assembly. An
extensive reorganization measure
enacted this session Made those
changes statutory.
The bonded loan capacity of the
Kentucky kiousbig Corporation was
-hearty doubled. The corporation makes
- ihrret-thr litillifftartt1r-
oversight of date leasing procedures
watt the intent of another com-
prehensive measure gaining  legislative  
approval.
"Sunset" legislation passed the
House in differing forma, but never
received senate sanction. Sunset
legislation involves Aped& :palter
review of the operation of various state
continued existence.
agencies and boards to justify their
An office of medical services was
in the Department for Human
Resources: Originally, the office was to
include the position of "Surgeon ̀ c,-L.
General," but that provision was
renamed "chief medical officer." As a
licented physician, the-chief medical
officer will be an advisor to the
department secretary.
Through new legislation, sheriffs wW
forward a list of delinquent motor
vehicle taxes to county clerks as a
method of collecting such taxes. If-the
taxes are not paid, a lien will be placed •
on the vehicle. The lien must then be,.. -
paid before the vehicle can be sold or"
transferred.
Another heralded piece of legislation
adopted was one that solidifies and
strengthens the interim legislative
review commission which oversees the
administration of governmental
agencies and legislative directives.
The passage of House Bill (HB)- 44
supports Gov. Carrell's executive order
that established the Department of
Jan, 
housing, Buildings and Construction.
The new department began operations
The legislation, introduced for the
Interim Joint Committee on Cities by
Reps. C. M. ( Hank) -Hancock (1)-
Frankfort) and George Siemens (1)-
Louisville), is an outgrowth of- the
tragic Beverly Hills Supper Club fire at
Southgate last May.
The new department provides for
enforcement of various codes directed
at safety of individuals in buildings and
includes the State Fire Marshal's
Office, the Division of Plumbing and
the State Plumbing Code Committee.
Passage of Senate Bill (S13) 335, in-
treduced by Majority Floor Leader
Tom Garrett ( D-Paducah ). expand a the
scope of the existing Kentucky
Industrial Development Finance
Authority ( KIDF A ). KliirFA is an
agency that helps provide financing for.
indlistrial developrient, but under
Garrett!! bill It a responsibilities also
will. include vismagre
The word "industrial"
woiiki be removed from the agency's
Departmen for- hard
ment, raised to department status over
a year ago by xecutt ve order, received
eel- Mutation by the legislature. The
deportment has cabinet defile serves
as lialfion between local governments
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HEACIIII AND WELFARE
Four Health And Welfare
issues Deemed • utstanding
In the area of health and welfare, four
issues were outstanding: Abortien,
--- abused and neglected children, long-
term care facilities and Laetrile. '
The House and Senate gave over-
whelming votes of approval to KB 171\
which Prohibits the use of public funds
for elective abortions.
_ The only exception to the bill's
firoVieions are abortions in cases where
pregnancy threatens the woman's We.
ENVIRONMENT
Law Aimed At Curbing
. •
Cases of rape and kat are -not
eaempted by the law. •
SB 97, which prohibits .kickbacks
from physicians and abortion clinics to
abortion referral agencies, also
received both,chamgers' approval.
The General Assembly voted passage
of HB 98, which changes statutorial
definitions on "abased children" and
authorizes the Daartment for Human
Resources : DHR) to conduct in-
, • "fA-lase 'aimed afeurbinirtitter will in -
effect tax certain items deemed to
cause litter and se the proceeds to picka 
about
of-three-cents per $100_ .
of gross value would be placed on items
packaged in glass, plastic, metal, paper
and cardboard and other items varying .
- from pet food to truck tires at the
w • esa e evel. Proceeds would be
BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS
used-lb-nay the unemployed:I:hi-fele o.
and dispose of litter and to design. and
buy litter containers.
The law also requires public places
such at fast food sestaurants, service
stations, groceries, shopping centers,
school grounds and other places to buy
and keep little containers on the
.nrentisess- -




Four bills on thoroughbred .icing
were 6assed during the 1978 session.
Senate Bill (813) 204 establishes a
Kentucky Racing Health and Welfare
Fund and sets up a mechaiii.sm for
persons to recover winnings from their
unclaimed paranetuel winning tickets.
House Bill "(AB) 816 ettablishes a--
Kentucky Thoroughbred Development
Fund.
HB 548 permits Sunday racing of
thoroughbreds and appaloosas at
thoroughbred race meets. 118 766 would
allow the state to acquire and Operate
Churchill -Doane. -
SB -76, sponsored- by Setv-ke-
Moloney (D-Lexington), authorises a
restauranimindlicease fer.restautants
receiving Sepercent or moretrilether
grcns 'annual income from the sale of
food.
Optometrists with the proper training
will be able to use certain drugs during
eye examinations under the. provisions
SB 209.
HE 1,, sponsored by Rep. Terry Man
1)-Newport), amends statutes on local--
alcdtielic beverage control and permits'
The use of national credit cards to
LABOR AND INDUSTRY
Two bills setting up medical research
programs were passed. HB 717,
sponsored by House Speaker William
Xenton D-Lexington), creates a
facilities. ' Kentucky Cancer Commission to
One of the most controversial issues
before the General Assembly was the 
review and authorize cancer retearch. The passage -.0t 
SB
 293 meows 11
D-Greenup intreduced MVO, which 
.
HE 186, sponsored by Rep. TerriMadir
_ Pivgrarri liZcial system which came to light advance and in lieu of a coot ap-y -
_ allow physicians to prescribe. T
"idden Infant Death—
eloodjeseptiOirat SSLaetrile as a lastssisort for terminal emir v
- when some district judges found no Rearance. - 
_
space. in which to, hold court. The The Gov
-,--41inethi -patients. . HE 99 grants due proceas to persons' measure was sponsored by Senate, 284 which would have added district .
' Cyrus' measure sailed through the 'Ti proceedings tO determine mental Judiciary-Courts Chairman William ti4es to the state judicial retirement
4Iouse, but ran into_a_struggle in the . incompetency. Another bill would alias .!--,-.5ellivan ----CD-Henderson} -, alsetnnir item The deleted-liedtlarenneeruntl ---
_,Settate,_Whenthemeasure_failed_to_get ___DBK to appoint special committees-to--e-establisies -operating -and-- userTappropriations,to the-iystem. ----"'" -
out of the Senate committee tangle, the- administer the financial affairs of. - allowances for local governments - SB 143, a "youthful offenders" bill
House tacked the issue onto SS MilSoth mentally incompetent persons. ' i providing space to the new district Sponsored by Sep. Michael Moloney (1)-
purchase drinks with meals at
restaurants. HE 35,'also sponsored by
Mann,- establishes a continuing
education program for _dental
hygienists.
HB 100, sponsored by Rep. Bobby
Richardson (D-Glasgow), prohibits
-- -*ate- &ease. e -lacrards--tret71
automatically- disqualifying a person
from consideration for a licensure
because of a prior conviction, unless the
conviction involved immoral activity in
the licensing area. -
HB 101, sponsored by Rep.. Lloyd
Clapp (D-Wingo), establishes licensing
. af paramedics by the state medical
-*ensure board and certification of
emergenty medical technicians by the
_lauunisseaeureersdepartment.
Richardson also-sponsored a bill that
allows only one renewal of licenses to
hold going-out-of-business sales and
fire sales.
Tobacco warehousemen can continue
to offer rebates to growers, but cannot
diacriminate against the small grower
_in such practices. This new law was the,
-outgrowth 4- iv_ public heaeing- and-
:extensive discussion ku.willyIkismi-daring- the session.
veStig
i
a t ions and obtain search
warrants in cases of suspected, child
abuse and_neglect.
Two bills on long-term care facilities
were approved during the session. FIB
217 and HB 219, both sponsored by Rein
Gerta Bend! (D-Louisville), were
Signed into law by Gov. Carroll on
- March-29. -HB 217 sets out 44bdi of
rights" for residents of long-term care
facilities, while HB 219 requires the
human resources department to con-
duct unannounced inspections of the
progranee
HE 17, which calls for DlIR to pay for
conipkte upper and lower dentures for
medical assistance recipients who have
all their teeth removed, was approved
68-0 in the House and 3844n the Senate.
-`• A program of continuing education
for nurses was added to state laws on




Smoothed By SB 293
some other misdemeanors as well
legislation of Laetrile, Rep. Ran Cyrus iD__Ne major wrinkle In the state's new Fines for these offenses may be plat_establishes a to
the amendment and the bill died in the
waning moments of the session. SB 72
would have tightened  provisions in the
states - icaTiesistance medicaid)
prograiii—T * _ -
Problems in DHR's foster children
program received a great deal of
legislative attention: That bill requires
complete medical 'exams for foster
children and children in temporary
placements prior to. and .eit least once
annually durinfrplacement.
HB 80 establishes a system of
periodic maedatary review of DHR
placements of -tester children. ,
A public assistance, program for
individuals who are not Ordinarily on
welfare programs but who have ex- _
Two bills sponsored by Sen. -1*-O- I
Garrett (D-Paducah) authorize DEM to
recover certain types of payments. SB •
70 allows the state to locate and recover Elite' Eased Sochild support from absent parents in
_eon- ublic assistance cases SB 71 :
requires Dlia-to: charge patients in One Law passed by the Genera
state institutions for board, main- Assembly would ease the bite of
tenance and treatment., ,,.....4411v,441.,x, 40111itritenea -taxes on- eeetain -strudler
estates and on 'family businesses in-
perienced a short_-term financial _e_ris1,3 sB ;9__ oircred_lriiielitregorigt- chiding farms.
was establi4lecism. Powertluisfille),-nerittits-DEIRto The inheritance tax exemption' on
appropriated $3 the,l17/11-M provide , vocational-training- and property inherited after July 1, HMI
biennium for the Pr°gram — counseling  and service  :prover/1i LO--7:1vould be increased from $20.000 to
" daY eare--eentert-entl—asplaced homemakers. "'Displaced $50,000 for surviving spouses and from
homes received General Asaftbly homemakers" refers to widows and $10,000 to $20,006 for infant and in-
endorsement. HE 643 would have divorced women who suddenly find competent children. Parents, children
established the Kentucky Advisory therriselves with no income or means of and grandchildren will continue to have
Board for Day Care Centers and Homes- • rt
homes.
The General -lessembly passed HB
686, sponsored by Rep. Buddy Adams
(D-Bowling Green), which brings
comprehensive care centers and their
mental health-mental retardation
programs under greater state scrutiny
and supereisiotn-The-hili-ineluded the




The 1978 session took a stab at solving
the state's continuing problem of high
premium rates for workmen's com-
pensation insurance with the passage of
HB 358, sponsored by Rep. Bobby
Richardson ( 13-Glaigow). The version -
is a Senate committee substitute
-LOCAL GOVERNMENT
drafted by Sen. Kelsey Friend ( D- "
Pikeville). The measure seeks to check •
rising rates -by removing the "lost
wages" option for those who file a
permanent partial disability claim.
Supporters of the bill feel that this will




Legislation developed during interim
study dominated 'the -workings of
legislative committees dealing with
local government.
- Although an interim measure im-
posing uniform -standards for the
operation and creation of special
districts was shelved, several other
important items met-the legislature's
approval.
Among those were a redrafted "home
• rule" measure for county governments
enumerating the function and authority
of fiscal courts. The honk rule bill was
_ written tasordorni with court rulings
which threw out a less stringent ford'
adopted in 1972. .
Furthermore, through another bill,
fiscal courts were authorized to divide
counties into service -districts, to
provide esseptial strvices --(sewer,
water, fire, etc.). In accordance with
the sa-ealleet "igilleketereteir envied'
during the previous specral session, the
1978 General Assembly; enacted an
SisInsinistzsitises-isada. -too- cawijIL
governments.
The code defines the retponsibilities
of county government officials. It
enumerates the procedure for the
thus reduce prerniem rates. '
Another provision of the bill is the__
appropriation of $8 Million- Over the
next two years for the "special fund."
The special fund is designed to ease the
burden of employers who hire the
handicapped and are subject to second
injury claims. The money is contingent'
upon the existence of a balance of
unappropriated general funds and,
according to Friend, should stimulate
hiring of handicapped persons. -
HB 634, sponsored by Rep. William
Don•nermeyer (13-Bellevue), -makes
state law comply with the 1976 federal
unemployment insurance amend-
ments. The bill includes certain public,
agricultural and domestic workers
under unemployment insurance
provisions. Most sections become ef-
fective July 1, 978.
development of county budgets, giving HB 93, sponsored by Rep: Thomas
fiscal courts more input-into the county grants to
judge-eeecutive's budgetary decisionsee•lexicabs the UM Seven-ninths fuel tax
Among other local government. refunti- which applies to eity , and
matters gaining the legislature's ap- suburban bus companies. Supporters of
prove] was a standardized fee schedule the measure hope it will stimulate the
for county' cltrks. The schedule was state's taxi industry.
designed to reduce conflicting and out- HB 293, sponsored by Rep. David Van
of-date fees charged by various clerks. Horn (1)-Lexington), may affect con-
In the future, Kentuckians found struction of patitIC buildings in Ken-
guilty of minor traffic offenses must in tucky. The original HB 293 was
most cases pay an additional $15, in" replaced by a House amendment which
-ininiriium fines. The legislattire raised
the current $10 minimum fine to $25.
Additional court costs may increase the
total fines in some areas to more than
$50 for a speeding ticket.
Nearly two years of work by
representatives of all levels of city
government and $300,000 in tax dollars
went for naught as the new Municipal *-siBifi, whiciswas sponsored by Rep
Code failed to get out of Ehe_Bouse J. R. 'Gray sD-Beatesil, rez000e24,1kk:ADA the legbibitura_fteAdida44. -Tihor- ;; in• the-Attlee siffitrdrEtia-hr
need for continued effort in the area of continuous work scheduling to permit
local government statutes and.croated at least one dap( restmch ssaksagar
-a-new-42.mentber diecal-gmverrnrrnitit---we''''`ek. em • oyee: The measure
statute revision subcommittee. aimed at prov g relief for ens
Three measures that wo . have play of plants hich have been
changed the method of annexa • all. working 12-hour • seven days a
failed to gat legislative approval. plink
broadens the legal definition of public •
authorities" to include any non-profit
corporation funded as an agency of
government in connection with public
building construction. This has the
effect of extending department of labor




courts. Beginning in July the state will Lexington), was vetoed by the
A bill calling- for the designing, make payments quarterly. Governor. Among its provisions was a
construction and operation of HB 69, sponsored by Rep. Harold section Remitting persons 14 or older
'development or demonstration Prefects DeMarcus IR-Stanford iv who ard-ichar, ged- with capital effenaes
fOr resources- recovery of solid waste policemen to issue a uniform citation or class; A or B felonies to be tried as
.tias been signed into law -by Gov. not only for traffic offenses, but 'for adults to circuit court. •
Carroll. SB 136 was sponsored by Sen. TAxEs
John Berry (13-New Castle). • _ _
•
a $5,000 exemption. ,
to assist DHR is making recoM- -suPP° • - *
mendations andregulations on the child HB 138s_ sponsored by Adams,
care centers; however, the bill wall __ Richardson, -requires DHR to establish community 
-original measure, Rep. Bobby
the effect would be to raise
vetoed. HE 79 requires DHR -work- -experience programs and give inheritance taxes on estates valued at
of day care centers and homes that ..„,priority-to unassigned Work Incentive greater than $220,000 and lower it for Now Four Yearsadvertise their servicoss, calls for DRS program (WIN) registrants. estates of less than $220,000 for sur- ;
r Isis encl.-requires anarinouncedi _ _SB _114 will affect most citizens. ItSB 286_eitencis further protection to riving sP°user' U spouses jointly holdinspections of -the care centers and property (with title listed in both makes driver's licenses renewable for
names the affected level would' be uirfo-year periods and allows 151/2 year-
$440,000..Due to a change in the tax olds to obtain learner's permits.
schedule itself, inheritance taunt * • Sponsored by Sen. Kelsey Friend
persons other than surviving spouses Pikeville), the measure requires that
and incompetent children also will be 1542 year-old learners be accompanied
by a driver who has been licensed feral
least two Years;
Four-year renewals for standard
operator's licenses will cost.$8.00.
_
owner's death will be taxed at its farm
value rather than at the value at which
-it could be sold for development or
other purposes.
In-addition when-Vie-Wes • on each
share of an inherited family business
are higher than 65,080 the taxes can be
pajd in equal installments over p_five
year period, with irpercent bgerest'RF.'
k.paid on the balance of the money.7k
•
TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC
mentally retarded persons. by
prollihiting DHR from considering the
reclassification or transfer of mentally
retarded patients from a state in-
stitution to a private care facility
.without 10 days prior notice to the
patient% parents or guardian. The bill
also establishes the parent or gear-
diao's right to participate in the
evaluation.
According to he sponsor of the
increased for some estates.
After July 1, inherited land used for
farming or for horticultural purposes
for five years before and after its
Driversikense
.Renewal Period :T• - -'- •
THC NOT D0411
IICNDOR
There was a man who lived by Wre's-4-big depression.
the side of.the-road and sold hot The forei§n=iituation is terrible
dogs. - The domestic situation is
He sold very good hot dogs. worse.
He put up signs along the
highway and advertised in the
newspaper telling how,good
they were. ,
Histbod on the side of the 'road
and cried:
"Buy a hot dog, Mister?":
And people bought.
He increased his meat and bun
orders. '
He boLight a bigger stove to
stake car of his trade.
• He finaly got his son hOthe
fromcol1ge to tielp Nntout.
Bt-then something happ4ftecl;
His son said, "Father, haven't
you been-111e* to the radin
Whereupon the father thought,
"Well, my son's been to college,
he listens to the radio and
watches TV and he ought to
know."
So the father cut down on his
meat and. bun orders, took
down his signs and cancelled his
newspaper ads and no longer
bothered to stand out on the
-highway to sell his hot dogs.




'We certainly are in the middle
ota great depressior%ti '
and watching . .•
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Call Days 753-3744  
Nighte 753-7618
.`
JESUS SAYS IN JOHN
'Verily, Verily, I
say unto you, The Son
can, do nothing of
himself," but 'what " he
seeth the Father do: for
whet things so ever NA:.
doeth, thesie.also 'doeth
the Son likewise:: Are
.you -doing as feed
 re-rodiffilireteetrItorRitile.
study, group, individual







bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Aaicraft,illeSouth 12th.,
753-0035. Free parking -
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I
I Full-Part Time Salesperson for
Missy-Junior Specialty Store. 3-5
days a week. Selling and display
experience preferred but _not
necessary.
. Send Rennie To
. - Box 32 H.
NOTICE
Mini Warehouse space available, large WxZC
'or 14' x 24'. 10 x 10' doors, Ailing over 12' hie', ,
btrge enough for alrnosi any job. Ideal for a --























































26 Alights 45 The
28 Outward caama -
bearing _46 Weaken
• 33 Ctart 17 Time gone
34 Shreds
-"36 Portico- 48 Prohibit
384944de+ 49 Greek-
weed,



































O MY viomehr AIM, I
OfmAimb To iiteK3e, MY
Ic
1
INCOME l'A X SER-
VICEi%We search for
every legal deduction_
and credit due you.
John Pasco, 753:5791,
1650 Ryan Avenue, 9-5,
...Also 'available •Jor..._
,• special app;entrrients.-
ROI MORE PROATMEE RESULTS
6. Help Wanted
MAKE --$1,15 per plate
selling -Engraved Metal
Social Security 'Plates.





II our ' technician (MT OrYOUR NEED
, - lt
concern NEEnuNE, .MLT1,- good • pay.
Daylight hours, fringe
Tariefits. Iiillview
Hospital, Fulton, Ky.BELTONE PA 'C- 
,..au 
„„
e collect 502-472-1612.,TORY •fresh batteries.




-Murray, KY. call 753- • la'rgest H
• estabtihing repre-
OC'
- _ aentative, Low. ip-weretE COMING!) ton- - vestment. High retium.
• for our-fte•i--- Lail 759-13707---










. cream parlor, Baskin -TILE SETTER ani
petitive wages to right
- WA TIC I Nil- person. Call .7534560
-Contact.  2ftfq: pm •
Holman Jones, 217 South . 
131)i._;: phone 7534I211  XPERI C ED
-pa-Stet-I, steady work.
For interview call,,753,
-Losl-BLACK and • tan - 5237.:
b°11nd PIPPi Reward----w-ABY-SITTER needed$25.00 Call 436-5397, 153-










With a new --
295 Amy AC - 250 Amp DC
WELDER
•
April 11 & 12
9 ain.-5 p
5 last And Found
- REWARD tItie for return,
• of diamond' ring.. Ale
carat, white gold -
filegree setting:.
Heirloom Much seri-



































garage. Only• one year
old. Must see to -1967-yruny in-plyrnoo- th,
$550. Air conditioner, 2 -rredwith black vinyl top_
, ton, window Araynahe.
15 Articles For Sale
TILLERS chain drive, 5
h.p. B and S.......engine.
.-1195:95. Wallin Hard-.
ware, Pans. •
8 x RI ALUMINUM
storage shed. $675. Call
901-247-5628.
, compressor, 1 year old, ' 250, only 1,640 miles,
$300. Freezer, large ;575. For sale Ap-
chest, $100. Call 762-2666 proximately 20 acres, 1/2
• JA$-4/ ), after 6 p.m. -753- Mile off blacktop, 3
6354. Miles Northwest of
SAL85., ,SNAPPER 
Hazel $6,500. can 436-, 
mower your 
choice
/replac s,,replacementbiaes - ivuRinzziorgiut, ion
f_30".fi•-99 ffe4.
- -*WaffinflIrLlire Parts. bed, Rolex movie
catnera. 7534081:
WANTED- STANDING
timber. We pay top
, -prices en-good- quality-
timber and will pay cash
or '.percentage.... your 
choicer-call after  nial.
502-489-2334: -
WANTED WHITE oak
:and walnut veneer. Will
---, buy cut or staneeig,
small or large trac Call
'EXPERIENCED AUTO 
Mel Rhodes, 1-502-5272





15 Articles For Sale
THOMAS ELECTRIC
organ with built in'





mare. Nice and gentle.
Cavalier topper for long





and respect the con-
-fidentially position.
Degree :or associate "
degree preferred but' .
'necessary. Ability to
work losely with and
'geLaiong well with











resume '-'or --past • ex-
perience anti salary
expectation:Flo P., 0.














full time and pert "time
help, male and female
for days and nights.




-*gay in person only,
don't apply from 11
9 Situations Wanted
WANT CONTRACTS to
build homes." -Call for_
inforrrration, Carl
Castile, 759-4459.
* WANTED YARDS to
mow. Will du all kinds of





- -.-Calloway County. Your
chance to join a proven
leader in the solar







farmers who have taken
advantage of the group
:'hospital insurance
- through Bennett and
- Associates are saving up
•;to $150.00 per year. Get





A Dream Come True
time offered. Delightful 3 bedroom brick
nee home in beautiful Panarama Shores.
cone room, family rooni, kitchen-dining Mom,
te end a half all tastelully decorated and in ex-
lent condition. Large patio, fishing, boating &
-A.11-nming privileges - something for all the
iledy r'all today for your showing of this
The Nelson %oaf Co., REALTORS
erreeng poop,. is our iiiiiatiesa-
-*VOW -"--4.---̂ 5---•••••  .
140.4 eldis /11-111111 pm 4po Moot 153-1443
1464, Natutf ,53-nes mow Man* • ?WM
les Nitta SYN. • 7$4116
Alike them a beautif
siglatr-with Blue Lustre.-
Rent electric . . sham-
pooer. Western Autee
home of the -Wishing
12 H. P. riding mower, ,
almost new motor.
$300.00. Call 753-8333
ager 5 p.m. -
COUCH AND' CHAIR,
wagon wheel table, half





love seat and chair,
dining room set with 6
chairs. Call 436-5836
anytime.
200 AMP SERVICE pole.
Call 753-4548 after 5 p.m.
TAPPAN Refrigerator
Freezer, 22 cu. Ft. with
icemaker and rubber
reit oet wheels. POO-.
Adjii4table bed frame
with double box springs
and mattress $40. Early
American livingroom
mete-, 90 in: -touch, chair,
maple coffee tables', end'
tables, and 2 antiqu&









charge. Over 150 pat- 474-2748. •
terns and colors*, lkker 
cent off month of April. IPOR SALE Pitt.° cook
P.N7HIrsch & Cg. 753- stove like new alsq it
977L* . - - - --bed solid wood head-
 board. Moeing.and diust
WEED EATERS, model sell cheap. Call 489-2373
 - 





Marble, South 9th. can
_753,4719. _





. I NW 11 1143 Pere -
- 1 W. B. Penes
Mete 111/1191.
1 • Wadies WINN
" 1 -11//110 Pours Zips.
• 1SS S Panay (wit)
-1-. Nan 1904 - -
Deo Pauly'
1 - Nam Peessr=261111.
Nos Fres tyre 11111
AN Our free Gift
Ph. Out Free anthers
fowl $3.95 mil .25 Purees
Ile1eeN0 8, CO.
.„.11101. PIA liferesas
GOOD USED tent. Call
753-5447 after 5 p.m.
1975 HONDA 400 Super
Sport. 5,700 miles.
Ria-pe. $750. One '-





piano. Call after 6 pen.
435111.
If you are thinhgof selling your property, you
owe it to yourWto call- The-NelsonShroat
_We offer a comprehensive advertising program
in Murray and also out of town. We have the moat-
---convenient location in town and now have one of
_,.._- --thelattesst-sates forces In Murray. We ate a ecort2-- --,---
pagy where a satisfied customer, is more kw-.
' 'portant than a commission. For your own
benefit, call
The Nelson Shiva' Co.,.YEALTORS
thide Jeff's Sep*, Comer
159-170T
Helping people is our bus,ness
Iv-
Maria Nicks 7511-1051 Lee Ann nape - 7534643
Mika Wear - 753-23U David McGinnis • 753-65331
Sem Name 7333061 Noises %reel. 759-1714
FARM with great potential! $4 acres located just
south of Riverwood Subdivision on highway 641
S. Property contains two homes and many other
desirable features. Call Purdom and Thurman
753-4451 for further details.





located Sauthside Court Stowe.
Open Deily Monday Saturday
Phone 753-4451 It




Yu don't have to be an engineer or technical person to enfir a challenging and
highly rewarding career selling industrial lubricants to businesses right in your
community.
Sales experience (fleet, construction, farm, food, and manufacturing) or a
mechanical background helpful. We train you in sakeenanship, products, and
applications in a thoroughly -professionIte- company-paid ,Reegram.-Fie),l.
training follows, right in your territory. 3'.
No inveetineat except yqur full-thee effort, and you get an exclusive, fully-
protected territory with hundred.; of prespec4o- far products that repeat and
repeat, year after year. You represent a company. ori the move; the quality
leader in the lubricant field for over a quarter century. . ,
Feel dead ender Stop day-dreaming and start building your lucrative career
today, right in your own area, and be hotne nights veal your family while doing
it. •
. 1 ...-
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15 Articles For Sale
o tio mar 'Ye, ally in i1e
SU H.P. riding mower,
25 in. cut. Flee h:p.
tiller, 26 in. cut. 110-volt
27.3 AMP, 3, KW „DC
power,, plant With
ilfileonsin motor. Lawn
mower repair and blade
sharpening metal lathe
turning op_d thread
cutting done, ."Jall 763-
- 8926. • -
ANTIQUE
nice.. Solid oak console.
Call 7534150.
,GALLON mtlk cooler.
135 Ferguson front end
loader, 'one GI case
manure spreader,
mobile home and lot in
•.Baywood Vista. . 14'
boat- and -trailer.-
Call 489-2669: • -
II' BIRCH disc. Also 4
ttom Ford plow. Both
expellent s. 
-Call'iatter 5 p.m. 435-
135.' M A §'§E Y
'FERGUSON tractor.




I DRUMS,- - nationally advertised
Tile  and • brand. Battery operated
dilltb. call and included. Row-Wrid-
__Refrigeration, 110_Seuth
12th.









































15. Articles for Sale
FOUR MAGS, _A extras
wide, 14'' for Old-
smobile. $125. Call .436-
2516.




WE BUY AND SF-11. used
air conditioners.-- Dill







dryers. Call 1-345-2437 or_
11247-0558.
ONE USED AC 8 row




_boat,- 27 ft. Alai; Vigil
main and jib sail. _Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or753.. _
26 Sports Equipment
1974 15 FT. Traveler
fishing boat. 20 h.0.
Johnson motor and
trailer. $800- Call 753-
8444.--
16'F.G. Runabout. 75 h.p.
Johnson. call 436-24= --
15' CHECKMATE ski
boat. 135 h.p. motor. Call
489-2350.
1971 _BOLL Maar.-
trailer,• 14 ft. tri hull
runabout, walk through
windsheild: 50 h.p. - 
27 Mobile Home Sales
1 412 /cell T ,
partly- fuenished.
Central air. Like -new.
Seviftat Riviera Cts. 753-
3280 before 5.t.
1974 CAMERON 12 x 60,




29 Mobile Home Rebtals
outboard Mercury








20" Mpto X bike,
knobbyl. tires, good
col1dutron. $3U. -12hm-





• mobile borne -spaces for
- rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
or,bass boat. Tai1rxr.,55_. FOR SALE ' - Ensign
h.p. Evinrude motor. bass boat. Trailer, 40 h.
Excellent condition. Call p. Johnson motor. All
753-6074'.c-- ' - accessories. Call 436-






Saturday, Api1 8 1 PM
  -Ratr . _
llurrav. Kentucki-
'CATION: Leroy Todd Farm, east
of Murray on Hwy. 94 on Les Todd Road.
11,55 Massey rergason.tractor..cab
and air, cenck hitch coupler. 18.4
o 38 duals. -weights, dual outlets,
1240 hours and sharp $64 IBC
Diesel tractor TA, extra sharp.
410 Massey Ferguson Combine,
cab IA- ft, Qurck-Attach header,
header control, rasp bar cytinder.
straw chopper, pickup reepice.
66 Massey Ferguson 6-16"
breaking plow, serni-mount. IBC 4-
14" breaking plow, semi-mount.
470 IHC ring disc. 18 ft.. INC 4
row cultivator, spring shank.
Massey Ferguson 4 row cultivator
spring shank, INC 4 row rotary hoe,
3 pt. bitch, AC No-Till planter". 7
"row-20" units;
•••
2-Gravity grain wagons. PTO tractor
seeder. 3 pt hitch, 2 farm fuel
storage tanks, portable fuel tank
with-electric ,pump, 3 pt Boom
pole. 3 pt 10 row Boom sprayer.
1964 Chevrolet 2 ton truck- with
grain bed and hoist
Very few miscellaneous items so come on time 1 P M
tre ecelenenio you as
huyei1 br a visitor
,See.1 ou There-
TF.:RMS: Strictly .ca.qh, cashier check or. ap-
Flayed check. Na exceptions.,
F'or further inforshatitin ronrerning this (guffaws. eon-
WV:








organs, -used - pianos:-
Lonardo Piano Co.'










trailer, central air and
heat. Nice Lot. Near







BUILDING for rent on
North 64/ .1fighway for'
garage or body shop,•
all 753i6 18.
31 Want To Rent
-MOUSE IN COUNTRY 2
or 3 bedroom I or 2
story. Within 10 to 15
miles of Murray. 'Call
759-1396 before 3 p.m. or
WANT TO RENT 4 or 5
acres of tobacco. Call
753-9811 atfer 6 p.m.
' APARTMENT.- Neer





avoid C•stiy Ream Repairs •_
Kelly's Termite _
-11h0 ISntrol
Neale- eameit and reereted era 10













FURNISHED one or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles obly.
Zimmerman Apart-







Saturday April 8, 1978.
From 8 a.m. - 2 p.m. at
5054a South 8th.
CARPORT SALE. Sport
wear, and lots more.
Come and see. 'Saturday -
-April 8, 1708 Magnolia.'
GIGANTIC 93.00 Stier








washer-dryer hookup,. FOUR. PARTY garage
1 best_-__. sale Friday and• all carpet, centra








things, boys clothes size
6-10, toys and more. 121
South to 11 mile marker.
5th house on left on Old
Salem Road. Saturday
1C.A. .
AR-PO-R-T- -1 A-LE ,
Tharedff,- Friday and
Saturday.. From 8-4 at
907 Vine. Baby items,
clothing for everyone,
lots of odds-and ends, In
• case of rain held
following weekend.'
11287•Circarama Toys, 4 UT-1126" 
-A-PARta.-- elothing,eshoes; -beek-i-.. WIIY, mor.ning, Apia II,
_MENT.near.university. shelves„ housetnild and 1978 at 8:30 a.m.. at
Catl Stinson Realty' 753 baby 'items.Large eald*ell cars me Ar
3744. amout of miscellaneous. ,,,,, 
N. • -310  4th Clothing for
171 ri and women. -
TWO DR M
Brick home. Call 753-0430
or- 753-8131.
QUARTER HORSE
COLT:- Also a 4 horse
Walker and black and







Saturday, 8 a.m. - 5 p. .
m- G RAGE SALE Sat
TfiEs . Friday andSALE, _Rain or
Saturday. April 7 anddi *









apes. Fistur_es_ and _
more: 3;-'2 Miles on Ne4
Con-cord Highway. -
Watch for sign. Friday.





ctive 3 bedroom, 2
home located just
west 'of Murray city
limits. e has 36' x
16' great '?'nom with
fireplace '\iantique
oak mantle, centr4teat
and air, lovely y
outside storage building'.



















- South of Murray
j 9ff #121 (#119) in
Tenn. A.rriiles this side
of Parie,  Landing.
Lana ean be nded or
pastured -'on b cktop
road. Only $33,
Call fqr on d
Boyd-Majors Real
Estate„ 105 N. 12th.
__S U_NS E -
FLOWERS - bright
and cheery 3 bedrown..2
- "bath- charmer "OnTY"




price in the 40's. Let a
new ray of sunshine into
.„---jourlife and take a look
,at egg quality home.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222, for




yearling colt. Make good
game horse, Call 753-














MUST SELL 19" Phileo




Sale. Shop around and
then come see us. You'll
save $10.00, $20.00 qr
more. All TV's
reduced. Sissons Zenith
Sales since 1962. 19 miles
West a Murray on High-
way 94. Call 382-2174.
27. Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME. central
heat and air. Nice
garage. Lot with well:
- Close to lake. $7,000. Call-
43&2733.
TRAILER FOR RENT 29,
TRAILER FOR RENT
for couples only. Will be
available May 1st.
Apply in person only,
Dills Trailer Court
-located Murray Drive In -
Theatre entrance.
TWO BEDROOM trailer
for rent. Call 489-2533.
• '1974 BAYWOMI 12 X 65 2




14 170 WINSOR mobile
home, all electric, 'air
condition. Partially
furnished. Good con-
dition. $8,000. Call 354-
-6292, •
., MOBILE HOME Gran-












Private area Deposit '
and lease required. Call
753-3343.
• AUCTION SALE
Saturday, April 8 at 10:00 o'clock; 15 miles walk
of Murray 3 miles south of Puryear, Tenn. Just off
by. 641 at the late Mrs. May Paschall hems
BLACK BLAZE face -
saddle horse, two white





fed freezer ntfrifot  sa,le.
Paris Meat 
642-8201.





 - Every frtdayilght-
641 Auction Norse .
Paris, Ts.
This week we have old kitchen mull/lei% office
desks-, -11Wiry-tabk-, "ad-oak show eise',""piano
stool, wardrobe, trunks, nip, quilts, deer rifle,
televisions, radios, chests, wheels and tires, lots
of glass and dishes, lots more.
James E. Travis #278 Auctioneer
Selling TV, couch, odd chairs, tables, cedar
  wardrobe, old, dresser, old chest, iron bed, 1/2
. bed, electric stove (like new), refrigerator (like
. new), table with 6 Chairs, round oak table, old
walnut dish cabinet, wood cook stove in good
- cond., (2) old -kitchen cabinets, (2) small
cabinets, sewing machine, old lamps, dishes.
. pots and pans-, hand tools, fruit jars and can
igoods„ (2) wringer washers, upright freezer,
bean pots, wash pots, 1968 Ford pickup truck and
hundred of other items not listed.
Charles Evans,•1131as.
Paris, Tens. 111 6.N8.442:41819
Salo Held Rain oilikkis
Saturday. 14 mile South 
of Dexter; watch for
signs. Cancelled if rains.
-TWO BEDROOM 19 75
 Toeaker.4raifral-aater
heat. Big lot. Near East .
School. Buy Jake rent
Call 436-2658
_ Sitting on more than an acre, this Mee three
bedroom home also contains family room with-
-fireplace, large comfortable living room, wen
designed kitchen with separate eating area, twd
'bathrooms, study and garage. Best of all it is
priced to sell. Let us show you this home before
the SOLD sign goes up. Purdom and Thurman
Real Estate 753-4451.





Located Southside Court Square
Open Daily Monday Saturday
Phone 753-4451
limber MIlift.ttRW.g itflIft and Murray Calloway County Bowl sl
PIONEER'
Supertuney Sale
Itikleee tiflder4laShiM stereo Supertuner
cassette. Home stereo FM perfodnance: Brtishc,i
, aluminum front. Phase lock_loop for stereo separation.
Automatic stereo-mono switching. Local/distance ;
switch. Automatic ejert. Fast forward and rewinr!
And audiophile type featuresiriudness switch
muting Switcb and serinsate basp And treble.
$





01x1FLANCifEN1ER NO 7 CHE57NW
753-On 3
EAT rat 1k1 sal lobs weld lig ales
fact a Ibis Wirt." lbo foramdrooso.
co ho e needs reriait so N me are a handy
am, here is a holm you-caula up lo lire in,
nil or resell - located ulfi II!
of the 121 br-pass.
ailie _1•
60 FEY A KITE'. On this 128 i256 lot while
rom wife is con in this really comfortable 3
bedroom, brick veneer approximately 1.600
le. N. Also has 2 baths, living room, drapes
Ilinmoboid, dishwasher and built-in stove
oh 532 000 located in farrier Acres south




At Om lens Ileasqlineose bine I olio west of Lynn Grows, ky.
off Way _94 bud itCjorwILIMI soil mite far-
-• traeler sad equiposse. tots of dodos
ultimo*. goals and wider Iliam OW have hese kid ha& .
fee over Myears la the soma leaulisa. Frigidaire stove,
refripwahokand dim* type home trooper, pi yks, 1111040.
salts, mice miliaria Orbs rein suite, fireafast est 1 rermifeak
folds with *Mae hash chairs, straight chars, kw rockers,
hulks, bilk hock  nit bads, pia safe ilds bs, .
roe OW. Reach sofa er kW* cook deny adlas,111/, law
Orme radio, treadle UMW medders, Odom ftsams,
deogii trey, Sethjbesamilrreigirt clack, gaid cpail Miii, skma,
fleecy little idelk, reams pi, shoe lest, preserves stead,
better dish, ether geed gimes arid • Is. of wimi-op tie toys,
dim, cast We skillets, tea hods, wash kettle, its.. pas, lags,
cider mil, mik cots, flak barrel, weed is,.. wheels, coal
stirs, fire wood, coal, lots of had. shop and prise tools, hieck
and tad& Om PrallohlibsAapaceriewcdmaktrikifs te•k
4...47, Ise 111i0 dal ford trustier mid tads, 100 bides
117S Ford Illaossijit- 3,,SSsla,tppe.el.l Wiblasirester
12-ge. pwap, %mess hearthe tit soma barrel, eche mice 3S
special Smith mmi_Wesson meteor. Car, wooer sad gess sal st •






", A KNOCIOUT THROUGHOUT - Newly
'decorated 3 bedroom lahe home in Papaw
Shores • 1 baths. 1 fireplaces & I SOW/ •
porches adjoins TVA - has assumable 1111--
.gage - Don't let someone else -1.0 yoo
lis Call today under 130,000.
TREES - TREES TREES - This home is strick11
exclusive. a tiro-story gambrel roof design
That olfers approzimately 1.700 sq. D. of
firing are. - 3 bedroom, 2 balks, large kit.
riven A living room, sewing rho*, or office,
double carport. patio & deck.
IF YOU AND YOUAIEST FISHING BUDDY WANT TO LIVE 111X1 10 EACH OTHER WE HAVE
THIS COMBINATION
DIOICI LAKE FRONT HOME, Why not lire id a
vacation sitting year around in this 3 bedroom
.bome - Two kiwis. walivort patio down 8, sun
• dock up Den, fireplace and many, many ex-
Ito located in lahrway Shores only minutes
from Murray.
••••••• •.• •
9- HAS SOINETNINO-FOR EVERYONE- CALL 753-4342 TODAY
;
IT-
Emasculate lake front home, just listed!!! This
two-story. 3 bedroom has IL, baths. very
large kitchen and family room condensation
with, fireplace The bedrooms are large.
Paige area plentiful This home offers 91qh
living, low maiptenance and you definitely






NO FISH STORIES Holy mackeral, catch the 1
bedroom mobile hoot located on this
beautiful lake frail kj, in Pie Bluff Shores.
This is the one you is itol want to let get
away. The lot is practically worth It Price




CLOSE TO LAKE • 20 MINUTES FROM TOWN -
This luyurioni home has eye appeal, con-
venient design .1 special energy savings
features. A 3 bedroom brick at the entrance to
Panorama Shores it has 13i 20 paneled
family with fireplace carport with storage, 14
x 30 brick workshop and ter/ 3 large
wooded lots.
1161118'.
WIEKT110 PlEASORE NOW lake front con-
&minium furnished and on wooded
shoreline lot located is Keniana Subdivision
1 bedrooms, hying room, kitchen, boat ramp
and all you eves wanted - Under $11.1)00
Euellent lake-trout lel located on a beautiful
'point Has a coilammity wally frstea










PROUDLY we rave about
this 3 bedroorn brick





freezer. two full baths.
• restful patio- area with
DON't DISMAY IF you private brick wall.
ARE LOW ON CASH- .Statel bricked columns
...we'll arrange the terms' 'bring you
. into 
the drive
_. --on, this -well- maintaine114:-- r4P4i4ouble ilaragy w
tWO bedroom brick with • automatic openers...
den located on lot with • Joit listed-fall "I-
garden area--just 4- Loretta Jobs Realtors,..
ininiitts from t ity 7534491
limits. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492. y au* - SOMEDAY.
HOME - Can be yours
today Beauty, has been




and decor which places
1/1..2 „cla c_s
- by itself. Just listed so
•-owkin't delay in-letting us








SITE -- 4 of the pret-
tiest acres you'll ever
see. Heavily wooded
with big timber. 600' •
qu,,Hwy. 01828 West or













3(JT1-4R;E RD PAC 
A GOOD PUCE TO
RELAX
GUS GEURDIYARM31.1
miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. 56 acres:
Highway frontage on
South side, good gravel






Why not start planning
merrier that home on the
lake. We-have just listed-
2 ,equ'ality honies in
Panarama Shores, only
4- 10 miles from MUITAy.
Roth are year-Yound
homes on beautiful
wooded jots. Titke ad-
vantage of early season_
- !Olen antliettIctelT,you







Dress Shop . . . in
growing .1. local shoe-
ping center. Business,
store Attires and in-
ventory for sale-. Ca/1
for details. Boyd-
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 120 Street. 753-
8080.
NW LISTING - B.V Home, living room, den,
dining room, kitchen, 2 bedrooms downstairs, 56
x 26 comb. 2 bedrooms upstairs, & 3'-baths. This
house is better than new - conveniently located
within walking distance to school, college and
shopping center Hesitate and Miss! Priced in
Mid-40's.
PANORAMA SHORES. . . Here's a fine buy in
One of Ky. LakeS nide subdivisions. Five
room, 3 bdrrn.. white frame on 90' x 150' lot
Private Lakefront privileges. Only g19,000. call
immediately for appointment to see!
60 ACRES located on
lrin Grove Chruch
„, Road Beautiful building
sites, only $40,000. 13fi
acres good farm land
with 12 mile blacktop
frontage. Priced at
$886.00 per acre.' Call
Nelson Shroat Co
Realtors; 759-1707.
brilit 4 bedroom, -1104
HAVE PROPERTY. TO
--SEtL-? If yqu've been-
- thinking of selling, why
rlotsive-bLa call? You'll
recei --.11i-earli-y-,-
.gourtious-- --Avvice -and- -
CrroTssional alrGice
from our five full-time
sales representatives..
We'' have clients waiting
type-chase, AITIMErtit
_rear_. estate. s.o
match a buyer to your
property-  Phone 
KOPPERUD 'REALTY,
753-1222 anytiine. We
- Make buying and selling
real estate easy for you!
Need a lot for multiple..
housing? Need-propertY-'
for offices, -restitirant,--





east for these permitted
-uses. Call us today CORNER LOT '2 acre
Loretta Jobs 'Relators, Sherwood Forest, Call
753-1492. 7534019.
WATER FRONT- and
lakeview Lot -in 
'prestige restricted area.
-oleo- a few five, ,iiere
parcels only one mile.






Ixty, in a Choice'.
location. 3. miles west--
of Mid-way on the
blacktop. 8' acres of -




Gregory Drive off Lynn




quiet freedom. Lot - 140'
and 180' Mid 5's,Call 753-
2523.
BY OWNER-75' acre
farm, 7 room house with
  utitity-Moin
and enclosed back
porch. 1 mile west of
Dexter. Two stock







Located 3 miles West
al...Aurora, -55- -aeres.
Two bedroom modem







4t,4 nit West off
Calk,
FOR SALE by owner.
Nice two bedroom home
in city limits with an
extra large upstairs
• room: Call dieys -753-6168
or after 5 ap.m. 753-9646.
 USE FOR. SALE on
one acre lot. Located on
Highway 94 East, only










kitchen and den. with
fireplace, 2 baths, living
room, garage, central
heat and air, natural
gas. Large outdoor
storage.  808 Broad,
Bagwell Manor Sub-
division. Call 7534317 or
103-0112. .
HOUSE AND LOT,. 739
Vine Street, three
bedroom.- Also at Pine
Bluff Shores, 2 bedroom
- mobile home with 2 lots.
Call 753-0660.
Ttibigic. BEDROOM
brick home, living room,
dining room, kitchen,
den, utility room. Bath .
. and half.. Call 7534462_
weekdays after 4 and
, NICE i..S,EI(EN ROOM
home with' utility and





Farmer Ave. Priced in





,.. $2450. 1976 Ford Custom





$550. 1975 Honda C,I3 125
200 miles, $350. Call 753-
after.
• condiaos..-Call 437-4437. 
• 
XY. OWNER, 3 bedroom
beiek- home for sale.
Near MSV. Pricee







Center, 307 N. 4th St. 159-
1919. Motorcycle ser-






conveniences"2 miles  
from
acres of -- privacy: -
Private lalCe:' Beautiful
wooded park area, barn
suitable for horses, shop-
and storage building,
large 2 bedroom house,
fully carpeted-- Iota- of
closets and cabinets. .
Contractor will expand -.
to 3 or 4 bedroom to your
specifications with
commitment. Priced in
low 40's: Call 753-9850.
DON'T DREAM A DREAM - BUY ONE! That mini-farm in the country you've
been waiting for, set back off'Hwy. 01828 aboirt.4000 ft. for privacy. Prirneter
fenced Quality 3 bedroom, 2 bath B. V., many luxury features including entry
hall, central electric heat & air, large kitchen, many built-ins, range, 'com-
pactor, separate dining area, spacious den with fireplace, beamed ceiling, lots
of cJrci(s Patio, carport, outside storage bldg. plus stock barn.
COUNTRY ESTATE This loveiy home'
situated on 2 acres has absolutely everything -
all the quality, spaciousness, and luxury. YOU
want. Over 4,000 sq. ft ci living area Gracious
entry hall, living room, dining room, 4 hugh
bedrooms, 31,2 baths master bath has sunken
tub) plush carpeting, 'and central vacuum.
system. Rai.se the curtain 7ip-a new type of lifebY
boning. us today.
YOU'LL LOVE-ITS LIVING ADVANTAGES,
This newly listed custom-built 3 bedroom, B.V., 2
bath home offers spacious rooms. large closets., 
attractive stone fireplace & deejtjot that has
space galore for children's backfird play or a
,.place for summer barbecue. Really a nice home
that you should sae without delay.
1966 TRIUMPH 650
Bonneville.  Perfect








for sake. 1949 Ford
tractor with disc, plow





.You can buy off the truck On the street or con-
tact:
BILL JONES
305 S. 12th Street Murray _
!House' " "5"-YS-
Hornbickfillaiker- -Shop
talk_ CIOSE9 ONTAIRSDAYS, , • ,Nit4"  *Hospital
*Hair Cut; *Shoves
-- 209 Walnut Street. - •
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
'prorript service next day, 7534685 -
cind night appointments.
LAKEFRONT - HOUSE UNDER CON-
STRUCTION. Good water frontage. Completed
on outside and bath, rest of house with studs:
Deep well. Concrete boat-aloek. 2 kV. 3.8 miles
from New Concord on Hwy. 444. Let as -show yew
this today.
CAKE VIEW! NEW USTINGI Inunar.'ulately GET READY FOR ENJOYMENT ON THE 
. NEWLY LISTED -
kept mobile home has added utility romn & 3 par. LAKE. 2 lots with 10 x 52 trailer, complete. 
with well decorated home
ches. All furniture, kitchen Appli d lurniture, water, underpinned, concrete walk 
from town. Nehanef. 
it roor 
porch with iron railings Exceptionally clean ea throughoutfreezer included. .Central electric
Wooded lot with magnificent view of lake,'Boat ready to mo
ve into. (beeper thaffrent. Priced at some cira
eat ai -
ramp prIvileges. Only $19,500 M 000. Located in Panorama Shores. Storage b
uilding. Won
DO NOT WAIT. This neat,
on 2.14 acre lot, just minutes
1. ted bath, carpeted
ange, ref tigerator,
udeil. Carport, 16 x 1

































































































1974 FORD Ranger truck, 1978 CUTLASS supreme1976 CHEVROLET _ black, power . and air. _ i _Brougham. LoadedPickup with camper. Sharp. Call 753-7791. ...___$6800. Call 753-8764.Power ' brakes and  - ,
steering. V-8 automatic, 1973 -PINTO, $1095. 'law 1972 CHEVROLET,12.000 miles. Call 753- College Farm Rd. _ ' ton with' topper •5170. • ̀  • 
automatic, power air,- -1968 CHEVY Special. Call •,„ good condition.- $15757-1975 FOUR *HEEL ative- 753-0613. -:,--.- 1967 Ford piekuP runsjeeP pickup. With topper  good motor smokes,-.• -and tieW tires. '48,000 1972 • • :1914.VUICfi:--- -4S15-:-€14 489-2595.-rniki-_-_Pricerrat T..17600. cylinder., a ut omatic, -4e--- - - . -Call 437-4218.. -, 53,000 actual miles. New 1963 ELECTRA - Buick.
. .
_. tires, radio, wool-carpet. $2100. Call days 753-INTERNATIONAL 1968 -- Extra clean inside and. _1953; nights 759-1713.Tandum, air, steel tires, .._ out. $1295. Call 753-4174. - - 
14 foot Rogers box.. _- 1973 CADILLAC Sedan Qe_ _15,000. Trade . half...--,J927 THLINDERRIRD  _ , w tifirage,759-1739. - - hardtop. Power and air,'  excellent condition. Callleather interior, two 1957 k 753-5561.1976 FORD ELITE, 24,000 Thunderbirds, 1969 -  • ..4,1.mile.s. extra Clean_Fully _ Pontia-e convertible, - ignr-totb ite .4 wiyiev.
_ •
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PUT IT IN THE
49. Used Ca.s & Trucks 49 Used C.4tS a Trucks
51. Services Offered
40," 41111 WILL DO Sewing for
public and alterations.1. A
Call 753;7495.
,0•Afr--111 WILL REPLACE Or
repair your boat dock,
 " 'Dredging and Pier Co.,




method amine carpets as-
14.5.fo 1,,tx,Y.47c1 purtable tower-




-4, .. tna Moen aweeg
e-qu i peed . AMT-F51 1969 Mate n g
stereo radii). Call .759- - Vertible. Priced below
C°0- ' - drive pickup. Call 7531 
8480 after 6. 
5'2171:ep.--tvalowsAggaiWitigiali prat pieuasia: w r. do_atT-
' 
i atrnetianotthe cost
_.1978 united Feature Syndicate lac' .1.- ---- ---'
-4478 after 5. - ' market. See Saturday or  °LIFE'S F3 AE ST NECESSI-TIE .r• • (roU-sAvE UP To
111




rough.  Very good_ - • -
Mechanical condition.- - ,
Call 7534908 or come by 1975 .(MC pickup, new





Floored and ready. Up to 17 . 74. Also barn style, offices, .cottages,
mobile some ad-ons, and patios, or U-BUILD, pre-cut completely ready
to assemble up to 24 s 60. Buy the best for less.
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
1972 DODGE Polara, 4 - No-Phone- --STJPER:-
door hardtop. 'Air, power. Cook, Hazel, Ky. TUNEEMInidppeakers.. steering and power- -  Installation available. /_brakes: $775. 'Call 7$9-: .1 1965 CONTINENTAL, low Your car stererL :WESTERN -KY. Travel _
rilleage:- -3-pec1atifitt •SunSeit 'Trailer Sales anitTrer- 'uttenng '2Y sears- Sean.
_ -
continuous gutters in.conditioFour. ,dour.- -Boulevard_ - Music, vice: Route 68 and 1-24,1973 CHEVROLET -white. 4t'7_2 Plymouth Dixieland Center, 753-' Ky; Call 502-522-
pickup, power steering, wagon, excellent con- 6113. 8507.power- brakes. Good ditiorOvith air, an w
...cendition. Also . Low tires, 1959
Band 'police scanner. sair,1 door dtoja. all
Cali after 7, 436-2240. . 436-2427.-..
1969 „MODEL J _
___ __MITCHELL -grand Prix. Full power.
BYAftS BROTHERS & INSULATION BLOWN 13LACKTOPPIN1G -Call 753-1335 after 5.
SON - General home IN by Sears save on seal in g , pa t chink_ 
WILL HAUL driveway
50. Campers 51. Services Offered
Si.Services Offereo
- -
*ANT TO MOW yards
DO YOU
from youryourstunlyapsrd
South of Sycamore ' or land cleared of
West of 12th Street•Call Stumps? We can remove
after 3:30, 753-7190.




. _make wet -basements - Call for free Estimate, 
FREE Six
female puppy.„.. -dry, work completely Steve Shaw.,75344961g with _Lour
 1/1111Tfiale-e-d-. -CaTI-- or ---- Bob Kemp, 435434 ' , and white , cheat. ' Haswrite Morgan Con-




420411. Phone day or Prompt anti efficient. 153-3994 after 5:00 nen. _-----.night 442-7026. Custom Carpet Care,
DRIVE*Ifft- arid- .7 - - 
.  * BEVENPUITHigitnized_ ' 
. , bleed. Beautiful Call .parking areas white -WILL-DO BABYSMINC. -
-estimates. Also have , 0684- '  
Dr. Converse or come byrocked and graded. Free in my home- Can 751- Dr. Converse Office, 753--
'Assr.-- ._ _ .
ammWmumm






decorative rock and rip
rap. Call Clifford
Garrison, 7534429 after
stalled per your Rest for only 512.00 e dry
specificatiohs. - Call -hi-Air Decor Store
Sears 753-2310 -for free 546Air Castor -753-1642 _
backhoe and-
seilie tank work. Field
,tile lines installed, 24.,





51 Services Offered . estimates. _ - .
1972 TOYOTA Celica. 1975 PORSCHE 914 1965 CtIEVI__ remodeling, - frgiping, - these, high heat and striping. . For • free-- - - n • • 'di dcooling . bills. a SearsLow mileage. New tires. ' ,-enAtvl-Fm r1117,--Carvertible, 3 V-8. A
gutters. Call 1-354-8951 . 753-2310 for freeCall 759-1149. 
-
, very nice. Call 759-1161 rare car for a collector.
or 1-362-4895. estimates.1974 CHEVROLET, 1 
or 753-2738 after 5 P.m. 67,000 honest miles.
94500_ firm. Serious.-ownerT- excellunt con- 1970 poNTIAt le mans, inquires only, please.. dition; Call 753-6648.
• -AM-FM, 8 track tape,- Clell 753-3909,after 5 p.m.
___________ ON. Can be seen at_
corner of 4th and Pine -k; 6 --0Iiiider, WINNEBAGO motor -._straight shift. a bit 
from 7-4 p.m. after 4 call
753-4473 h ft. self 
__-,-_rApITING INTERIOR,
-41tine"kt;"1"32 45. . 
, eirterior .Also dry wall
. finishing, 10 years ex-
perience._ Call _436-2563,
Ralph Worley:
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for frees estimates for
your needs. _ _ _50. Campers
  $149.95,_jup_ Whites






dealer. • Travel trailers,
• porOtip and toppers. Both





Company Inc. Air con-



















753-5933. ; • •
estimates call 753-1537. - white rock, time, sand,
. decorative rock._ Also
-MOBILE HOME AN  - free estimates on
CHORS, 'Underpinning, *. _parking lot or driveway.•
awnings, carports -and . .. Call Roger Hudson, 753-
roofs sealed. Call Jack - -4.5.15 or 753-67.63.
Glover 754-1874 After. 11,4-
ar  -weeliend.  MU:DO BABYSIWING
in my home. Any age.
1.1nt -YOUR septic tank Call 4.174218.-
--and-baekhee work needs-. 'I-' 
'Also septic tank CONCRET FINISHING.










ficient service. No job too
--W-hite, 753-0605.
LICENSED ELEC- •
- TRICAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, beating and





den, inks, Md pumps. SO



















House broken. Call 436-
FREE six month- - old • •
--spayed female dog.
Black , and white. Has
- had distemper shot.
Very -gentle and af-
fectionate. Will make an
ideal pet for children.
Call 753-7271_ •
•
Beautiful wooded lot in Sherwood Forest. 90 feet
road frontage by 160 feet deep. $1,600.00.
Approximately one-half mile from Graves Coun-
ty line is this seventy acres of land that owner
would consider trading for property' in Calloway




-1r- and sewer available is this 24 acres of land on
• 'Nerd Road. Ideal 'subdivision property.
PO,001100.
Located in Pins Bluff. Shores is this lot With a
good waterview. 50 x 100. 91,009.00.
• Two nice lots in Keniana 4-eke Shore Heights.
$3,000.00.
Kilea Knight 753-4910 Anna *Hearth 753-2477
Sam Knight 753-4910 Lela Rood 753-11186
Patsy Faim 753-1315 Pat Armstrong 431-2174
Ray Roberts 4311-51511
412 South 12th St, 753-1651
R_REAL.--.SERIRCE IN 'REAL ESTATE-.
See The Filendttrigkiitiolivenlit Ti
SUNSHINE AND FLOWERS .
Bright and cheery 3 bedroom, 2 bath charmer
only 1 year old. Featuring den with fireplace, for-
mal dining room, &oar garage and realistic
price in the 40's. Let a new ray of sunshine into
your life and take a look at this quality hone.
DRIVE DOWN MAIN STREET
And take aNrill( at this impressive 2-story home.
Lots of living area which includes 4 bedrooms,
Andy, dining room, den, living room', plant
room,-basement and central natural gas heat.
Mid 30's
STYLISH ELEGANCE
If unique is what you seek, we have it. This 3-
story, 5 bedroom home has all the extras-marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways,
central vacuum and intercom, custom made.
drapes throughout. This is that "dream horrie"
you have been waiting for.
SHADY OAKS
Will keep you cool this summer in this four
bedroom. 2 bath home on large wooded lot th the
city limits of Murray. In addition to 4 bedrooms,
home features study, great room with fireplace, -
large brick patio with gas grill. This is one of the
mTt beautiful settings in Murray. Price
reduced.
SPRING SPECIAL
Three bedroom, 2 bath norne featuring 36' x 16'
great room with love' fireplacte. Located just
West of Murray city :!i:As and priced very at-
tractively on today's Twtrket. This-is an energy
efficient, step saving h ,!: $41,000.
INVEST IN THE FUTURE
With this large 4 bedroom,3 bath home on private'
one acre tract, 414 miles from Murray. Almost
3000 square feet of living area in this home which
his extra large rooms and large 2 car garage.
Built-in kitchen with all appliances including
refrigerator, range, dishwasher, dltposal and
trash compactor staying .with sale of home.
Priced well below replacement Cost - only.
$45,000. Phorie us today for more information.
-GET READY fOR SUMMER k'
In one of, _Murray's finest quality-built homei. 30
x 30 redwood patio with gas grill. 4,000 square
feet- -of living area with many built-ins, 5
bedrooms, and 3twr baths. Large % acre lot on
quiet street with beautiful trees and landscaping.
Let us make your dream home a reality with this
spacious, distinctive showplace home.
APRIL LOVE
Xs& It will be love at first site when you see this
colonial 4 bedroom home and 10 rolling acres.
Homeswas completely renovated 3 years ago and
has lovely brick fireplace in large kitchen-den, 2
baths and lots of space throughout. Acreage id
fenced, good stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings. A rare opportunity to purchase that
country estate you've always dreamed of
owning
REALTOR'
PRETTY AS A PICTURE
Neat three bedroom home just waiting for yo
family. Not much to do here as it is in tip-top con-
dition and priced to sell. Don't miss seeing
home before you buy. Priced just reduced. to
$34,500
WANT TO LIVE NEAR THE LAKE?
Picture a pretty house and view of Kentucky
Lake for year around living. Phone us to see this
home in Panorama Shores. Three bedrooms, two
fireplaces, a convenient kitchen and 3-car
garage. This home could not be replaced for this
low price of $44,500:
Sales through March indicate a very active year in the Real Estate Market. Let us assist you in selling your home and/or locating a fine new home tbis spring.
We have five full-time sales professionals to assist you in any type real estate transaction
Ph. 753-1222_--f.. ... .,- Everything We Touch Turns To So1c11______L..1. ,...,.,_  Evenings Can: , ,_ _ ....L,.1. , V.••••••••*F. , C...-. r ' . 1 
11 0 ..-•, . • • ..sil ,ki. i...,a-nr maw,....
( 2 4 Hour Phone) - - ....„..,........._...,..„ ,. 
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1Community Theatre . .What's It All About?
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Dr. Joe
N. Prince, is the special
1161airlIbl 10 the Cbairman of
the National Endowment for
the Arts, in Washington, D. C.,
a position he Occupies :this
year while on leave from
Murray State University
where he has served as Dean
A the _College of Creative
Expression since 1969. His
-pecific,. assignment while
working at the endowment is
I .NOSPIT NEWSI
03-2748





to.disect the staff effort fOrthe to have-this newest group to 
-BilbY -,-64-6- Norswerthy
.(1,inda 1, 516 So,.Ith, Mureay.
round out their lives with .. . DbmiesalsTask Force on the Educating.
Training. and _Development beauty, and joys and meaning. '
for Professional Artists and ,• • The Kentucky Arts Corn-
Clay R. Blankentiaker, RV.
1,'
Arts Educators. i . . . mission-, an exiension of the 
Hardin, Ronald, E
By Dr. JOE N. PRINCE . - National Endowment for the 
Jameson, 1717 Wilson, Poplar
Bluff, '
The Murray-CillowaT Arts, was helpful as the 
Md., Miss Li,sabeili
Wbods
County Community Theaireir ,M.urray-Callow.ay County 
Dunrnan, Box 8Q71)
U. Mrs. Marjorie EsMS.
a- great addition to the life of Community Theatre was berm 
Hall, 
. the city and the area. I isnew. '. As the theatre matures. I trust 
Dains, 734 Nash Dr., Murray,
I
this when I WEIS living id the arts commission will 
Mrs. Cindy F. _Manures, Rt. s.
.
- Murray; I knowit nowas I _continue to provide vitamins, 
Alrno, Mrs Terry Wsliollitrid,'
look at Murray from a. but it is up to the community , .- 1124Walnin et , 
Benton, Miss
.. . ' • distance. I can speak of its to truly feed and nurture 
Linde L. Williams, '503 No.
-NeWSpaper th 
,. lOt.illtI.Joh -




• - the happy experiences of my. that the good, people .of my 
Fn. 1, Murray, Robert 1.,
Morris Sr. Flt. I. Puryear, Tn.
 '. '-:-;.- - -___:fion Tyler; i can appreciate its home town will continue to -. A -.
Drive Planne - worth to the total community bdost and boast about Murrils-Car Wash Planned- . d see other programs in Galloway County Community
An old newspaper drive, The. theatre does manY:--effort for the betterment of, 




Fellowship of Murray State
University - will sponsor a
slave day onSaturday, April& ..
.11tis --is a volunteer service
with all derialians going to the
Wesley group. It is requested
that all materials needed he
provided for the workers.
Persons needing students to.
- work are asked to call the
United Campus Ministry, 753-
3531, between the hours of 830
a. m. to 4:30 p. in., Monday
through • Friday., to setup a
time andsto give a detcription
of the jobs desired to have
completed. .
- ; -1
Pancake Breakfast For Fred Morton Planned Saturday
Fred Morton will be held in the
social hall of the First Uthted
Virg* aught, H. ost
For District Màetinlr-
Virgin Chapter No. 5b Order
of the Eastern Star will be lsost
for the fall Western District
meeting to be held Saturday,
April 8, at 'The St. John's _
Baptist Church, Murray.
Prospective members will.
be in attendance at the
meeting to -slart with
registration at nine a.
A special benefit pancake athortic (la rich on Sala'. 7,
breakfast in horior of the Rev. day, April 8, with serving to he
from seven to ten a. in.. _
The proceeds from the
breakfast, sponsored by the
Fred Morten Sunday &Assn
Class of the church, ,will be
used to help the Rev. Morton
replaCe his derlibrary and o --
equipment Lost' inthe fire that
destroyed the United tampus
Ministry building on North
15th Street. •-•
-The cost of the ,breakfast
will be two dollars for aaults
and one dollar for children
under twelve. Colitributions
for the Fred Morton Library
•





The Call6way County 441 •
Council will hest a Family •_____
Awards Dinner Go Saturday,
April 8, at 6:30 p. at the
First United _Methodist
Church.
This dinner will . be 'for all
leaders, 4-H Club members
ansi their families. persons
are asked to call the Extension
Office, 753-1452, for reser-
vations._
Ftirt...4.-Itaising anipaign t, For
Ruth- Cole Scholarship At MSU ',a..,. , .
fPhormyseicr Murrayal Education; 
mayor. 
cati  oand Holmei.Ellts, - -students already-bad- received
- ' diplomas following practical training in
According to Mrs. Clark, major , hospitals in Owensboro and Hopkin-
consideration to scholastic excellende svthe. ----7.----
with emphasis on clinical nursing, A total-of-BS student! trtrolled-ito ' 
commitment to nursing, leadership first year of the four-year program with
characteristics, and financial need as 25 graduating. Today, the university's
well as recomme bons from the nursing program has 18 full-timet .
Murray state .. ., -faculty members-and its graduates w -.---
ropi
Dr. Cole-retired ' 197'7 after 29 years ' be found all over the United States.
as chairman of nuriing at Murray State . Dr;Cole also presently holds the rank
and during which time 844 nurses - Of captain in the U. S. Navy reserve and
graduated_fthin, the program__._The______16,0nly the 100 woman in. there_aentO_____
program was-expanded to a foiir-year, attain -that rank at the, tin  -
baccalaureate program in 1964 after 356_ , ,.. _.prEnnotion several years a-go.
President A/1-cl
- , ._ .
-- ----iffmmihrltd --kt !... G4-"--------11111111v•--='-U-provides. cultoraL osaoliesesandtbelhoss of•az . • -111n Headstart Parent.s.will___olt_fuodscahg -campaign has been
Department of the Murray - events for the city; it enables esainkin--. ---- . _ _hold a car wash on Saturday, launched for the establishment of a
. Woman's Chill in cooperation individuals to develop aro ----..- .--. • . April It; at -the-North Point scholarship program at Murray State
• - .-with the Audubon District of  Xistically, and it. also developn__,... Dra-Mili a Tai Chevron Servis_e_ _ Statithi-11-iniversity inhenor of Dr. Ruth E. Cole,
--- the Kentucky Garden Club,Ts . a . sew of --community " for .  ,. , . ... , . _ Located attic intersection of ..setired chairman of the Department of




Murray and Calloway County.- S k T. .- d ' ea ues ay _
Bypass • Highway 121 and- Nursing at-the university.
Calloway. County. - Young and old, beginners and Coldwater Road. . ' - Once funded through contributions
Funds from the newspaper professionals, Cars will be washed from froth friends, former students and




 rew. _,Michael_ .Mitlsr, associatei_e4,_M e.-gt. to fiv_e_p_in. with_sxsociates of_ Dr. Cole, the progrant is-
-- -ga---rd-iiiifig ProTec- -ts OT - The -together in positive en- _ professor of sociology in the cost being two dollars' for expected to provide a $175 scholarship,_
-- Kentucky Club at the Western _ deavors. tali:oat . what_ 41---nursing_It Vanderbilt outside and three dollars for - to be awarded annually to a senior .
State HoSpital at Hopkinsville. ceminunities _ kw for and University, _Nashville, Tn.,- inside andoutside. • - -.nursing student. • • - ..
------- ' Residents are asked to bring - work towart e_d _____:::_nrilk be guest speaker a; a Plans call fotthe first award-, to be
old newspapers, preferablIo--_- M'urr •ay ' lirlur-I---lectfee'r-tiffis-,-Sponsoied by - Esovided -front. interest generated by
tied in small bundles, to the -"liany" adtural- apportonities the Department of SociologywdTwo-- -investment of the gifts received, to be .
- Murray Woman's Club House through Murray State and Anthropology and . the  made in the spring of 1979.
• at Vine and South Seventh -University,....threngh the Art Sociology Club at Murray Two- sPecial- 
fund raising - Five "co-chairmen" have been
Streets, Murray, according to Guild, through the Murray State University on Tuesday, 
events will be held Saturday.
loomed for the contributiOns conimittee,
,.
iffie vaugbn, chairman of the _ Civic mosio_• Association,_ Aprti_tii at seven p.,as;_, in_ April 8, by the ChottS-cif the -aceording to Mr. Linda Clark,' a
  Garden Department-For:- tbrouno the-:1L.- Arts -end ffoomisit. of the Fine lort1F-Ca1lcmikv-Cilunt-Y High -Schwa- sponsor of the cagiipus chapter ortle
information persens may call Crafts Fair -- the list can go Building:Murray State.- - as they prepare fer_the,b-trip Honor„.,_ or SocietS, in . Nursing, w
- Mrs.- Vaughn at 753-3158 or on and on. How fortunate are Dr. Miller has written-many 
to Opryland at Nashville, in, sponsoring the fund-raising effort. .
Nancy Adams, 753-8115. ,,. the citizens of- west Kentucky articles and books in this field later in the 
season. -
•-• Serving in this capacity- and prepared
 the A bake-sale 
will be heltlin ..
ude-011 Tariff
and has contributed to
field of medical' • . /le front of Grahain and Jkson 
to receive contributions will be: ac - WASHINGTON- (AP) - An import officials "a number of goodies if they
Charles- Howard, Mayfield nn -crude oil would cost consumers sup's,' the crude oil equahvition tax."
speak will on the subject, on the.north-side 
of the court .'
PLIYI S and chairman of the Murray billions of dellars, possibly, hitting New One of these, Moffett said, Was
"The Future of Ne 
held on the front lawn of the ''''
dical square, and a yard 
sale will be
State board of regents: Dr. Martha Englanders hardest of -a new con- supporting a "plowbEick" of as much as
Sociology and The Care Of 
.
Erwin, who succeeded Dr. Cole as gressional studies claim: $35 billion in tax revenues to the in-
'cursing." 
. Calloway County High School
e Fa departmental chairman; Mrs. Nadine --,s, Administration 'officials have in- ..dostry for such things as exporationlor
.,- 






-director of nursing at--the- ch7eated --that President Carter mar- - orenergy source!".
publiC--and there is n ;
The sale!. will he from -nine Nturre_ y-Calloway County Hospital; 'Dr.  impose a fitriff of as mach as $5 a barrel - - - "We are not going to respond one waymission charge. • 
no. to three 
Rex Alexander, a professor . in the if Congress fails to 'pass his proposedor the other to, _Moffett's) charac--. a._ p.m. on ,.,
' Saturday. In-easeofrain, both t--'-V-1--trtment  of-  
Recreation and---- crude oil tax._ . .. _ ____ teriz,ation of the meeting," said
.....- sales will be held in the Orris at
•
---- A Library of 'Congress stud y. released SchleOingeraide- Jim Bishop.-
Mess°, Sock of 10Cal Interest at wan Calloway County High School.; Western-Kentucky ' Wednesday by Seri. Howard M t-
C
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger & 
OMMIASSIOna e ailmewhy--Ftrst of Nfiehtgaus,--Corp., ot Hog Market • 
zenbauo, D-Ohio. said such a ste
away, are as follows -could cost consumers an added
I Continued From Page chte1hidegtriai Average ... i . . . -IA Federal- State Market —NeWS Se
Apr116,1978 ' 
Unemployment Up . -billicin a year in higher. - , 
 fuel costs.
introduced a motion to quash the March
---. - 411rProductif  - - 
it% asi Kentucky Purchase Area Hog 54iritet 
.
._:,... ' ' 
" 
....., , litiern- . __ _ increase of gasoline prices oA frorri 7_ 21 public hearing, but Franklin,en the
. 
• He said there might he an immediate
A Aims - - , 7Pio ' •3/4 RePott Includes 7 Buying Stations i . FRANnFORT, ' Ky.-
we tpls hct . 400 Ba cents hi 12 cents a gallon. . imrnendation of Phillips proceeded. :PORAR SPRING., -:The KeVAtonnie Adams, tie* 
- Asmielean Motors 
Addmid Oil . •-. n7-•;1-.7-111114-ite-- Ceiba mostly 1 VI higher Sews , siloyment in tile vmstern Kentucky area , A _atesst.,,,_-...„„__„,.._ ,.. wit the hearing. -Arse new-pastor of the PopiaeSpring Baptist Chifirc-h,• is • AsomAcan Telephone - IR% -0,4 lower . • .Irord Tater sew +As us 1-2 200-230 Um  $45 
totaled. 17,551 persons in February, - New England wcZgre:::::1 
17aucusuì
e.i salon members have saidshoWn here with his wife, Freida, and their two Gessaatillall115. ..61.4 +-4--- US 1-320D-24011w according to Robert MacDonald; chltt • 
New
such a tariff would cost that region priv ely that if Murray Common
 , .- . • .i.-.111% +14 t US 342111$4101bs ao 
_ labor analyst for the Department for , $2.6 billion over the next five years, Coun 1-okayschildren, Chris, age frees and Lori, age three. R. 
Gismalldrit . — . __.... ...... Si% As US 2.-4 240-250 lbs
the rezoning, the issue
Adams graduated from Cadisle Counts High School, . Elauldida. ' . .. . Human Resources.
, attended Murray State University and Paducah Corn- MU. - 
WS +4, Sows • largely in higher -heating oil bills. New • may, tested in court. _ .
in other planning commission action 
-.-
munity College, and graduated from Mid Continent =4.1 1,  
so +4. us 1-2 270-330 lbs.  011.00-if 90 This was 7 percent of the labor force
irke -I,4 US 14 430400 lbs. 
45% unc US 14300.4501bs. .. . . ...... 1.1.9444 90, and represents a moderate` int-Tease
u - England relies heavily on imported
'og • • ednesday night:
Baptist Bible College, Mayfield, in 1974. He has-served \,.. Wk 
 4-
s'  _ars +Y. us 2-3 300-500 la 
MI% i• us iaS004,10us...841.011-42,Ntesece from. the 6.4 percent tate of January. p, D-
as pastor of N Baptist ...the ew Hope Church, CiMton, ', Oslo VA .4/4 Boars27.00-30.00 
_. $37*'N'''' Calloway County's jobless rate was 6.1-- ,-
Meanwhne, Re Toby Moffett, -Commission members learned that
sis -is 
tom., says Energy , Secretary James Dan Miller has withdrawn a rezoning
and Blandville Baptist Church, BLandville, before s. new .,... . ay. as ' LAKE DATA ' 
' per cent during the month:- ,__, . R. Schlesinger is trying to make a new • request, fora piece of property of 16th
....,. coming to Poplar „Spying, He has been involved in Wwadysallilad  '42- bid1"142%+asli Kentucky. Lake, 7 a.m. 355 9, 
"Seasonal layoffs:plus the effects' of - -
- mission - work for the _past two years in the Central, - -.--- 
the coal strike caused the increased .
deal with the oil industry in exchange
, tersection.
Street near the Loch Lomond in-
.
Asperican country, Guatemala, and spends two weeks .. - ------ . - •. Below dam 325.1, down 07 
unemployment," said MacDonald. 
dor,ots support oj. the tax. .
•It-VMMA Ges Senate conference 
reifilecrenbecorminiof atheeewl-oirokusein; -Commissioners are expected to
a year in that country doing e.vangelistic work among .review a revision of a zoning amend-Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.0 
Marshall County had the highest rate
the Guatemalans and the 22 Indian tribes that are Below dam 328.7, down 01. 
at 15.3 percent while Union County was
at the American Legion Hall . . Sunset 6 : 22. Stinrise 5:36
A rurnmage sale will be held on comptornts-e energy legislation, said
future meeting.
merit application in anticipation of a
descendants of the M,ayas. Services are held each Sun- 
lowest with 3.8 percent.
• 
that Schlesinger promised oil industry
day at the church with Sunday Shcool at ten A. m.,. ' 
from 8:30 a. m. to two p. in, on •., .
Training Union 0 530 p.m., and worShip services _at, Sati,ithrdeayitappa, 
Aprilo8uai, scrpounsnopredhi '
Ideveneach SuLarny. afil:Icitth63ee beljneflit.ofTwth°obuseselpersoattes15Perneeling 
home economics fraternity at
transportation. .. 
Murray. State Universitjo. ,
•-oor
Market
The equity in your _louse
is like inoney in your pocket.
Equity is the difference between how
inuch your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
it'sa valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
have in mind
Real estate values are tip. up, nip.
So the house you bought just a few
_ years ago probably would sell for a lot
more than you paid.
Whith means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the more
yotrcan barrow in a large real-estate loan.
Right here. Right now.
Maybe the money you're-lnokang for
is Olse in the house.
_ S.
'




MOIMI/7 Wawa Totoi Of
Portorot To Pay Poiroopoto APR*




$ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
6124.41 7,464.66 12.74%




Charles Marcus son Mgr
Reve got your lath
• r.)p to raw
Horoscope
  Frances Drike 
- FOR FRIDAY. APRITA, 1978
Whiq: kind of day will
tomoreoia be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast




t Mar 21 to Apr. 20i eri-----412 
(Noy. i3 to Dec. 21 tifl
You have an exceptionally
good Planetary set-up yet must
still toe the line in order to avoid
friction with those who are not
in so comfortable a position.
ifeiRDec. 1MRNJan. Vi20 122 to kt. -
Better,than-average pros-
pects, but you will have to grasp -
the good things firmly, and
.quickly put aside the un-dn 
'rable. Use your best
judgment.
AQUARIUS
4 Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Harmony and sell•control
- needed now. Don't antagonize
those in a position to help you.
Aim to improve ideas and
methods
4;6
extremes, also, if not alert to
this tendency now Look for that
"middle road" and stick to it.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar._ 201
'Wade through possible dif-
ficult issues, or relax in the
presSlireless periods.
Whichever, you will need these
traits: imagination;-ability to
see the humorous side of
situations.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine mifid and
great determination; • are quite
wbolar always seeking new
knowledge and the means to put.
it to use. You learn quickly, too,
are keen about new trends, and
'see Many opportunities which
others Wartild pass by The Arlen
on the social front where you wipe true achiever and can
COULDpvertax yourself reach the highest goals to which
LIBRA '7* *aspires. Voti are' extremely •
to PA. 2344; ...Aiwatitliccwllclsuc=4 0. _ .- Emig mid prize b. - y•rjety of ne no
ritrity 1,4d • tiers ce, ourna
. forthright effort. Stabilise,. sad statesmanship' Traits' t4a
. personal rCiatiOnShi curb. overaggressiveness and '
1711 Oicekeeper's - if-rolirteniNftry-t5WArd F.role casm. BirUidate -sf. William
SCORER() .W0r4aworth. poet; St. Francis
(Oct. 24 to Nov: 22) nteTef  Xavier, Apostle of the Indies;
You can be very thrifty, {,r too Walter W nche II, newspaper.
extraVagant: can indulge other columnist and TV personality











Adventurer SE Pickup •
That'S what folks are saying these days. Because they're
finding out just what their nearby Dodge Dealer's offering in the
way of trucks. A complete lineup of good-looking, hard-working
Dodge pickups and lull-time four-wheelers. Like the tough, depend-
able D100 pi-dkup. The wild. and wicked Warlock pickup._-The rough ,
andrudged four-wheel-drive Ramchargernnd Power Wagon pickup.
Trucks that have got it where it ccionts. In choice of models anti
•equipment. lo -terms of engineering and solid construction.
One-look aiRil the groat trucks your friendly Dodge Dealer has
for sale or lease and you'll be saying . "That's my Dodger'_
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Make preliminary plans
subject to final touch-up ON
Monday. Thin get the jump on
time pressures. Esertist
patience, forethought,-
matter how tight your schedgle.
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Stellar influences suggeit
that you watch out for
misleading statements( -
and dubious schemes Re aia
and counter with your innate
honesty and good judgment..
GEMINI
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Your ambitious, enierprugag
self can take a real fling now,
You are in a posit on to make
fine gains material arid
otherwise.
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Ask. if in doubt, but do not
become unsettled at every sign
of complexity. In gemerai. -hold
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I.E0
July 24 to Aug 231
If you take minor annoyiincesinstride, as leoites usually do,
you should enjoy your day,
Chosen gosh A are nearer in-
creased favors indicated. •,
VOW() t A
(Aug. 24 to Sept 23(
(Yoor imagination stimulatedbut don't go to extremes in
anythin4 Re especially f areful
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